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Elizabeth Kubler-Ross (1975) describes death as that 
which gives life meaning. Death limits the time we have on 
earth to learn, love and experience all that life has to 
offer. It is death that reminds us life is precious and 
temporary. Most people do not consciously think of death 
or dying unless faced with a reminder of death, such as the 
death of a friend or loved one, the discovery of a 
potentially life-threatening illness, or news of the latest 
terrorist attack. Death gets noticed when it affects us, 
and sooner or later it affects us all. 
Oqg_kiy_silk 
This project is divided into three sections 1) 
literature review, 2), annotated bibliography and 3) the 
appendix (BuNnL NHFHHFElu) . The annotated bibliography and 
the literature review were an intellectual journey of sorts 
in search for some insights into death and dying. The 
appendix is a self-help booklet for the terminally ill. 
$kkls_sbb Bi`iilgq_ohx _kb Lisbq_stqb Rbuibv 
The annotated bibliography is exclusively comprised of 
empirical studies and research material. The literature 
review includes other types of reference material such as 
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books and reference manuals. Most annotated bibliographies 
and literature reviews are typically comprehensive and 
focus on one subject. This annotated bibliography and 
literature review explored a sampling of three themes 1) 
religion, 2) fear of death and meanings of death, and 3) 
near-death experiences. 
Religion was chosen for potential insights into 
people's attitudes toward death and dying with regard to 
religion. Does one's religion play a part in one's fear of 
death? Fear of death and meanings of death were chosen to 
give insights into what people are afraid of and what death 
means to them. Near-death experiences were chosen because 
these were the experiences of people who seemingly died and 
were revived. Are there possible insights to be derived 
from these people's accounts? 
$oobkbiw 
The appendix, BuNnL NHFHHFElu is a self-help booklet 
written for the terminally ill. The idea for BuNnL 
NHFHHFElu grew out of personal experiences. From August 
1996 to June 1998, I lost five immediate family members 
father (August 1996), sister (January 1997), husband (June 
1997), grandmother (January 1998), and mother (June 1998). 
<ith each death, I questioned my own mortality. I wondered 
if they died peaceably. Each death contributed to the 
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desire to write a thesis such as this one. But, in 
retrospect, it was my father's death that was the 
definitive factor. He was the only one of the five who was 
terminally ill. The others passed away more or less 
suddenly and unexpectedly. 
My father had time to prepare for his transition from 
life to death. In June of 1996, my father called and told 
me he had melanoma cancer. The doctor gave him a maximum 
of 6 months to live; he lasted 3 months. I did not know 
what to say or do to help him, so I did nothing. If, at 
the time, I had access to the information of this thesis I 
could have taken a more proactive position with my father. 
I would have shared the information with him. I would have 
felt as if I made a difference. 
The appendix is written to provide help for the 
terminally ill in overcoming fear of death and gaining 
acceptance of death. The appendix is not meant to cover 
every possible obstacle the terminally ill will face, but 
rather includes the most common obstacles experienced by 
the terminally ill. The appendix is in no way suggesting 
the terminally ill will experience any or all of the 
obstacles described. It is designed to describe the more 
common obstacles and give suggestions for overcoming them. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The primary purpose of this literature review is to 
find insights into the following aspects of death and 
dying: religion, fear of death and meanings of death, and 
near-death experiences. More specifically, how does 
religion affect fear of death? <hat do we fear about 
death? <hat can we learn from near-death experiences? 
Kastenbaum (1996) conducted a unique study showing 
that once people reflect on death, they realize death has 
functionality for both society and the individual. If 
there were no death, society would change considerably. 
<ithout death, the world could become overcrowded. Society 
may be forced to increase or make more stringent birth 
control policies. There may be new rules or understood 
norms for the governance of human relationships; marriage 
may not be thought of as a lifetime commitment. Certain 
economic systems may face problems or potential fail. 
Mortuaries, cemeteries, life insurance companies, etc., may 
be forced out of business or find ways to adapt to a world 
without death. <ould religions suffer? It would seem many 
Christian-based religions would have less to offer in the 
way of reward and punishment with regards to heaven and 
hell. 
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If there were no death, it could affect the individual 
in many ways. If there were no time limit on living, 
perhaps people would lack of ambition . After all, there is 
always time to complete a project or achieve a goal. <hy 
get in a hurry to do things? <ould a deathless society 
cause a general lessening of an individual's responsible 
attitude? <ould people live their lives recklessly? One 
can see that death has great potential for functionality; 
and since there is no escaping death, perhaps our best 
response to death is to learn as much as we can about the 
subject. 
Rbiigilk 
This section of the literature review looks at how 
religion relates to fear of death. Does religion soothe, 
calm, or in some way help take the edge off the fear of 
death? Is it possible for someone with a high level of 
fear of death to be comforted enough by his or her religion 
to lessen the fear of death? Osarchuk and Tatz (1973) 
wrote "a value system regarding religionD may in many 
individuals serve one of the functions for which it is 
intended, that of helping to keep the unpleasant affect to 
a minimum" (p . 260). The value system of the religion 
referred to in the quote would seem to be one of offering 
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reward and punishment for life's deeds. It seems 
reasonable to infer from the quote that Osarchuk & Tatz are 
referring to those individuals who believe they have acted 
according to their religion's rules. Since they have acted 
accordingly, their religion offers some sort of promise of 
a desirable reward or afterlife, and therefore is capable 
of taking the edge off of the fear of death. 
Is it reasonable to expect a non-religious person to 
turn to religion in response to his/her fear of death? 
Most religions have a set of rules or protocols regarding 
death. <ith a set of rules to follow regarding death, do 
some people feel a sense of control, predictability, or 
power over death? In the face of death, do people turn to 
religion for comfort and solace? McGrath (2003) posits the 
majority of terminally ill people do not turn to religion 
in response to their illness. They do not experience a 
conversion of sorts. The few who intensify their religion 
do not turn to new concepts or ideas, but rather 
strengthened the beliefs they already have. 
If one thinks about all of the different religions, 
each with its own set of protocols regarding death, how 
would one choose a specific religion under the pressure of 
death threat? If one were faced with a terminal illness 
and time seems to be a factor, how could one make such a 
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complex decision in a timely manner? Choosing a religion 
can be a very complex process. <hich religion has the 
right answers to the questions regarding death and/or the 
plethora of other issues one may turn to religion to 
answer? 
<hich religion's protocols and rules of conduct are 
right? How would one determine which religion has the 
right rules? <ould it matter if the rules are right: or is 
it simply enough to have rules? Any rules, as long as they 
serve as some sort of guideline for death: a guideline 
offering some sort of predictability and sense of control 
to an otherwise unknown, and thereby possibly soothing or 
lessening the fear of death. 
It would seem to choose a religion intelligently one 
would have to know something of the many choices and what 
each choice would have to offer and stand for. There are 
so many religions; becoming even remotely knowledgeable of 
each religion could become quite time consuming. It would 
seem that people who seek a religion do so in some fashion 
that reaffirms their personal core beliefs or base values. 
One would expect the closer the match between the religion 
and the person's core beliefs the more satisfaction the 
union would offer. In such a short time constraint, how 
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does one find a religion that suits or matches one's 
personal beliefs? 
For many it takes a lifetime to understand and 
personalize the rules of their religion. It takes time to 
come to terms with why the rules exist and how the rules 
apply to the individual person. The rules must have 
personal meaning or why would one simply blindly follow 
rules that have no meaning or do not make sense. If one 
takes into consideration all of the issues presented above, 
not turning toward religion in response to fear of death or 
terminal illness makes sense. For most, the task may seem 
too monumental while dealing with the death threat at hand 
and in the time constraints involved. 
Do those who experience either a death threat or 
terminal illness and have not acted according to their 
religion's rules have an increased fear of death over those 
who have acted piously? Is it possible that religion can 
intensify the fear of death? Does the concept of 
punishment and reward for life's deeds affect the intensity 
of fear of death? Do those who feel their deeds have been 
in line with their religion's rules of behavior experience 
a lower fear of death? Likewise, do those who know they 
have faltered in following their religion's rules 
experience a greater fear of death? Rose and O'Sullivan 
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(2002) address this issue by suggesting those who believe 
in a reward- and punishment-based religion and do not act 
piously will experience a greater fear of death. 
Does life review have a correlation to fear of death? 
Thorson (1991) suggests one reason for the elderly having a 
reduced level of fear of death is due to a positive life 
review. It would seem more appropriate for the elderly to 
have a more substantial and positive life review than their 
younger counterparts. One would expect the elderly to have 
so many more experiences from which to evaluate and review. 
One would expect that the elderly have done and achieved 
much in their many years. A life review does not seem to 
be an event you plan for Sunday at noon: it would seem to 
be a spontaneous exercise of reflection. It would seem to 
make sense that younger adults do not spend much time in 
reflection of their lives since they are still trying to 
figure out what their lives are going to be. Likewise, it 
takes time to build a life that one can be proud of and 
look back and think life was an overall good experience. 
For the most part the young are so full of wants and needs 
it would seem hard for them to reflect on life with a 
positive attitude when so many needs and wants are 
unfulfilled and not yet realized. 
10 
An elderly positive life review can be as simple as 
~ 
reflecting on life and feeling there have been more good 
moments than bad. It can be as complicated as having 
assessed life and figured out what is really important and 
act accordingly. Perhaps some of the elderly have had time 
to right their past wrongs. Some elderly individuals may 
look back on their life and feel it was fairly good and 
therefore expect a positive experience in afterlife. Some 
may reflect on work, relationships, and/or personal 
victories and feel a sense of accomplishment. Some may 
look back at their children and grandchildren and feel 
their life had meaning. A positive life review is a very 
individual thing and there may be many reasons for life 
review lowering the fear of death in the elderly. Each 
aspect listed above has either an element of satisfaction 
with life, a sense that life had meaning, or a belief in 
afterlife (these three elements comprise the definition of 
spirituality as will be shown later) . 
Freud (1961) explained how religion not only keeps 
the masses in line but also soothes or takes the edge off 
fear of death: 
It can clearly be seen that the possession of 
these ideas [religion] protects him [man] in two 
directions - against the dangers of nature and 
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Fate, and against the injuries that threaten him 
from society itself (p. 18). 
<hen Freud is referring to the dangers of nature and Fate 
amongst other things, he is referring to death. McMordie 
(1981) seems to agree with Freud in that he hypothesized 
that high religious convictions foster a sense of control 
and predictability over death, which in turn lessens the 
fear of death. If Freud and McMordie are correct and 
religion takes the edge off the fear of death, what aspect 
of religion is responsible? How is religion defined? 
Falkenhain and Handal (2003) explain many researchers 
define religion in terms of afterlife belief. The majority 
of religions in the United States are Christian based. The 
defining term, afterlife belief, works for most religions 
here in America, but what about the non-Christian based 
religions? For some non-Christian based religions, the 
afterlife belief criterion may not apply. McGrath (2003) 
defined religion in terms of being an organized system of 
faith and worship in order to strengthen the relationship 
with the divine or superior being. This definition of 
religion does not directly deal with an aspect of afterlife 
belief. Rasmussen and Johnson (1994) define spirituality 
as "high levels of satisfaction with life, strong feelings 
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that life is meaningful, belief in an afterlife, and degree 
of certainty about life after death not tied to a 
particular religious denomination" (p. 314). This 
definition of spirituality deals directly with an aspect of 
afterlife belief. Many studies do not make a 
differentiation between religion and spirituality. One can 
see there is a definite delineation between religion and 
spirituality. It would be helpful for studies to recognize 
and utilize the delineation. 
The results of Rasmussen and Johnson's study showed 
spirituality had a significant negative correlation to 
death anxiety; i.e. as spirituality increased death anxiety 
decreased. Using Rasmussen and Johnson's definition of 
spirituality (throughout this project Rasmussen and 
Johnson's definition will be used to define spirituality) 
and the results from their study, it would seem logical for 
one to expect death anxiety to be lessened as one 
experiences higher levels of satisfaction with life, and/or 
stronger feelings that life has meaning, and/or a higher 
belief in afterlife. 
If the inference above is true, it could lend support 
to Thorson's suggestion that a positive life review may be 
partly responsible for the elderly having a lower fear of 
death than their younger counterparts. A positive life 
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review minimally contains either a sense of satisfaction 
with life, and/or a sense that life has meaning, and/or a 
belief in afterlife. Since a positive life review of the 
elderly contains any one or all of these elements and since 
these elements comprise Rasmussen and Johnson's definition 
of spirituality there certainly seems to be some sort of 
connection. Thorson, although he did not come out and say 
it, found that a positive life review contains an 
element(s) of spirituality. Thorson's study was done three 
years prior to Rasmussen and Johnson's, but perhaps if he 
would have had their definition of spirituality while 
conducting his study, he would have incorporated their 
definition or defining elements in his study. 
Thomas (1994) interviewed "spiritually mature elders" 
about their ideas of death. He described them as 
containing "a quality of warmth and what might best be 
termed serenity" (p. 178). One might interpret this 
quality of warmth or "serenity" as coming from the idea 
that these spiritually mature elders had come to terms with 
nature and death. Thomas explained the thing that most 
surprised him about these interviews was the positive image 
of death that these interviewees held. Each of the 
interviewees held some sort of afterlife belief and 
expressed no fear of dying. 
14 
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Obviously, those researchers whose studies produce 
similar results are in agreement. <hile it seems that 
McMordie is in agreement with Freud and Thorson, Thomas, 
and Rasmussen and Johnson are in some sort of agreement 
involving spirituality, most studies recognize ambiguity on 
the subject of religion and fear of death. Falkenhein and 
Handal (2003), Kurlychuk (1976), Rasmussen et al. (1998), 
Rasmussen and Johnson (1994), Rose and O'Sullivan(2002), 
and McMordie(1981) all cite the ambiguous nature of the 
relationship between religion and fear of death. 
Some studies support a positive, some a negative, and 
others a curvilinear correlation between religion and fear 
of death. A positive correlation between religion and fear 
of death means as the level of religion is increased, the 
level of fear of death is also increased. A negative 
correlation between religion and fear of death means as the 
level of religion is increased, the fear of death is 
decreased. A curvilinear correlation means those at the 
high and low levels of religion experience lower fear of 
death than those who fall somewhere in the middle of 
religiosity. There does not seem to be a predominant 
result or school of thought for the relationship between 
religion and fear of death. However, there does seem to be 
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a repetitive negative correlation between spirituality and 
fear of death. 
Some of the ambiguity of past studies may be caused by 
researchers not delineating the difference between 
spirituality and religion. McGrath (2003) and Rasmussen 
and Johnson (1994) seem to be going in the right direction 
by attempting to define terms and thereby eliminating 
ambiguity. There seems to be a need for more defining 
terms and probing questions when dealing with the 
correlation between religion (spirituality) and fear of 
death. 
Osarchuk and Tatz (1973) appear to have increased the 
fear of death in a sample of students by subjecting them to 
a death threat treatment. Rasmussen et al. (1998), tried 
unsuccessfully to indirectly alter fear of death by 
subjecting students to a relaxation and stress management 
treatment. An interesting future response to Osarchuk and 
Tatz's and Rasmussen et al. studies would be to determine 
if fear of death can be lowered by attempting to increase a 
sense of higher satisfaction with life and/or convincing 
the subjects that their life has more meaning than they 
thought prior to the study. First, one would pretest 
terminally ill and/or elderly subjects for level of fear of 
death. Second, the subjects would be subjected to 
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LSILYLIXFO FRXSDJOLSL DJDDLRSD ZMJUJG\ FS FEEJRUE LD RFIJ 
ER LSFUJFDJ EMJLU DJSDJ EMFE OLIJ MFD RJFSLSL FSI 
DFELDIFFELRS ZLEM OLIJ. )LSFOO\, F URDEEJDE RI IJFU RI 
IJFEM ZRXOI GJ FIRLSLDEJUJI. .E ZRXOI GJ J[UJFEJI EMFE 
IJFU RI IJFEM ZRXOI GJ IJFUJFDJI IURR UUJ ER URDE EJDELSL. 
4I EMJ 12 DEXILJD (DJJ UFLJ 118, &FEJLRUL]JI 1LDE RI 
$SSREFEJI %LGOLRLUFUM\ - 7JOLLLRS) LSFOXIJI LS EMLD 
OLEJUFEXUJ UJYLJZ ZMLFM IJFO ZLEM UJOLLLRS FSI EMJ IJFU RI 
IJFEM, JLLME XDJI F FRSYJSLJSFJ DFRUOJ RI DEXIJSED, EMUJJ 
XDJI FS JOIJUO\ DFRUOJ ()FOPJSMJLS & +FSIFO, .XUO\FMXP, FSI 
7MRRFD), FSI RSJ XDJI e, EJURLSFOO\ LOO DFRUOJ (2F*UFEM). 
4SJ MFD ER VXJDELRS EMJ JLLME FRSYJSLJSFJ DFRUOJD RI 
DEXIJSED. )R EMJ JLLME FRSYJSLJSFJ DFRUOJD RI DEXIJSED 
UJFOO\ UJUUJDJSE EMJ URUXOFELRS, ZMLFM EMJ DEXI\ IJDLUJD ER 
LJSJUFOL]J$ 7MJ EMUJJ JOIJUO\ DFRUOJD FSI EMJ EJURLSFOO\ 
LOO DFRUOJ RFPJ RXFM RRUJ DJSDJ EMFS F FRSYJSLJSFJ DFRUOJ 
RI DEXIJSED. 7MJ JOIJUO\ FSI EJURLSFOO\ LOO FUJ UURGFGO\ 
FORDJU ER IJFEM EMFS EMJ DFRUOJ RI DEXIJSED FSI RF\ 
EMJUJIRUJ UUJDJSE F EUXJU UJUUJDJSEFELRS RU LUJFEJU 
LSDLLMED LSER EMJ UJOFELRSDMLU GJEZJJS UJOLLLRS 
(DULULEXFOLE\) FSI EMJ IJFU RI IJFEM. )RU EMJ RRDE UFUE, 
EMJUJ DJJRD ER GJ F SJJI IRU GJEEJU DFRUOJ DJOJFELRS. 2RUJ 
DEXILJD EMFE LSFOXIJ EMJ EJURLSFOO\ LOO FSI JOIJUO\ ZRXOI 
DJJR RRUJ FUUURUULFEJ FSI UJUUJDJSEFELYJ RI EMJ URUXOFELRS, 
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ZMLFM FRXOI LLYJ GJEEJU LSDLLMED ER FSI UJUMFUD DMRZ F 
EUXJU UJOFELRSDMLU GJEZJJS EMJ IJFU RI IJFEM FSI UJOLLLRS 
(DULULEXFOLE\). 
4I EMJ 12 DEXILJD, XELOL]JI LS EMLD URUELRS RI EMJ 
OLEJUFEXUJ UJYLJZ, DJYJS XDJI DFFOJD FSI VXJDELRSSFLUJD 
EMFE REMJU UJDJFUFMJUD IJYJORUJI, EZR XDJI LSEJUYLJZD 
(7MRRFD 1994, FSI 2F*UFEM 2003) FSI EZR RFIJ EMJLU RZS 
FUDJSFO RI EJDE VXJDELRSD (4DFUFMXP & 7FE] 1973, FSI 
7MRUDRS 1991). .E DJJRD ZLEM EMJ FRGLLXRXD SFEXUJ RI EMJ 
FRUUJOFELRS GJEZJJS EMJ IJFU RI IJFEM FSI UJOLLLRS 
(DULULEXFOLE\), UJDJFUVL JUD DMRXOI UJO\ RS EMJLU RZS 
VXJDELRSD RU LSEJUYLJZD RRUJ RIEJS ER EU\ FSI ILSI F SJZ 
FUUURFFM ER EMJ FRUUJOFELRS GJEZJJS EMJ IJFU RI IJFEM FSI 
UJOLLLRS (DULULEXFOLE\). .E DJJRD LI RSJ PJJUD FDPLSL EMJ 
DFRJ VXJDELRSD FSI LJEELSL FRSIOLFELSL FSDZJUD, LE LD ELRJ 
ER FMFSLJ EMJ VXJDELRSD. 7MFE LD SRE ER LRUO\ EMFE EMJ 
DFFOJD FSI VXJDELRSSFLUJD RFIJ G\ REMJU UJDJFUFMJUD FUJ 
IJILFLJSE. 5JUMFUD EMJ J[LDELSL VXJDELRSSFLUJD MFYJ DJUYJI 
EMJLU UXUURDJ, FSI LE LD ELRJ ER EU\ DRRJEMLSL SJZ FSI 
RULLLSFO. 4U RF\GJ DRRJ RI EMJ J[LDELSL VXJDELRSSFLUJD FSI 
DFFOJD DMRXOI GJ XDJI LS FRSOXSFELRS ZLEM SJZ VXJDELRSD. 
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)ear of 'eath and Meanings of 'eath 
:MFE LD LE EMFE ZJ IJFU FGRXE IJFEM$ $GIJO-.MFOJP 
(2002) J[EUFFEJI 18 IJFUD RI IJFEM G\ UROOLSL RYJU 1,000 
DEXIJSED. 7MJ 18 LEJRD ZJUJ RFIJ LSER F OLDE FEEFFMJI ZLEM 
F ILYJ-URLSE 1LPJUE DFRULSL D\DEJR FSI GJFFRJ PSRZS FD EMJ 
7JFDRSD )RU )JFEM )JFU 8FFOJ(7))8). 7MJDJ 18 IJFUD RI 
IJFEM LSFOXIJ: 1) IJFU RI MJFYJSO\ UXSLDMRJSE, 2) ZRUU\ 
FGRXE RSJ'D FMLOIUJS, 3) MFYLSL ERR RFS\ DLSD, 4) OLIJ 
EJJRD ZLEM RJFSLSLIXO EMLSLD, 5) OJFYLSL ORYJI RSJD GJMLSI, 
6) OJFYLSL GJMLSI DJFXOFU UOJFDXUJD, 7) IJFU RI MJOO FSI 
IRRRDIF\, 8) EMJ EJUULG•\ DEUJSXRXD RRRJSE ZMJS EMJ DRXO 
OJFYJD EMJ GRI\, 9) IFLOXUJ ER UJUIRUR UJOLLLRXD IXELJD FSI 
RGOLLFELRSD, 10) YFLXJ FSI XSPSRZS LDDXJD FDDRFLFEJI ZLEM 
IJFEM, 11) EMJ JOJRJSE RI DXUUULDJ LS IJFEM, 12) OFFP RI 
IFLEM, 13) EMJ LULJYLSL RI ORYJI RSJD, 14) ERUEXUJ RI EMJ 
LUFYJ, 15) FFXEJ UFLS FDDRFLFEJI ZLEM I\LSL, 16) LULJYLSL 
RYJU ZMFE RSJ ZLOO OJFYJ GJMLSI (ZJFOEM FSI YFOXFGOJD), 17) 
ORDD RI DJOI RU LIJSELE\, FSI 18) EMJ JSI RI RSJ'D UOFSD 
FSI RGOJFELYJD. 
2RDE RI EMJDJ 18 LEJRD FUJ XSIJUDEFSIFGOJ; F IJZ SJJI 
IXUEMJU EMRXLME. 1JFYLSL GJMLSI DJFXOFU UOJFDXUJD (#6) FSI 
LULJYLSL RYJU ZMFE RSJ ZLOO OJFYJ GJMLSI (ZJFOEM FSI 
YFOXFGOJD (#16), FE ILUDE EMRXLME EMJDJ EZR LEJRD DJJR ER 
GJ LSILFFELSL EMJ DFRJ EMLSL. 8JFXOFU FFS RJFS SRS-
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UJOLLLRXD, ZRUOIO\, RU RFEJULFO. .I RSJ XDJD ZRUOIO\ FD 
EMJ RJFSLSL IRU DJFXOFU, EMJS EMJ RJFSLSL IRU OJFYLSL 
GJMLSI DJFXOFU UOJFDXUJD FRXOI RJFS EMJ UOJFDXUJ RI F 
DXSULDJ, RU DXSDJE, EMJ UOJFDXUJ RSJ IJULYJD IURR YLJZLSL 
EMJ *UFSI &FS\RS, JEF. .EJR SXRGJU 6 IRJD SRE MFYJ ER RJFS 
OJFYLSL GJMLSI RFEJULFOLDELF EMLSLD. 4SJ FFS DJJ, ZLEM 
UJIOJFELRS, LEJRD 6 FSI 16 FUJ ILIIJUJSE. 
$SREMJU LEJR EMFE GJFUD IXUEMJU EMRXLME LD SXRGJU 4. 
:MFE IRJD "1LIJ EJJRD ZLEM RJFSLSLIXO EMLSLD" RJFS$ :MFE 
IRJD EMJ UMUFDJ "RJFSLSLIXO EMLSLD" LSILFFEJ$ $UJ EMJDJ 
RFEJULFO URDDJDDLRSD$ 4UJD $GIJO-.MFOJP RJFS OLIJ MFD 
RJFSLSLIXO J[UJULJSFJD$ )RJD EMLD DEFEJRJSE LRUO\ EMFE 
IJFEM IRJD SRE MFYJ RJFSLSL, FSI RSO\ OLIJ FFS MFYJ 
RJFSLSL$ )RJD EMLD DEFEJRJSE DLRUO\ RJFS OLIJ MFD RJFSLSL 
FSI IRJD SRE LSEJSI ER LRUO\ LS FS\ ZF\ EMFE IJFEM IRJD RU 
IRJD SRE MFYJ RJFSLSL$ 7MLD UJFDRS IRU IJFU RI IJFEM RF\ 
SJJI ER GJ UJZRUIJI ER GJEEJU UJIOJFE EMJ FXEMRU'D EUXJ 
RJFSLSL RI EMJ DEFEJRJSE. 
.I LEJR SXRGJU 4, OLIJ EJJRD ZLEM RJFSLSLIXO EMLSLD, 
LD YLJZJI FD DLRUO\ LSILFFELSL OLIJ MFD RJFSLSL FSI RSJ 
EFPJD LSER FFFRXSE EMJ IJILSLELRS RI DULULEXFOLE\, EMJS RSJ 
RLLME J[UJFE EMLD LEJR'D DFRUJ ER UJIOJFE F MLLM OJYJO RI 
FLUJJRJSE IRU EMRDJ ZMR MFYJ F ORZ IJFU RI IJFEM. 
1LPJZLDJ, IRU EMRDJ ZLEM F MLLM IJFU RI IJFEM, RSJ ZRXOI 
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J[UJFE EMLD LEJR'D DFRUJ ER UJIOJFE F ORZ OJYJO RI 
FLUJJRJSE. 
.EJR 12, OFFP RI IFLEM, FSI LEJR 14, ERUEXUJ RI EMJ 
LUFYJ, GJFU F FORDJU ORRP. :MFE IRJD OFFP RI IFLEM RJFS$ 
.D LE OFFP RI IFLEM LS *RI$ .D LE OFFP RI IFLEM LS FS 
FIEJUOLIJ$ .D LE OFFP RI IFLEM RI F UJZFUI IRU OXDE IJJID$ 
)RJD LE RJFS F OFFP RI IFLEM LS FS\EMLSL RU JYJU\EMLSL$ 
:MFE IRJD ERUEXUJ RI EMJ LUFYJ RJFS$ )RJD ERUEXUJ RI 
EMJ LUFYJ RJFS F DJUFUFELRS IURR ORYJI RSJD$ .I DR, EMJS 
LE LD UJIXSIFSE ZLEM LEJR SXRGJU 5. .D LE F IJFU RI GXLD 
JFELSL \RX FSI EMJ GRI\eIJEJULRUFELSL$ )RJD ERUEXUJ RI EMJ 
LUFYJ RJFS EMJ UFLS FSI DXIIJULSL EMFE RSJ ZLOO J[UJULJSFJ 
LS MJOO$ .I DR, EMJS EMLD LEJR LD UJIXSIFSE ZLEM LEJR 
SXRGJU 7. .D LE F IJFU IRU EMJ DRXO$ 
$FFRUILSL ER $GIJO-.MFOJP (2002) RYJUFOO, ZRRJS UFEJI 
ERUEXUJ RI EMJ LUFYJ MLLMJDE FD F IJFU RI IJFEM. .I EMJ 
RJFSLSL RI ERUEXUJ RI EMJ LUFYJ FFS RJFS DR RFS\ ILIIJUJSE 
EMLSLD, MRZ IRJD RSJ LSEJUUUJE EMJ IFFE EMFE ZRRJS UFEJI 
EMLD MLLMJDE FD F IJFU RI IJFEM$ .D LE DLRUO\ JSRXLM ER 
PSRZ EMFE ERUEXUJ RI EMJ LUFYJ ZFD EMJ SXRGJU RSJ UFEJI 
IJFU RI IJFEM IRU ZRRJS$ .D LE GJEEJU ER EU\ ER FEEFFM 
DRRJ RJFSLSL ER EMLD UFUELFXOFU FMRLFJ RI ZRRJS$ .E DJJRD 
ILIILFXOE ER FEEFFM RJFSLSL ZMJS EMJUJ DJJRD ER GJ DXFM 
FRGLLXLE\. 
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+RZ JIIJFELYJ ZRXOI LE GJ IRU F UJDJFUFMJU ER XDJ EMJ 
7))8 LS F DEXI\$ .I ILYJ RI EMJ 18 LEJRD DJJR DRRJZMFE 
FRGLLXRXD FSI RF\ SJJI IXUEMJU EMRXLME, ZRXOI EMJ 
UJDJFUFMJU J[UJFE EMJ DEXI\ DXGOJFED ER UJIOJFE RS EMJDJ 
LEJRD FSI FOJFU XU FS\ FRGLLXLE\ FDDRFLFEJI ZLEM EMJ LEJRD$ 
.D LE RPF\ EMFE EMJ LEJRD FUJ FRGLLXRXD$ $UJ DFFOJD FSI 
VXJDELRSSFLUJD IJDLLSJI ZLEM F UUJIJEJURLSJI FOORZFGOJ 
FRRXSE RI FRGLLXLE\$ .I DR ZMFE LD EMJ ORZJDE, MLLMJDE FSI 
RUELRFO$ .E ZRXOI DJJR EMJ RRUJ FRSFUJEJ EMJ LSEJSIJI 
RJFSLSL RI DFFOJD FSI VXJDELRSSFLUJD EMJ GJEEJU RSJ FRXOI 
LSEJUUUJE EMJ IFEF EMFeeEMJDJ DFFOJD FSI VXJDELRSSFLUJD 
UURIXFJ. 
7MLD UJERUE LD SRE RJFSE ER GJ FS FEEFFP RS $GIJO-
.MFOJP'D DEXI\ (+LD DEXI\ MFD RFS\ RJULED). %JDLIJD EMJ 
RGYLRXD VXJDELRSLSL RI DRRJ RI EMJ UJFDRSD IRU IJFU RI 
IJFEM, LE LD RJFSE ER LSDELOO VXJDELRSLSL RI FOO DFFOJD FSI 
VXJDELRSSFLUJD. .E LD FS FEEJRUE ER FMFOOJSLJ RSJ ER ORRP 
FORDJU FE EMJ LEJRD LS F DFFOJ RU VXJDELRSSFLUJ FSI DJJ LI 
DRRJ DRUE RI FRGLLXLE\ J[LDED, LI EMJUJ LD UJIXSIFSF\, FSI 
IR EMJ LEJRD RFPJ DJSDJ. .I FRGLLXLE\ J[LDED, FFS LE GJ 
RJSEFOO\ SJLRELFEJI$ .I UJIXSIFSF\ J[LDED, FFS LE GJ 
JOLRLSFEJI RU IRJD LE DJUYJ F UXUURDJ$ .D EMJUJ FS 
RUURUEXSLE\ ER UJZRUI EMJ LEJR FSI JOLRLSFEJ EMJ FRGLLXLE\$ 
.D EMJ LEJR DR FRGLLXRXD EMFE LE SJJID ER GJ JOLRLSFEJI$ 
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.E ZRXOI DJJR EMFE PSRZLSL ZMFE IJFUD RI IJFEM RSJ 
FRXOI UREJSELFOO\ MFYJ ZRXOI MJOU RSJ IJFO ZLEM EMJDJ IJFUD 
LI EMJ\ JYJU UUJDJSEJI EMJRDJOYJD . .SRZLSL UREJSELFO IJFUD 
RI IJFEM DMRXOI LLYJ DRRJ LSDLLMED LSER IJFEM LEDJOI. .E 
LD EMJ LSEJSE RI EMLD URUELRS RI EMJ OLEJUFEXUJ UJYLJZ ER 
UJYJFO F DL]JFGOJ J[FRUOJ RI UREJSELFO IJFUD RI IJFEM. 
1JDEJU FSI $GIJO-.MFOJP (2003) UJYLDJI EMJ &ROOJEE-1JDEJU 
)JFU RI )JFEM 8FFOJ ER LSFOXIJ 32 UREJSELFO IJFUD RI IJFEM 
LEJRD. .SDEJFI RI OLDELSL FOO 32 LEJRD, EMJ LEJRD ZMLFM 
FRUUJDURSI ER LEJRD OLDEJI LS $GIJO-.MFOJP'D 7))8 ZLOO GJ 
RRLEEJI. 7MJ UJRFLSLSLe LEJRD LSFOXIJ: EMJ EREFO LDROFELRS 
RI IJFEM, DMRUESJDD RI OLIJ, MRZ ZLOO LE IJJO ER GJ IJFI, 
SJYJU EMLSPLSL RU J[UJULJSFLSL FLFLS, EMJ LSEJOOJFEXFO 
IJLJSJUFELSL RI ROI FLJ, EMJ XSFJUEFLSE\ RI MRZ GUFYJO\ \RX 
ZLOO IFFJ IJFEM, \RXU OFFP RI FRSEURO RYJU EMJ UURFJDD RI 
I\LSL, I\LSL FZF\ IURR ORYJI RSJD, ORDLSL F ORYJI RSJ, 
DJJLSL F IJFI GRI\, UJLUJE RYJU SRE GJLSL SLFJU ER F ORYJI 
RSJ ZMJS EMJ\ ZJUJ FOLYJ, LURZLSL ROI FSI FORSJ, IJJOLSLD 
RI ORSJOLSJDD, LXLOE IRU GJLSL UJOLJYJI EMFE EMJ UJUDRS LD 
IJFI, GJLSL ZLEM DRRJRSJ ZMR LD I\LSL, MFYLSL EMJ I\LSL 
UJUDRS ZFSE ER EFOP FGRXE IJFEM, ZFEFMLSL EMJ I\LSL UJUDRS 
DXIIJU LS UFLS, DJJLSL EMJ UM\DLFFO FSI/RU RJSEFO 
IJLJSJUFELRS RI EMJ I\LSL UJUDRS, SRE PSRZLSL ZMFE ER IR 
FGRXE \RXU LULJI FE ORDLSL EMJ I\LSL UJUDRS ZMLOJ \RX FUJ 
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ZLEM MLR/MJU, FSI GJLSL UJRLSIJI RI \RXU RZS RRUEFOLE\. 
)URR EMJ OLDED FGRYJ, EMJ GJDE RSJ FFS FRSFOXIJ LD IJFU RI 
IJFEM LD F YJU\ LSILYLIXFOL]JI FRSFJUE ZLEM RFS\ IJFUD RI 
IJFEM GJLSL DMFUJI G\ LSILYLIXFOD. 
*FOE FSI +F\DOLU (1998) IRXSI F UJFLUURFFO 
UJOFELRSDMLU GJEZJJS RYJUE (FRSDFLRXD) IJFEM IJFU FSI 
FRYJUE (XSFRSDFLRXD) IJFEM IJFU, L.J. FD RSJ LD MLLM RU 
UFLDJI EMJ REMJU LD ORZ RU ORZJUJI. .D EMLD UJOFELRSDMLU F 
IJIJSDJ RJFMFSLDR RI EMJ RLSI ER PJJU RSJ IURR GJLSL 
RYJUORFIJI ZLEM IJFU$ )RJD EMJ RLSI IJEJURLSJ EMJUJ LD 
DXIILFLJSE IJFU FE EMJ ·L YJUE OJYJO DR EMJUJ LD SR SJJI IRU 
RXFM IJFU FE EMJ FRYJUE OJYJO$ .D EMJUJ F GFOFSFJ EMFE 
J[LDED GJEZJJS FRYJUE IJFEM IJFU FSI RYJUE IJFEM IJFU LS F 
RJSEFOO\ MJFOEM\ UJUDRS$ 
.I EMLD GFOFSFJ LD YLROFEJI, IRJD EMJ UJUDRS GJFRRJ F 
FFSILIFEJ IRU F FOLSLFFOO\ ILFLSRDJI RJSEFO LOOSJDD$ .D LE 
URDDLGOJ IRU RSJ ER MFYJ SR IJFU RI IJFEM FE GREM EMJ RYJUE 
FSI FRYJUE OJYJOD$ .I DR, IRJD EMLD UJUDRS J[MLGLE F 
UJFPOJDD OLIJDE\OJ$ .I EMJUJ LD ERR OLEEOJ RYJUE IJFU, 
IRJD EMJ RLSI EMJS IJEJURLSJ EMJUJ DMRXOI GJ F DLLSLILFFSE 
FRRXSE RI FRYJUE IJFU FSI LSFUJFDJ EMJ FRYJUE IJFU$ .E 
DJJRD F MJFOEM\ OJYJO RI IJFU MFD IXSFELRSFOLE\ ER LE. 
.I RSJ MFD FE OJFDE DRRJ OJYJO RI IJFU RI I\LSL, DMJ/MJ 
UURGFGO\ ZRXOI OLYJ ZLEM F FJUEFLS FRRXSE RI FFXELRS FSI 
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SRE OLYJ OLIJ ZLEM F DJSDJ RI JFUEMO\ LRRRUEFOLE\. $ 
FJUEFLS FRRXSE RI IJFU RI IJFEM FRXOI FFE FD F RRELYFERU. 
.E ZRXOI DJJR RSJ ZRXOI EU\ ER LJE EMLSLD IRSJ LS F ELRJO\ 
RFSSJU FSI MFYJ DRRJ DJSDJ RI XULJSF\ GJFFXDJ EMJUJ LD RSO\ 
DR RXFM ELRJ ER FFMLJYJ EMLSLD. $D XSIJDLUFGOJ FD IJFEM 
RF\ GJ, LE DJJRD ER MFYJ DRRJ IXSFELRSFOLE\ FSI RJFSLSL. 
:MJS RSJ UJFID F DEXI\, LI EMJ UJDXOED RFPJ DJSDJ EMJS 
RSJ EJSID ER LLYJ RRUJ FUJIJSFJ ER EMJ DEXI\. &LFLUJOOL'D 
(1998) DEXI\ IFOOD LSER EMLD FFEJLRU\. 7MJ UJDXOED RI EMJ 
DEXI\ IRXSI EMJ JOIJUO\ FMRDJ J[ELSFELRS FD F RJFSLSL RI 
IJFEM OJDD RIEJS EMFS E eJLU \RXSLJU FRXSEJUUFUED. 7MJ 
UJOXFEFSFJ RI EMJ JOIJUO\ LS FMRRDLSL J[ELSFELRS FD F 
UULRFU\ RJFSLSL RI IJFEM RFPJD DJSDJ LI RSJ ORRPD FE EMJ 
LEJRD LSFOXIJI LS EMLD FFEJLRU\. 
$FFRUILSL ER &LFLUJOOL (1998), J[ELSFELRS LSFOXIJI 
ILYJ UJUDRSFO RJFSLSLD RI IJFEM LEJRD. 1) )JFEM RJFSD UFLS 
FSI DXIIJULSL. .E DJJRD EMFE EMJ JOIJUO\ ZRXOI DFRUJ 
MLLMJU RYJUFOO RS EMLD UFUELFXOFU FDUJFE RI EMJ J[ELSFELRS 
FFEJLRU\. 8XUUULDLSLO\, EMJUJ ZFD SRE F DLLSLILFFSE 
ILIIJUJSFJ GJEZJJS EMJ \RXSL FSI EMJ JOIJUO\ RS EMLD FDUJFE 
RI EMJ J[ELSFELRS FFEJLRU\. 5JUMFUD EMLD LD IXJ ER EMJ 
JOIJUO\ GJLSL RRUJ J[UJULJSFJI LS UFLS FSI UFLS RFSFLJRJSE. 
4U LE FRXOI DLRUO\ GJ EMFE EMJ JOIJUO\ IJOE DEURSLJU FGRXE 
REMJU RJFSLSLD RI IJFEM. 2) )JFEM FD F RJFSD RI UJUDRSFO 
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J[ELSFELRS. 8LSFJ RFS\ DEXILJD DMRZ EMJ JOIJUO\ MFYJ F 
DEURSLJU GJOLJI LS FIEJUOLIJ EMFS EMJLU \RXSLJU 
FRXSEJUUFUED, EMJ JOIJUO\ DFRULSL EMLD FDUJFE ORZJU DJJRD 
ER RFPJ DJSDJ. 3) )JFEM RJFSD EMJ JSI RI RSJ'D IUJFRD. 
7MLD RFPJD DJSDJ DLSFJ EMJ JOIJUO\, G\ EMLD DEFLJ LS EMJLU 
OLIJ, RF\ JLEMJU MFYJ UJFOL]JI RFS\ RI EMJLU IUJFRD, FRRJ 
ER EJURD ZLEM XSUJFOL]JI IUJFRD, FSI URDDLGO\ MFYJ FMFSLJI 
EMJLU IUJFRD ER LSFOXIJ DRRJ DRUE RI UJXSLRS ZLEM IJFI 
ORYJI RSJD RU F XSLRS ZLEM *RI. 4) )JFEM RJFSD DJUFUFELRS 
IURR RXU ORYJI RSJD. 7MJ JOIJUO\ RF\ ORRP FE IJFEM ER RJFS 
EMJ\ MFYJ FS RUURUEXSLEb ER GJ ZLEM EMJLU ORYJI RSJD. 
&RSYJUDJO\, EMJ \RXSL ZMR MFYJ UURGFGO\ SRE J[UJULJSFJI FD 
RXFM ORDD FD EMJ JOIJUO\ FUJ RRUJ OLPJO\ ER YLJZ IJFEM FD F 
DJUFUFELRS IURR EMJLU ORYJI RSJD. 5) )JFEM RJFSD ORDD. 
$LFLS, EMJ JOIJUO\ RF\ ORRP FE ORDD ILIIJUJSEO\ EMFS EMJLU 
\RXSLJU FRXSEJUUFUED. 7MJ\ RF\ SRE GJ FD ELJI ER RFEJULFO 
URDDJDDLRSD RU IUJFRD FD EMJ \RXSL FUJ. 2FS\ RI EMJ 
JOIJUO\'D ORYJI RSJD RF\ FOUJFI\ GJ IJFI, DR ORDD IRU 
REMJUD RF\ SRE GJ F IFFERU. 7MJ ILDLSFOLSFELRS RI EMJ 
JOIJUO\ LS FMRRDLSL J[ELSFELRS FD F UULRFU\ RJFSLSL RI 
IJFEM DJJRD YLFGOJ. 
&LFLUJOOL (2001) URDLED EMFE EMRDJ ZMR DFZ IJFEM FD 
RJFSLSL J[ELSFELRS FODR MFI FS RYJUFOO LUJFEJU IJFU RI 
IJFEM. 7MRDJ ZMR DFZ IJFEM FD RJFSLSL DRRJ DRUE RI FS 
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FIEJUOLIJ FODR DMRZJI F ORZJU RYJUFOO IJFU RI IJFEM. .E 
DJJRD EMFE RRUJ ELRJD EMFS SRE, FD RSJ ORRPD FORDJU RU LS 
RRUJ IJUEM FE IJFU RI IJFEM, DULULEXFOLE\ FRRJD LSER UOF\. 
)URR &LFLUJOOL'D DXLLJDELRS FGRYJ, LI RSJ MFD F GJOLJI 
LS FIEJUOLIJ, RSJ ZLOO MFYJ FS RYJUFOO OJDDJU IJFU RI IJFEM 
EMFS EMRDJ ZMR DJJ IJFEM FD J[ELSFELRS. &RXOI RSJ LSIJU 
EMFE FD EMJ OJYJO RI GJOLJI LS FIEJUOLIJ LSFUJFDJD, RSJ'D 
OJYJO RI IJFU RI IJFEM IJFUJFDJD$ 7MJ DEFEJRJSE FGRYJ RSO\ 
EFPJD LSER FRSDLIJUFELRS EMJ FIEJUOLIJ FDUJFE RI 
DULULEXFOLE\. &RXOI RSJ LR F DEJU IXUEMJU FSI J[UJFE EMFE 
EMRDJ ZLEM EMJ MLLMJDE .L JYJOD RI DULULEXFOLE\, ZMLFM 
LSFOXIJ FOO EMUJJ FDUJFED, (GJOLJI LS FIEJUOLIJ, MLLM OJYJO 
RI DFELDIFFELRS ZLEM OLIJ, FSI F DEURSL DJSDJ EMFE OLIJ MFD 
RJFSLSL) J[UJULJSFJ FORRDE SR IJFU RI IJFEM$ 
+RJOEJU (1979) IJILSJD IJFU RI IJFEM FD "FS JRRELRSFO 
UJFFELRS LSYROYLSL DXGOJFELYJ IJJOLSLD RI XSUOJFDFSESJDD 
FSI FRSFJUS GFDJI RS FRSEJRUOFELRS RU FSELFLUFELRS RI FS\ 
RI EMJ DJYJUFO IFFJED UJOFEJI ER IJFEM" (U. 996). 8LSFJ 
FSELFLUFELRS LSYROYJD F IXEXUJ JYJSE, LE DJJRD EMFE RSJ 
FRXOI JOLRLSFEJ F LUJFE IJFO RI IJFU RI IJFEM G\ DEF\LSL LS 
EMJ UUJDJSE. 8EF\LSL LS EMJ UUJDJSE ZRXOI UURGFGO\ SRE 
JOLRLSFEJ FOO IJFU RI IJFEM DLSFJ SRE RSO\ IRJD EMLD 
IJILSLELRS RI IJFU RI IJFEM IJFO ZLEM FSELFLUFELRS GXE FODR 
FRSEJRUOFELRS. 
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.E ZRXOI DJJR EMFE FRSEJRUOFELRS DMRXOI IFOO XSIJU 
DEF\LSL LS EMJ UUJDJSE. %XE FRSEJRUOFELRS DJJRD ER GJ 
MFUIJU ER FRSEURO. 7MJ RLSI EJSID ER ZFSIJU SFEXUFOO\. 
7MJ RLSXEJ RSJ LD EROI SRE ER EMLSP FGRXE DRRJ DXGOJFE, LD 
EMJ YJU\ RRRJSE RSJ DJJRD ER GJ IUFZS ER EMFE DXGOJFE. 
8EF\LSL LS EMJ UUJDJSE ZRXOI DJJR JFDLJU ER FRSEURO EMFS 
FRSEJRUOFELRS. 7MJUJ LD FOZF\D DR RXFM EFPLSL UOFFJ FE FS\ 
LLYJS RRRJSE LS ELRJ. %\ DEF\LSL LS EMJ UUJDJSE, EMJ RLSI 
FRXOI JFDLO\ DEF\ GXD\ EFPLSL LS FOO EMFE EMJUJ LD ER 
J[UJULJSFJ FE EMFE RRRJSE. 
5JUMFUD EMJ FFE RI . GJLSL EJDEJI IRU IJFU RI IJFEM LS ~ 
DRRJ ZF\ LSIXFJD IJFU RI IJFEM. 2RDE UJRUOJ IR SRE DLE 
FURXSI FSI EMLSP FGRXE EMJLU IJFUD RI IJFEM XSOJDD JLEMJU 
EMJ\ PSRZ DRRJRSJ ZMR MFD UJFJSEO\ ILJI RU IRU DRRJ UJFDRS 
EMJ\ IJJO IJFEM LD SJFU, DJSDLSL EMJLU RRUEFOLE\. 
7\ULFFOO\, IXULSL IJFU RI IJFEM EJDELSL, RSJ LD FDPJI ER 
FRSEJRUOFEJ IJFEM FSI LS DRRJ ZF\ FSELFLUFEJ ZMFE LE LD 
OLPJ ER ILJ RU GJ IJFI. $SELFLUFELSL FSI FRSEJRUOFELRS FUJ 
EMJ FFELRS YJUGD LS +RJOEJU'D IJILSLELRS RI IJFU RI IJFEM. 
7MJ DXGOJFE RI RRDE IJFU RI IJFEM EJDED LSYROYJ IJFUD 
FDDRFLFEJI ZLEM IJFEM. $DPLSL RSJ ER FRSEJRUOFEJ FSI 
FSELFLUFEJ EMJ DXGOJFE, IJFEM, ZRXOI DJJR ER LSYRPJ IJFUD 
GJFFXDJ RI EMJ YJU\ SFEXUJ RI ZMFE LD GJLSL FDPJI. 7MJ 
VXJDELRSSFLUJD FSI DFFOJD RF\ UFLDJ LDDXJD SRE UUJYLRXDO\ 
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FRSDLIJUJI. 7MJDJ LDDXJD FFS UREJSELFOO\ GJFRRJ SJZ IJFUD 
RI IJFEM. .D LE URDDLGOJ EMFE LS RFS\ LSDEFSFJD, G\ EMJ 
VXJDELRSD LSFOXIJI LS EMJ EJDED UJLFUILSL IJFU RI IJFEM, 
IJFU RI IJFEM DEXILJD UJIOJFE JOJYFEJI OJYJOD IXJ ER EMJ 
EJDELSL FE MFSI$ 
$ URDDLGOJ J[FRUOJ RI EJDELSL UFLDLSL IJFU RI IJFEM 
DFRUJD LD .SLLME FSI *OIJSGJLS'D (1993) DEXI\ ZMJUJ EMJ 
UUJ-DEXI\ ER URDE-DEXI\ OJYJO RI IJFU RI IJFEM LSFUJFDJI. 
7MJ DEXI\ ZFD IJDLLSJI ER FDFJUEFLS MRZ F IJFEM JIXFFELRS 
FRXUDJ ZRXOI LRUFFE EMJ IJFU RI IJFEM. 7MJ FXEMRUD' 
J[UOFSFELRS IRU EMJ LS*UJFDJI OJYJO RI IJFU RI IJFEM ZFD 
~ · 
EZRIROI. )LUDE, EMJ\ J[UOFLSJI F DEXIJSE (JSUROOJI LS EMJ 
IJFEM JIXFFELRS FOFDD) FSSRXSFJI DMJ ZFD LS UJRLDDLRS IRU 
FFSFJU. 7MLD FJUEFLSO\ FRXOI MFYJ FIIJFEJI EMJ RYJUFOO 
RXEFRRJ RI EMJ DEXI\. 7MLD LSIRURFELRS FRXOI URDDLGO\ 
OLRLE EMJ FOFDD UFUELFLUFELRS LS ILDFXDDLRS RS IJFEM IXJ ER 
FS RYJUFOO XSJFD\ IJJOLSL IRU EMJLU FFSFJU-DXUYLYRU 
FOFDDRFEJ. 7MLD DRUE RI LSIRURFELRS FRXOI FODR OJFI EMJ 
FOFDD ER VXJDELRS EMJLU RZS RRUEFOLE\. 7MJ DJFRSI URDDLGOJ 
J[UOFSFELRS LLYJS ZFD F DEXIJSE ZFD LSIRURJI MJU RREMJU MFI 
OXDE ILJI RI FFSFJU. 7MLD LSIRURFELRS FRXOI MFYJ EMJ DFRJ 
FIIJFE FD EMJ ILUDE J[UOFSFELRS. 
$ EMLUI URDDLGOJ J[UOFSFELRS, F YLJZ SRE MJOI G\ 
.SLLME FSI *OIJSGJLS, FRXOI GJ IXJ ER EMJ GFUUFLJ RI 
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EJDELSL EMJ DEXIJSED ZJUJ FDPJI ER FRRUOJEJ. )XULSL EMJ 
DJFRSI ZJJP RI FOFDD, EMJ DEXIJSED ZJUJ FIRLSLDEJUJI IRXU 
VXJDELRSSFLUJD. *LLME ER SLSJ ZJJPD OFEJU, EMJ DEXIJSED 
ZJUJ FDPJI ER FRRUOJEJ IRXU RRUJ VXJDELRSSFLUJD. 7MLD 
GFEEJU\ RI VXJDELRSSFLUJD FRXOI MFYJ LSFUJFDJI EMJ 
DEXIJSED' OJYJO RI IJFU RI IJFEM G\ FFXDLSL EMJR ER EMLSP 
FGRXE IJFUD RI IJFEM EMJ\ RF\ MFYJ SJYJU JYJS FRSDLIJUJI 
UULRU ER EMLD DEXI\. .I RSJ JYJS UJRREJO\ FFFJUED EMJ 
FULXRJSE EMFE EJDELSL LS FSI RI LEDJOI FFS FIIJFE EMJ 
RXEFRRJ RI FS J[UJULRJSE RU DEXI\, EMJS DXFM F OFULJ 
GFEEJU\ RI VXJDELRSSFLU*;,L=O FRXOI LSFUJFDJ EMJ OJYJO RI IJFU 
RI IJFEM LS EMJDJ DEXIJSED. 
.FDEJSGFXR (1996) FFPSRZOJILJI EMJ UREJSELFO IOFZ RI 
FSELFLUFERU\ JYFOXFELRSD FD RUURDJI ER J[UJULJSELFO 
JYFOXFELRSD. 7MLD FFS GJFRRJ F RRSXRJSEFO UURGOJR ZMJS 
EJDELSL UJRUOJ IRU IJFU RI IJFEM. 8XUURDJ RSJ IRJD SRE 
UJFOO\ MFYJ FS\ IJFU RI IJFEM GXE LS RUIJU ER ILOO RXE EMJ 
VXJDELRSSFLUJ RU FRRUOJEJ EMJ DEXI\ MJ/DMJ LD FDPJI ER 
FSELFLUFEJ UREJSELFO IJFUD RI IJFEM. )RJD EMLD GJFRRJ 
UJUUJDJSEFELYJ RI F EUXJ RJFDXUJ RU DJSDJ RI IJFU RI IJFEM$ 
8XUURDJ RSJ MFD FOO DRUED RI IJFU RI IJFEM, GXE LS RUIJU 
SRE ER ORRP VXLEJ DR IJFUIXO EMJ FFEXFO OJYJO RI IJFU LD 
DXUUUJDDJI. 
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.S UJFOLE\, ZMFE UJRUOJ EMLSP EMJ\ ZRXOI IR LS F 
DLEXFELRS LD RIEJS VXLEJ ILIIJUJSE IURR ZMFE EMJ\ FFEXFOO\ 
IR ZMJS EMJ DLEXFELRS FULDJD. 7MJ LIJFO DLEXFELRS ZRXOI GJ 
ER FDP EMJ IJFI ZMFE LE LD OLPJ ER GJ IJFI FSI ZJUJ EMJLU 
UUJ-IJFEM IJFUD RI IJFEM ZFUUFSEJI RU F ZFDEJ RI EMJLU 
JRRELRSFO JSJUL\. 8LSFJ RSJ FFSSRE UJFILO\ FDP EMJ IJFI 
VXJDELRSD, LE DJJRD EMJ FORDJDE RSJ FFS FRRJ ER EMLD LIJFO 
DLEXFELRS LD ER J[FRLSJ EMRDJ ZMR MFYJ MFI SJFU IJFEM 
J[UJULJSFJD (1)*D). 
Near'eath (xperiences 
7MJ EJUR SJFU-IJFEM J[UJULJSFJ (1)*) ZFD FRLSJI 
G\ )U. 7F\RRSI 2RRI\, LS MLD 1976 GJDEDJOOJU Hhed $eWdU 
Hhed, ER IJDFULGJ EMJ FSRRFO\ RI UJDXDFLEFEJI UFELJSED ZMR, 
XURS UJLFLSLSL FRSDFLRXDSJDD, UJURUEJI DLRLOFU J[UJULJSFJD 
RI F UJEXUS IURR IJFEM. 2RUJ EMFS 25 \JFUD OFEJU, 1)*D 
UJRFLS F URUXOFU DXGOJFE RIEJS LSYRPLSL FRSEURYJUD\, 
IFDFLSFELRS, LSEULLXJ, FSI FOOXUJ. 
:M\ FUJ UJRUOJ DR IFDFLSFEJI FSI IUFZS ER DERULJD RI 
1)*D$ &RRP, *UJ\DRS, FSI 8EJYJSDRS (1998) URDLE EMJ UJFDRS 
IRU EMJ UXGOLF'D LJSJUFO LSEJUJDE LS 1)*D FJSEJUD FURXSI 
EMJ GJOLJI EMFE 1)*D RFFXU FE IJFEM RU EMJ GULSP RI IJFEM 
FSI EMJUJIRUJ UURYLIJ F GULJI MLSE RI ZMFE LD ER FRRJ FIEJU 
IJFEM. 2RDE UJRUOJ ZFSE ER GJOLJYJ EMJUJ LD DRRJ DRUE RI 
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OLIJ FIEJU IJFEM. :MJEMJU EMJUJ LD OLIJ FIEJU IJFEM RU 
SRE, GJOLJYLSL EMJUJ LD EJSID ER DRIEJS EMJ LIJF RI IJFEM. 
1LIJ FIEJU IJFEM OJDDJSD EMJ ILSFOLE\ RI IJFEM. .E RIIJUD 
MRUJ ER FS REMJUZLDJ ILDRFO JSILSL. 
5JRUOJ EJSI ER ILSI JYLIJSFJ RU DXUURUELSL IFEF ER 
UJLSIRUFJ EMJLU GJOLJI D\DEJRD. 1)*D EJSI ER UURYLIJ DRRJ 
DRUE RI DXUURUELSL JYLIJSFJ RU F DXLLJDELRS RI OLIJ FIEJU 
IJFEM, UFUELFXOFUO\ IRU EMRDJ ZMR SJJI ER GJOLJYJ LS OLIJ 
FIEJU IJFEM. 4SJ UJFDRS IRU EMJ MLLM LSEJUJDE LS 1)*D RF\ 
GJ IXJ ER DRRJ UJRUOJ SJJILSL ER DXUURUE GJOLJI LS OLIJ 
FIEJU IJFEM. ·e 
1RRRJO JE FO. (2001) IJILSJI 1)* FD "EMJ UJURUEJI 
RJRRU\ RI FOO LRUUJDDLRSD IXULSL F DUJFLFO DEFEJ RI 
FRSDFLRXDSJDD, LSFOXILSL DUJFLILF JOJRJSED DXFM FD RXE-RI-
GRI\ J[UJULJSFJ, UOJFDFSE IJJOLSLD, FSI DJJLSL F EXSSJO, F 
OLLME, IJFJFDJI UJOFELYJD RU F OLIJ UJYLJZ" (U. 2040). 
7MJLU IJILSLELRS RI 1)* LSFOXIJD DRRJ RI EMJ RFS\ UMJSRRJSF 
EMFE IJDFULGJ FS 1)*. 4EMJU UMJSRRJSF FRRRRS LS 1)*D 
LSFOXIJ FFFJOJUFEJI EMRXLME UURFJDDJD, MJFULSL RSJDJOI 
UURSRXSFJI IJFI, F OLIJ UJYLJZ, LSJIIFGLOLE\ LS IJDFULGLSL 
EMJ JYJSE, J[EUJRJ IJJOLSLD RI OR\, UJFFJ FSI ORYJ, RJJELSL 
IJFI UJOFELYJD RU UJRUOJ, F IULJSIO\ YRLFJ, F OLYLSL IFUP 
RU OLLME, DJJLSL RU DJSDLSL DRRJ DRUE RI F RFSLIJDEFELRS, F 
DJSDJ EMFE OLIJ FRXSED, REMJUZRUOIO\ ILRJSDLRSD, DJJLSL RU 
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PSRZLSL DFJSJD GJ\RSI RSJ'D LSILYLIXFO IUFRJ RI UJIJUJSFJ, 
FSI UJYJOFELRSD RI LUJFEJU EUXEMD, JEF., ($EZFEJU, 1999, 
2001, 2003; &RRP, *UJ\DRS, & 8EJYJSDRS, 1998; *UJ\DRS, 
1983, 2000; .JOO\, *UJ\DRS, & 8EJYJSDRS, 2000; 1FSLJ, 
*UJ\DRS, & +RXUFS, 2004: 2RRI\, 1976; 4ZJSD, &RRP, & 
8EJYJSDRS, 1990; 7LSL & 1FZUJSFJ, 1993) 
*YJS EMRXLM RRDE RI EMJ UMJSRRJSF FGRYJ RF\ DJJR ER 
MFYJ UOJFDFSE FRSSREFELRSD, SRE FOO 1)*D FUJ UOJFDFSE. 
$FFRUILSL ER 7RRRJU (2002), FUUUR[LRFEJO\ 18 UJUFJSE RI 
1)*UD MFYJ F "OJDD EMFS URDLELYJ" (175) J[UJULJSFJ. 7RRRJU 
IJILSJD FS 175 1)* FD "L SJ ZMLFM EMJ J[UJULJSFJU 
LSEJUUUJED, LS UFUE RU ZMROJ, ER GJ IULLMEJSLSL GJFFXDJ LE 
JOLFLED IJJOLSLD RI EJUURU, IJDUFLU, LXLOE, FSI/RU 
RYJUZMJORLSL ORSJOLSJDD" (U. 9). *YJS EMRXLM EMJ 175 1)* 
LD SRE URDLELYJ, 7RRRJU FFXELRSD FLFLSDE FFOOLSL 175 1)*D 
SJLFELYJ. 8MJ J[UOFLSD EMJ 175 1)*D JOLFLE RFS\ RI EMJ 
URDLELYJ FIEJUJIIJFED J[UJULJSFJI G\ URDLELYJ RU UJLXOFU 
1)*D FSI DMRXOI EMJUJIRUJ SRE GJ UJIJUUJI ER FD SJLFELYJ. 
$FFRUILSL ER $EZFEJU (2003), 175 1)*D FFS LSFOXIJ F 
EMUJFEJSLSL YRLI, F MJOOLDM UXULFERU\, DFJSJD RI DEFUEOLSL 
FSI XSJ[UJFEJI LSILIIJUJSFJ, FSI/RU MFXSELSL IURR RSJ'D 
UFDE. 
1FSLJ, *UJ\DRS, FSI +RXUFS (2004) FSI $EZFEJU (2003) 
DXLLJDE EMJUJ LD F MLJUFUFM\ RI UMJSRRJSF ZLEMLS EMJ 1)*. 
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$EZFEJU (2003) FSI *UF\DRS (1997) DXLLJDE EMFE UJLFUIOJDD 
RI GUJYLE\ RU FFXDJ RI EMJ SJFU-IJFEM J[UJULJSFJ, EMJ 
FRRUOJEJ LFRXE RI FIEJUJIIJFED JSDXJD. .SEJSDLE\ FORSJ 
DJJRD ER GJ EMJ PJ\ IFFERU LS FS 1)* UFEMJU EMFS OJSLEM RI 
DFJSFULR, FRSEJSE, RU FFXDJ. 
1)*D LSFOXIJ SRE RSO\ EMJ UMJSRRJSF RI EMJ LSLELFO 
J[UJULJSFJ GXE FODR F MRDE RI FIEJUJIIJFED. $EZFEJU (2003) 
J[UOFLSD EMJ SFEXUJ RI 1)*D: "7MJ UFEEJUS RI FIEJUJIIJFED 
FFSSRE GJ IJSLJI; EMJ J[UJULJSFJ, FFS" (U. 86). 1)*D FUJ 
XDXFOO\ DXGOJFELYJ FSI EMJUJIRUJ UURYLIJ OLEEOJ YJULILFGOJ 
JYLIJSFJ RU DXUURUELSL e EF ER LLYJ EMJR FUJIJSFJ. %JFFXDJ 
RI OFFP RI YJULILFGOJ JYLIJSFJ, LS RFS\ FFDJD, EMJ 
J[UJULJSFJ LD IJSLJI G\ EMJ J[UJULJSFJU FSI/RU SRE GJOLJYJI 
G\ REMJUD. 7MJ FIEJUJIIJFED EMJ J[UJULJSFJU EFPJD IURR EMJ 
1)* FUJ ORSL-EJUR, UJFO FSI EMJUJIRUJ FFSSRE GJ IJSLJI. 
7MJ FIEJUJIIJFED RI 1)*D FFS LSFOXIJ FS LSFUJFDJI 
FRSFJUS IRU REMJUD, UJIXFJI OJYJO RI IJFU RI IJFEM, 
DEUJSLEMJSJI GJOLJI LS FIEJUOLIJ, UJIXFJI LSEJUJDE LS 
RFEJULFO URDDJDDLRSD, LSFUJFDJI DJOI-ZRUEM, LSFUJFDJI 
FUUUJFLFELRS IRU MXRFS OLIJ FSI SFEXUFO UMJSRRJSRS, 
LSFUJFDJI DULULEXFOLE\, LSFUJFDJI LSEJOOLLJSFJ, UURGOJRD 
ZLEM UJOFELRSDMLUD FSI LSEJLUFELSL EMJ 1)*, JEF., ($EZFEJU, 
1999, 2001, 2003; *UJ\DRS, 1992; *UREM-2FUSFE & 8XRRJUD, 
1998; .JOO\, 2001; 1RRRJO JE FO., 2001; 7FRRJU, 2002). 
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2RDE FIEJUJIIJFED EFPJ DRRJ ELRJ ER GJ LSEJLUFEJI G\ 
EMJ 1)*U, ZLEM EMJ J[FJUELRS RI GJOLJI LS FIEJUOLIJ FSI 
UJIXFELRS LS IJFU RI IJFEM. &MLOIUJS 1)*UD EFPJ ORSLJU ER 
LSEJLUFEJ EMJ FIEJUJIIJFED EMFS FIXOE 1)*UD. 7MJ FYJUFLJ 
FIXOE 1)*U XDXFOO\ LSEJLUFEJD EMJ J[UJULJSFJ LS DJYJS 
\JFUD, ZMLOJ EMJ FYJUFLJ FMLOI 1)*U EFPJD EZLFJ FD ORSL. 
($EZFEJU, 1999; 1RRRJO JE FO., 2001) 
)RJD EMJ 1)* DRFLFOO\ OLRLE EMJ J[UJULJSFJU GJFFXDJ RI 
EMJ LSJIIFGLOLE\ RI EMJ J[UJULJSFJ$ )RJD EMJ J[UJULJSFJ 
UXE EMJ 1)*U FE F ILIIJUJSE OJYJO RI XSIJUDEFSILSL FSI 
EMJUJIRUJ OLRLE EMJ FGL e E\ ER DRFLFOO\ LSEJUFFE ZLEM SRS-
J[UJULJSFJUD$ )R EMJ FIEJUJIIJFE FMFSLJD EFPJ DR RXFM 
JSJUL\ FSI FEEJSELRS EMFE LE GJFRRJD MFUI IRU EMJ 1)*U ER 
UJLSEJLUFEJ DRFLFOO\$ 
4XLRG\ (1989) RIIJUD DRRJ LSDLLMED LSER ZM\ EMJ 1)*UD 
MFYJ ILIILFXOE\ LSEJLUFELSL EMJLU J[UJULJSFJ LSER EMJLU 
OLYJD. +J DXLLJDED 1)*UD FUJ UURUJOOJI LSER FS FOEJUJI 
DEFEJ RI FRSDFLRXDSJDD ZLEMRXE FS\ ZFUSLSL RU ELRJ IRU 
UUJUFUFELRS. 1)*UD J[UJULJSFJ UMJSRRJSF EMFE LS DRRJ ZF\ 
IRUFJD EMJR ER FUJFEJ F SJZ UJFOLE\ ER IJFO ZLEM ZMFE EMJ\ 
MFYJ J[UJULJSFJI. 7MJ\ FUJ LOO-UUJUFUJI ER IJFO ZLEM GREM 
EMJ SJFU-IJFEM J[UJULJSFJ FSI EMJ SJZ UJFOLE\ IURR ZMLFM 
EMJ\ OLYJ. 2RDE 1)*UD UJLSYJSE EMJLU DJSDJ RI DJOI GJFFXDJ 
EMJLU GJOLJI D\DEJRD FUJ FOEJUJI G\ EMJLU J[UJULJSFJ. 
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2FS\ 1)*UD IJJO EMJ\ MFYJ RJE ZLEM F MLLMJU GJLSL RU 
UUJDJSFJ. +RZ IRJD RSJ UJFFE ER EMLD$ )RJD RSJ UURFJJI 
ZLEM F DJSDJ EMFE EMJ\ ZJUJ DRRJMRZ DUJFLFO FSI FMRDJS ER 
MFYJ GJJS LUFFJI ZLEM DXFM F UUJDJSFJ$ 4SJ RGYLRXDO\ 
FFSSRE LR RS ZLEM EMJ DEFEXD VXR; LE DJJRD EMJLU OLIJ LD 
IRUJYJU FMFSLJI. 7MJUJ LD F EJSIJSF\ IRU 1)*UD ER GJ 
UJOXFEFSE ER DMFUJ EMJLU J[UJULJSFJ ZLEM REMJUD. *UJ\DRS 
(1997) DXLLJDED RFS\ 1)*UD IRXGE EMJLU DFSLE\ FSI IJFU 
UJOJFELRS RU ULILFXOJ, DR EMJ\ FUJ UJOXFEFSE ER IUJJO\ 
DMFUJ EMJLU J[UJULJSFJ ZLEM REMJUD. 
$GRYJ, 4XLRG\ DXLLL DED 1)*UD FUJ UURUJOOJI LSER FS 
FOEJUJI DEFEJ RI FRSDFLRXDSJDD; EMLD FOEJUJI DEFEJ RI 
FRSDFLRXDSJDD LD FS LRURUEFSE UUJRLDJ RI EMJ DXUYLYFO 
M\UREMJDLD. 7MJ DXUYLYFO M\UREMJDLD RFLSEFLSD EMFE 
FRSDFLRXDSJDD FFS DXUYLYJ FSI IXSFELRS LSIJUJSIJSEO\ RI EMJ 
UM\DLFFO GRI\, URDDLGO\ DXUYLYLSL IJFEM. 4SJ RF\, 
EMJUJIRUJ, YLJZ EMLD DXUYLYFO RI FRSDFLRXDSJDD FD UURYLILSL 
DRRJ MLSE RI DXUURUE RI OLIJ FIEJU IJFEM. $FFRUILSL ER 
&RRP, *UJ\DRS, FSI 8EJYJSDRS (1998), EMJUJ FUJ EMUJJ 
IJFEXUJD RI FS 1)* EMFE DXUURUE EMJ DXUYLYFO M\UREMJDLD 1) 
JSMFSFJI RJSEFELRSD, 2) RXE-RI-GRI\ J[UJULJSFJD, FSI 3) 
UFUFSRURFO UJUFJUELRSD. 
*SMFSFJI RJSEFELRSD RI FS 1)* LSFOXIJ EMJ RLSI GJLSL 
GULOOLFSEO\ FOJFUJU, OXFLI FSI J[FJUELRSFOO\ JSMFSFJI, FSI 
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YLYLI DJSDRU\ J[UJULJSFJD. )XULSL FS 1)*, GREM EMRXLMED 
FSI DJSDJD FE EMJLU ORZJDE URLSE FUJ JVXFO ER EMJ SRURFO 
FRSDFLRXD DEFEJ GXE FUJ RIEJS LUJFEO\ JSMFSFJI DXUUFDDLSL 
EMRDJ RI EMJLU SRURFO FRSDFLRXD DEFEJ. )XULSL 
XSFRSDFLRXDSJDD, RJSEFELRSD FUJ J[UJFEJI ER GJ SRS-J[LDEJSE 
RU RLSLRFO. +FYLSL SRURFO RU JSMFSFJI RJSEFELRSD ZMJS 
LUJFEO\ ILRLSLDMJI RU SR RJSEFELRSD FUJ J[UJFEJI RF\ 
UURYLIJ DRRJ JYLIJSFJ EMFE FRSDFLRXDSJDD RF\ DXUYLYJ 
LSIJUJSIJSE RI EMJ UM\DLFFO GRI\ FSI JYJS FIEJU EMJ GRI\ 
MFD ILJI. $FFRUILSL ER &RRP, *UJ\DRS, FSI 8EJYJSDRS 
(1998), RSJ FRXOI ORRP ,L E EMJDJ JSMFSFJI RJSEFELRSD FD 
DXUURUE IRU EMJ URDDLGLOLE\ RI RJSEFELRSD FIEJU IJFEM. .I 
EMJUJ FUJ RJSEFELRSD FIEJU IJFEM, EMLD FRXOI GJ YLJZJI FD F 
IRUR RI OLIJ FIEJU IJFEM RU RRUJ DUJFLILFFOO\ EMJ 
FRSDFLRXDSJDD DXUYLYLSL LSIJUJSIJSE RI EMJ GRI\. 
7MJ DJFRSI IJFEXUJ DXUURUELSL EMJ DXUYLYFO M\UREMJDLD 
LD RXE-RI-GRI\ J[UJULJSFJD. 4%*D LSYROYJ EMJ RLSI FSI GRI\ 
GJLSL DJUFUFEJI. .I EMJ GRI\ LD LS RSJ DUFELFO UOFSJ FSI 
EMJ RLSI LD FGOJ ER DJJ EMJ GRI\ IURR F ILIIJUJSE DUFELFO 
UOFSJ EMJ EZR FUJ FOJFUO\ DJUFUFEJ. 7MLD UMJSRRJSRS FFS 
OJSI DXUURUE EMFE EMJ RLSI (FRSDFLRXDSJDD) FFS DXUYLYJ 
LSIJUJSIJSE RI EMJ GRI\. 
7MJ EMLUI IJFEXUJ DXUURUELSL EMJ DXUYLYFO M\UREMJDLD 
LD UFUFSRURFO UJUFJUELRSD. 7MJDJ UJUFJUELRSD LSYROYJ F 
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UJUDRS UJURUELSL JYJSED EMFE RFFXUUJI GJ\RSI EMJLU SRURFO 
DFRUJ RI UM\DLFFO DJSDJD, DJJLSL RU PSRZLSL JYJSED EMFE RSJ 
FRXOI SRE RGDJUYJ XSIJU SRURFO FRSILELRSD JYJS LI RSJ ZJUJ 
FRSDFLRXD. 5FUFSRURFO UJUFJUELRSD FFS UURYLIJ DXUURUELSL 
JYLIJSFJ RI EMJ DXUYLYFO M\UREMJDLD DLSFJ EMJDJ UJUFJUELRSD 
RFFXU LSIJUJSIJSEO\ RI FRSDFLRXDSJDD. 5FUFSRURFO 
UJUFJUELRSD EJSI ER GJ RGOJFELYJ LS SFEXUJ FSI RIEJS RF\ GJ 
YJULILJI. 
$FFRUILSL ER .JOO\, *UJ\DRS FSI 8EJYJSDRS (2000), FS 
RXE-RI-GRI\ J[UJULJSFJ, JSMFSFJI RJSEFELRSD, FSI UFUFSRURFO 
UJUFJUELRSD FUJ FFUFGOJeRI RFFXUULSL LSIJUJSIJSE RI FS 1)*. 
:MLOJ JSMFSFJI RJSEFELRSD, RXE-RI-GRI\ J[UJULJSFJD, FSI 
UFUFSRURFO UJUFJUELRSD FFS LSILYLIXFOO\ UURYLIJ DRRJ 
VXJDELRSFGOJ MLSE RI JYLIJSFJ RI EMJ DXUYLYFO M\UREMJDLD, 
FOO EMUJJ RFFXUULSL ZLEMLS EMJ DFRJ 1)* FFS OJSI DEURSLJU 
DXUURUE EMFE FRSDFLRXDSJDD FFS DXUYLYJ LSIJUJSIJSE RI EMJ 
GRI\ FSI URDDLGO\ IJFEM. 
*UJ\DRS (1992) URDLEJI 1)*UD MFI F ORZJU IJLUJJ RI 
IJFEM EMUJFE, LSILFFELSL EMFE 1)*D RF\ GJ LSDEUXRJSEFO LS 
FOEJULSL IJFEM GJOLJID. *UJ\DRS IJDFULGJI MRZ IJFEM EMUJFE 
UJOFEJD ER IJFU RI IJFEM FSI IJFEM FS[LJE\. +J IJDFULGJI 
IJFEM EMUJFE LS EJURD RI F UJOFELYJO\ DEFGOJ RULJSEFELRS RI 
EMRXLME ERZFUI IJFEM, LS FRSEUFDE ER IJFU RI IJFEM FSI 
IJFEM FS[LJE\, ZMLFM ZJUJ IJILSJI LS EJURD RI GJLSL RRUJ 
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FRSILELRSFO FSI JRRELRSFO RULJSEFELRSD ERZFUI IJFEM. .E 
DJJRD DFIJ ER LSIJU IURR EMJ IJDFULUELRSD FGRYJ EMFE 
FMFSLLSL RSJ'D IJFEM EMUJFE, ZMLFM LD DEFELF, ZRXOI GJ 
MFUIJU EMFS FMFSLLSL RSJ'D IJFU RI IJFEM FSI IJFEM FS[LJE\, 
ZMLFM FUJ I\SFRLF, FSI DXGOJFE ER FRSILELRSD FSI JRRELRSD. 
8LSFJ *UJ\DRS DXLLJDED F OLSP GJEZJJS ORZJU IJFEM 
EMUJFE FSI F GJOLJI LS FIEJUOLIJ, FSI EMRDJ ZLEM F GJOLJI 
LS FIEJUOLIJ MFYJ F UJIXFJI IJFU RI IJFEM, EMJS RSJ RLLME 
J[UJFE EMRDJ ZLEM ORZJU IJFEM EMUJFE ER FODR MFYJ F ORZJU 
IJFU RI IJFEM. $S LSEJUJDELSL IXEXUJ DEXI\ FRXOI GJ ER 
IJEJURLSJ LI IJFEM EMUeL E FSI IJFU RI IJFEM MFYJ F URDLELYJ 
FRUUJOFELRS. 7MFE LD ER DF\, FD IJFEM EMUJFE LD ORZJUJI, 
IJFU RI IJFEM LD FODR ORZJUJI FSI YLDF YJUDF. 
7MJUJ DJJRD ER GJ DRRJ FRSIXDLRS FD ER J[FFEO\ ZMLFM 
PLSI FSI SXRGJU RI UMJSRRJSF FUJ SJFJDDFU\ ER FRSDELEXEJ FS 
1)*. )RJD LE DLRUO\ UJVXLUJ RSJ RU EZR IJFEXUJD RU DJYJUFO 
IURR EMJ RFS\ OLDED RI 1)* UMJSRRJSF EMFE RFFXU LS FXUUJSE 
OLEJUFEXUJ$ .E LD SRE JSRXLM IRU DRRJRSJ ER DF\ ". MFI F 
SJFU-IJFEM J[UJULJSFJ" FSI EMJUJIRUJ MLD RU MJU J[UJULJSFJ 
LJED FRXSEJI FD FS 1)*. $E UUJDJSE, EMJUJ IRJD SRE FUUJFU 
ER GJ F DEFSIFUI SXRGJU RU SJFJDDFU\ UMJSRRJSRS UJVXLUJI ER 
ILIIJUJSELFEJ FS 1)* IURR F SRS-1)*. 
2RRI\ (1976) FRRULOJI F OLDE RI 15 FRRRRS UMJSRRJSF 
J[UJULJSFJI G\ 1)*D. 4I EMJ 15 URDDLGOJ UMJSRRJSF, EMJ 
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RRDE 2RRI\ IRXSI RSJ UJUDRS ER J[UJULJSFJ ZJUJ 12; EMJUJ 
ZFD SR LSILFFELRS RI F RLSLRXR SXRGJU SJFJDDFU\ ER VXFOLI\ 
FS J[UJULJSFJ FD FS 1)*. 4I EMJ 150+ FFDJD EMFE 2RRI\ 
UJYLJZJI, EMJUJ ZFD SR DLSLOJ UMJSRRJSRS UJURUEJI G\ RSO\ 
RSJ UJUDRS. 1LPJZLDJ, EMJUJ ZFD SRE F DLSLOJ UMJSRRJSRS 
EMFE RFFXUUJI LS FOO RI EMJ FFDJD 2RRI\ DEXILJI. 
&RRP, *UJ\DRS, FSI 8EJYJSDRS (1998) FMRDJ EMUJJ 
FFEJLRULJD RI UMJSRRJSF IRU 1)*D. )RU FS 1)* ER GJ 
LSFOXIJI LS EMJLU DEXI\, LE MFI ER FRSEFLS FE OJFDE RSJ 
UMJSRRJSRS IURR JFFM RI EMJ EMUJJ FFEJLRULJD. 7MJ\ ILI SRE 
LR LSER IJEFLO RU DUJFL eLFFOO\ DEFEJ MRZ EMJ\ LSLELFOO\ 
IJILSJI EMJ FULEJULF FRSDELEXELSL EMJ LSLELFO URRO RI 1)*D 
IURR ZMLFM EMJ\ DJOJFEJI EMJ 1)*D UUJDJSEJI LS EMJLU DEXI\. 
.JOO\, *UJ\DRS, FSI 8EJYJSDRS (2000) FMRDJ IRXU FFEJLRULJD 
RI UMJSRRJSF RI 1)*D. 7MJ\ MFYJ EMJ DFRJ IOFZ FD &RRP, 
*UJ\DRS, & 8EJYJSDRS RI SRE IJILSLSL EMJ FULEJULF 
FRSDELEXELSL EMJ LSLELFO URRO RI 1)*D IURR ZMLFM EMJ\ 
DJOJFEJI EMJ 1)*D UUJDJSEJI LS EMJLU DEXI\ . (8LSFJ *UJ\DRS 
ZFD LSYROYJI LS GREM RI EMJ FGRYJ DEXILJD RSJ FRXOI GJ 
UUJEE\ DXUJ EMJ *UJ\DRS 1)* DFFOJ ZFD XDJI ER IJEJURLSJ EMJ 
LSLELFO URRO RI 1)*D, GXE EMLD ZFD SRE DUJFLILFFOO\ 
DEFEJI.) 
2FS\ UJDJFUFMJUD XDJ *UJ\DRS'D 1)* DFFOJ, ZMLFM 
IJOLSJFEJD FS 1)* FD RSJ EMFE DFRUJD DJYJS RXE RI F 
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URDDLGOJ 32 LEJRD (*UJ\DRS, 1992, 2000, 2001; *UREM-2FUSFE 
& 8XRRJUD, 1998; 1FSLJ *UJ\DRS & +RXUFS, 2004) . .E ZRXOI 
GJ MJOUIXO LI IXEXUJ UJDJFUFM ZRXOI XELOL]J DRRJ DRUE RI 
DEFSIFUI ER IJEJURLSJ FS 1)* IURR F SRS-1)*. .I *UJ\DRS'D 
DFFOJ LD EMJ RRDE ZLIJO\ FFFJUEJI LSDEUXRJSE ER VXFOLI\ FS 
1)* FD DXFM FSI EMJ RFORULE\ RI EMJ DFLJSELILF FRRRXSLE\ 
FLUJJD, EMJS IXEXUJ 1)* UJDJFUFM DMRXOI LSLELFOO\ XDJ EMLD 
DFFOJ FD EMJ FULEJULRS IRU VXFOLI\LSL FS 1)* FD DXFM. 7MLD 
DRUE RI RGOJFELYJ DEFSIFUI IJOLSJFELRS ZRXOI DJJR ER OJSI 
DRRJ FUJIJSFJ ER REMJUZLDJ VXJDELRSFGOJ UJUDRSFO FFFRXSED 
RI 1)*D. 
' "'1, 
.I EMJ DFLJSELILF FRRRXSLE\ FFSSRE FRRJ XU ZLEM F 
DEFSIFUI, MRZ FUJ EMJLU DEXILJD RI 1)*D DXUURDJI ER GJ 
FFFJUEJI FD FUJILGOJ$ .I EMJ DFLJSELILF FRRRXSLE\ FFSSRE 
FLUJJ RS F DEFSIFUI, LE ZRXOI GJ XDJIXO IRU JFFM DEXI\ ER 
J[UOFLS EMJ FULEJULRS XDJI ER VXFOLI\ FS 1)* FD DXFM. .E 
LD SRE JSRXLM IRU F DEXI\ ER DLRUO\ DEFEJ "RXE RI 150 1)*D 
"ZLEMRXE FS J[UOFSFELRS RI EMJ FULEJULRS IRU SRELSL FS 
1)* FD DXFM. 
1RRRJO JE FO. (2001) URDLE EMJ EJURLSFOO\ LOO MFYJ 
DLRLOFU J[UJULJSFJD ER 1)*D FFOOJI IJFEMGJI YLDLRSD. 
%JFFXDJ RI EMJ FRSSJFELRS GJEZJJS 1)*D FSI IJFEMGJI YLDLRSD 
LE DJJRD LE ZRXOI GJ YJU\ MJOUIXO IRU EMJ EJURLSFOO\ LOO ER 
DEXI\ 1)*D. .SRZLSL EMJ URDDLGOJ FRSEJSE RI FS 1)* FRXOI 
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OJE EMJ EJURLSFOO\ LOO PSRZ ZMFE EMJ\ FRXOI UREJSELFOO\ 
J[UJULJSFJ LI EMJ\ ZJUJ ER MFYJ F IJFEMGJI YLDLRS. 
.SRZOJILJ RI 1)*D RF\ JOLRLSFEJ RU OJDDJS EMJ IJFU RI EMJ 
LSLELFO RSDJE RI EMJ IJFEMGJI YLDLRS. )RUJPSRZOJILJ FRXOI 
JFDJ EMJ EJURLSFOO\ LOO'D IJFU RI IJFEM G\ PSRZLSL EMJ 1)*U 
GJOLJYJD EMJ 1)* LD F MLSE RI ZMFE LE LD OLPJ ER GJ IJFI. 
.E RLLME GJ MJOUIXO IRU EMJ EJURLSFOO\ LOO ER PSRZ EMFE 
RRDE 1)*UD ORDJ FORRDE FOO IJFU RI IJFEM. 
.E ZRXOI FORRDE DJJR EMFE FS FLLUJDDLYJ DEXI\ RI 1)*D 
G\ EMJ EJURLSFOO\ LOO ZRXOI IFFLOLEFEJ FS FORRDE ZJOFRRLSL 
FEELEXIJ RI F IJFEMGJI e LDLRS. 7MFE LD SRE ER DF\ EMFE RSJ 
LD ORRPLSL IRUZFUI ER I\LSL, RU FFELYJO\ UXUDXLSL IJFEM. 
1RRPLSL FE EMJ UMJSRRJSF FDDRFLFEJI ZLEM 1)*D, FSI PSRZLSL 
F IJFEMGJI YLDLRS LD DLRLOFU ER FS 1)*, LE RF\ DJJR 
IJDLUFGOJ ER J[UJULJSFJ F IJFEMGJI YLDLRS LS F EJURLSFOO\ 
LOO DEFEJ. 7MJ EMRXLME RI FS RYJUZMJORLSL IJJOLSL RI UJFFJ 
FSI OR\, F DJSDJ RI MFURRS\ ZLEM EMJ ZRUOI, FSI F DJSDJ RI 
GJLSL DJUFUFEJI IURR RSJ'D GRI\ (UFUELFXOFUO\ LI EMJ 
EJURLSFOO\ LOO UJUDRS LD LS UFLS) ZRXOI DJJR IJDLUFGOJ. 
7MURXLMRXE EMLD OLEJUFEXUJ UJYLJZ EMJUJ DJJR ER GJ 
RRUJ VXJDELRSD EMFS FSDZJUD. 7MLD IRJD SRE RJFS EMJ 
UJDJFUFMJUD MFYJ SRE FIYFSFJI EMJLU ILJOI RI DEXI\. .S 
IFFE, LE FFS GJ YLJZJI FD OXDE EMJ RUURDLEJ. 7MJ 
UJDJFUFMJUD MFYJ UUJDJSEJI DXIILFLJSE IRRI IRU EMRXLME ER 
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LSYRPJ VXJDELRSLSL. 7MJ\ MFYJ LSDELOOJI JSRXLM UJDJFUFM ER 
FOORZ RSJ ER PSRZ JSRXLM ER FDP VXJDELRSD. 
7MJUJ FUJ FJUEFLSO\ RFS\ SJZ FYJSXJD ER J[UORUJ FSI 
EMJ SJJI IRU RRUJ IFEF ER GJ LFEMJUJI. 7MJUJ LD F SJJI IRU 
RRUJ DEFSIFUIL]FELRS FSI OJDD DFRUOJD RI FRSYJSLJSFJ. 7MJ 
UJDJFUFMJUD LS EMLD OLEJUFEXUJ UJYLJZ MFYJ RUJSJI XU EMJ 
EFGRR SFEXUJ RI IJFEM FSI I\LSL FSI MFYJ UXE LE RXE RS EMJ 
EFGOJ IRU ILDFXDDLRS. 7MJ ILSFO EMRXLME . ZRXOI OLPJ ER 
OJFYJ \RX ZLEM FRRJD IURR 2RRI\ (1976) ". GJOLJYJ EMFE FS\ 
OLLME ZMFEJYJU ZMLFM FFS GJ DMJI RS EMJ SFEXUJ RI IJFEM LD 
ER EMJ LRRI" (U . 157). , 
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AMMNSAS(' BHBKHN*QAO+X 
$bdelBhalek $ (2002) 
:M\ IR ZJ IJFU IJFEM$ 7MJ FRSDEUXFELRS FSI YFOLIFELRS RI 
EMJ UJFDRSD IRU IJFEM IJFU DFFOJ. 'd`Wg OWXchdV, 26, 
669-680. 
7MLD JRULULFFO DEXI\ ZFD IJDLLSJI ER FRSDEUXFE 
FSI YFOLIFEJ EMJ 7JFDRSD IRU )JFEM )JFU 8FFOJ (7))8) 
7MUJJ MXSIUJI FSI DJYJS XSIJULUFIXFEJ FROOJLJ DEXIJSED 
IURR *L\UE YROXSEJJUJI IRU EMLD DEXI\. 7MJ 
UJDURSIJSED ZJUJ FDPJI, "2FS\ UJUDRSD IJFU IJFEM. 
' "l, 
)URR \RXU URLSE RI YLJZ, ZMFE FUJ EMJ ILIIJUJSE 
UJFDRSD IRU EMLD IJFU$" 7MJ UJDURSIJSED' UJUOLJD ZJUJ 
XDJI ER FRSDEUXFE EMJ LSLELFO LEJR URRO. 7MLD LSLELFO 
URRO ZFD FSFO\]JI FSI RRILILJI ER IJOJEJ UJUJELELYJ, 
FRGLLXRXD, RU LUUJOJYFSE LEJRD. 7MJ UJRFLSLSL LEJRD 
ZJUJ JILEJI IRU GUJYLE\ FSI FOFULE\. $ UUJOLRLSFU\ 
YJUDLRS RI EMJ 7))8 ZFD LLYJS ER IRXU FDDRFLFEJD RI 
EMJ .XZFLE :SLYJUDLE\ 5D\FMRORL\ )JUFUERJSE ZMR 
IXUEMJU JILEJI EMJ LEJR URRO. 
7MJ RRILILJI 7))8, FRSEFLSLSL 23 LEJRD, ZFD 
FIRLSLDEJUJI ER 255 YROXSEJJU DEXIJSED. 7MJ 23 LEJRD 
ZJUJ FSFO\]JI. )LYJ LEJRD ZLEM ORZ FRUUJOFELRSD ZJUJ 
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JOLRLSFEJI. 7MJ ILSFO IRUR RI EMJ 7))8 (FUELFOJ 
FUUJSIL[) FRSDLDEJI RI 18 LEJRD. 
7MJ UJDXOELSL 7))8 DXFFJJIJI LS IXOILOOLSL EMJ 
DEXI\'D RGOJFELYJ RI FSDZJULSL, ":M\ IR ZJ IJFU 
IJFEM$" 7MJ 7))8 ZFD FORDJO\ FRUUJOFEJI ZLEM GREM EMJ 
7JRUOJU )JFEM $S[LJE\ 8FFOJ FSI FS FIILELRSFO UFELSL 
DFFOJ IRU IJFEM FS[LJE\. .E ZFD FRUUJOFEJI ER F 
OJDDJU IJLUJJ ZLEM EZR DFFOJD IJDLLSJI ER RJFDXUJ 
LJSJUFO FS[LJE\. 7MJ FXEMRU URDLED EMLD RFPJD DJSDJ 
DLSFJ EMJ 7))8 LD RRUJ FORDJO\ UJOFEJI ER IJFEM 
FS[LJE\ EMFS ER LJeUFO FS[LJE\ FSI EMJUJIRUJ RIIJUD 
ILDFULRLSFEJ YFOLILE\ RI EMJ 7))8. 
7MJ FXEMRU FFPSRZOJILJD EMJ GLFD RI XDLSL F 
DLSLOJ FXOEXUJ FSI LSYLEJD DLRLOFU DEXILJD ZLEM REMJU 
IJRRLUFUMLFD. 7MJ FXEMRU M\UREMJDL]JI EMFE FRRUFULSL 
EMJ UUJDJSE DEXI\'D UJDXOED ZLEM FSREMJU FXOEXUJ DXFM 
FD F :JDEJUS FXOEXUJ RLLME DMRZ EMFE EMJ ILIIJUJSFJD 
RYJUDMFIRZ EMJ DLRLOFULELJD (7MJ FXEMRU ILI SRE 
J[UOFLS ZM\ MJ J[UJFEJI EMLD). $LFLS, EMJ FXEMRU 
DXLLJDED IXUEMJU LSYJDELLFELRS LD SJJIJI ER DXUURUE RU 
UJIXEJ MLD M\UREMJDLD. 7MJ FXEMRU IRJD F SLFJ ORG RI 
J[UOFLSLSL EMJ SJJI FSI UURFJDD RI FRSDEUXFELRS RI EMJ 
7))8. 
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$twater G M + (2003) 
4XU ELSLJDE SJFU-IJFEM J[UJULJSFJUD: 8EFUEOLSL JYLIJSFJ 
DXLLJDELYJ RI F GUFLS DMLIE. FoXUn`l oe Ndlhfhon `nc 
LVsbghb`l NdVd`Ubg, 26-2, 86-97. 
7MLD JRULULFFO VXFSELEFELYJ DEXI\ ZFD IJDLLSJI ER 
ILIIJUJSELFEJ EMJ J[UJULJSFJD RI FIXOE FSI FMLOI SJFU-
IJFEM J[UJULJSFJD (1)*D) FSI ER RIIJU DXUURUE ER EMJ 
M\UREMJDLD EMFE RFS\ FMLOIUJS J[UJULJSFJ F GUFLS DMLIE 
IROORZLSL FS 1)*. )URR F URRO RI 277 FMLOIUJS ZMR MFI 
FS 1)*, 52 FRRUOJEJI F OJSLEM\ VXJDELRSSFLUJ, 
LSEJOOLLJSFJ VXRELJSE EJDE, FSI F EJDE IRU LJSJELF 
RFUPJUD. 7MJ FXEMRU XDJD IFEF IURR GREM EMJ OFULJU 
LURXU RI 277 FSI EMJ DRFOOJU LURXU RI 52 EMURXLMRXE 
EMLD DEXI\. 
7MJ FXEMRU FFEJLRUL]JD 1)*D LSER IRXU E\UJD: 
LSLELFO, XSUOJFDFSE, UOJFDFSE, FSI EUFSDFJSIJSE. 
7MJDJ YFU\ LS FRRUOJ[LE\ ZLEM "LSLELFO" GJLSL EMJ 
OJFDE FRRUOJ[ J[UJULJSFJ FSI LSFUJFDLSL LS FRRUOJ[LE\ 
ER "EUFSDFJSIJSE" - EMJ RRDE FRRUOJ[ 1)* J[UJULJSFJ. 
.SEJUJDELSLO\, EMJ FXEMRU DXLLJDED EMJ LSEJSDLE\ RI 
1)* IJEJURLSJD EMJ LRUFFE RI FIEJUJIIJFED, ZMLOJ 
GUJYLE\ RU FRRUOJ[LE\ MFI OLEEOJ RU SR FIIJFE RS 
FIEJUJIIJFED. 
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4I EMJ 52 DXGOJFED ZMR ILOOJI RXE VXJDELRSSFLUJD, 
48 UJUFJSE EJDEJI FE LJSLXD OJYJO ZLEMRXE EJDELSL 
URDLELYJ IRU LJSJELF RFUPJUD DLLSLI\LSL LJSLXD 
UREJSELFO. )URR EMJ 277 1)* LURXU, EJDELSL EMRDJ ZMR 
MFI EMJLU 1)* XSIJU EMJ FLJ RI DL[ UJDXOEJI LS 86 
UJUFJSE EJDELSL FE EMJ LJSLXD OJYJO. )URR EMJ DFRJ 
277 1)* LURXU, EJDELSL EMRDJ ZMR MFI EMJLU 1)* FE 15 
RRSEMD RU JFUOLJU, UJDXOEJI LS 96 UJUFJSE EJDELSL FE F 
LJSLXD OJYJO. . IRXSI EMJDJ SXRGJUD FDERSLDMLSL! .E 
ZFD MFUI IRU RJ ER FRRUUJMJSI DXFM F MLLM SXRGJU RI 
UJDURSIJSED EJDELe FE F LJSLXD OJYJO. 7MJ FXEMRU 
URDLED EMLD IFEF FD DXLLJDELYJ RI F GUFLS DMLIE 
RFFXUULSL LS FMLOIUJS ZMR MFYJ FS 1)*. 
7MJ FXEMRU J[UOFLSD EMFE FMLOIUJS EFPJ RXFM RRUJ 
ELRJ EMFS FIXOED ER LSEJLUFEJ EMJ FIEJUJIIJFED RI 
EMJLU 1)*. &MLOIUJS FFS EFPJ FD ORSL FD 20 RU RRUJ 
\JFUD IRU LSEJLUFELRS, ZMLOJ RRDE FIXOED LSEJLUFEJ EMJ 
FIEJU JIIJFED LS DJYJS \JFUD. $IXOED LSEJLUFEJI 
EMJRDJOYJD ER ILE EMJLU 1)* J[UJULJSFJ. &MLOIUJS 
GFOFSFJ EMJRDJOYJD GJEZJJS ZMFE EMJ\ PSRZ FSI EMJ 
XSLVXJ DEUFSLJSJDD RI EMJLU 1)* J[UJULJSFJ. 
.SEJUJDELSLO\, EMJ FXEMRU UJURUEJI 21 UJUFJSE RI 
EMJ JSELUJ LURXU FEEJRUEJI DXLFLIJ EZJOYJ RU RRUJ 
\JFUD FIEJU EMJLU 1)*. 1RE GJFFXDJ EMJLU OLIJ ZFD 
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ILIILFXOE GXE GJFFXDJ EMJ\ ZFSEJI ER UJEXUS ER "EMJ 
REMJU DLIJ." 7MJ FXEMRU J[UOFLSJI: EMJ FMLOIUJS 
FDDRFLFEJI SRE GUJFEMLSL ZLEM GJLSL LS F MJFYJSO\ 
JSYLURSRJSE. :MJS EMJ\ DEFUEJI GUJFEMLSL, EMJ 
MJFYJSO\ JSYLURSRJSE ILDFUUJFUJI. )URR EMJ FMLOIUJS'D 
UJUDUJFELYJ, ER DERU GUJFEMLSL ZRXOI RJFS F UJEXUS RI 
EMJ MJFYJSO\ J[UJULJSFJ. 4SO\ EMUJJ UJUFJSE RI EMJ 
JSELUJ LURXU J[UJULJSFJI FS XSUOJFDFSE 1)*. 7MJ 
FXEMRU ILI SRE DUJFLI\ LI FS\ RI EMJDJ FMLOIUJS ZJUJ 
DXLFLIJ FEEJRUEJUD. $ODR, EMJDJ DXLFLIJ FEEJRUED 
RFFXUUJI 12 RU RRU, \JFUD FIEJU EMJ 1)*, ZMLFM ZRXOI 
RJFS EMFE DRRJ RI EMJ FEEJRUEJUD ZRXOI GJ FIXOED. 
7MLD RJFSD EMFE EMJ J[UOFSFELRS EMFE EMJ FMLOI 
FRUUJOFEJI SRE GUJFEMLSL ER F MJFYJSO\ J[UJULJSFJ 
ZRXOI RSO\ VXFOLI\ IRU DRRJ RI EMJ 21 UJUFJSE RI 
DXLFLIJ FEEJRUEJUD. 7MJ FXEMRU ILI LSILFFEJ EMJ 
RFORULE\ RI 1)*D RFFXUUJI LS FMLOIUJS DL[ \JFUD RU 
\RXSLJU GXE ILI SRE LLYJ UFZ IFEF. 
7MLD FUELFOJ ZFD IXOO RI FDERSLDMLSL ILSILSLD. 
7MJUJ ZFD FORRDE ERR RXFM XDJIXO LSIRURFELRS LS EMLD 
FUELFOJ ER IR LE OXDELFJ LS EMUJJ DMRUE UFLJD. 7MJ 
FXEMRU MFD UJDJFUFMJI 1)*D IRU RYJU 25 \JFUD FSI MFD 
ZULEEJS DJYJUFO GRRPD RS 1)*D. 7MLD FUELFOJ LD MLLMO\ 
UJFRRRJSIJI. 
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&icirelli M * (1998) 
5JUDRSFO RJFSLSL RI IJFEM LS UJOFELRS ER IJFU RI IJFEM. 
'd`Wg OWXchdV, 22, 713-733. 
7MLD JRULULFFO VXFSELEFELYJ DEXI\ ZFD IJDLLSJI ER 
FDFJUEFLS EMJ UJOFELRSDMLU GJEZJJS UJUDRSFO RJFSLSL RI 
IJFEM FSI IJFEM IJFUD. 4I EMJ 265 FROOJLJ DEXIJSED 
ZMR UFUELFLUFEJI, 225 ZJUJ FLJI 19 ER 25 (\RXSLJU 
LURXU) FSI 40 ZJUJ FLJI 26 ER 55 (ROIJU LURXU). 
5FUELFLUFSED ZJUJ FIRLSLDEJUJI 30 DEFEJRJSED 
(DEXI\ - EFGOJ 1) IJDLLSJI ER RJFDXUJ EMJLU UJUDRSFO 
RJFSLSL(D) RI IJFEe . 7MJ UFUELFLUFSED ZJUJ FODR 
FIRLSLDEJUJI EMJ 1JRLSL )JFU RI )JFEM 8FFOJ (1))8, F 
26-LEJR EJDE IJDLLSJI ER RJFDXUJ DJYJUFO E\UJD RI IJFU 
RI IJFEM). )URR EMJDJ EZR EJDED, EMUJJ ILRJSDLRSD RI 
IJFEM RJFSLSLD ZJUJ JYFOXFEJI: IJFEM FD J[ELSFELRS, 
IJFEM FD F SJZ GJLLSSLSL, FSI IJFEM FD F OJLFF\. 
4I EMJ EMUJJ ILRJSDLRSD RI IJFEM, J[ELSFELRS ZFD 
EMJ RSO\ ILRJSDLRS IRU ZMLFM FLJ FSI LJSIJU 
ILIIJUJSFJD ZJUJ IRXSI. 7MJ \RXSLJU LURXU LIJSELILJI 
J[ELSFELRS FD F DEURSLJU RJFSLSL RI IJFEM EMFS EMJ 
ROIJU LURXU ILI. :RRJS FODR DFRUJI EMLD ILRJSDLRS 
MLLMJU EMFS EMJLU RFOJ FRXSEJUUFUED. 
7MUJJ FRRURSJSED RI IJFU RI IJFEM ZJUJ IJILSJI: 
LSEUFUJUDRSFO, LSEJUUJUDRSFO, FSI EUFSDUJUDRSFO. 
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.SEUFUJUDRSFO LSFOXIJD IJFU RI SRE FFMLJYLSL LRFOD FSI 
IJFU RI FSSLMLOFELRS RI EMJ GRI\. .SEJUUJUDRSFO 
LSFOXIJD IJFU RI ZJOOGJLSL RI ORYJI RSJD FSI IJFU RI 
ORDD RI DRFLFO LIJSELE\. 7UFSDUJUDRSFO LSFOXIJD IJFU 
RI EMJ XSPSRZS FSI IJFU IRU UXSLDMRJSE. 7MJ ILRJSDLRS 
RI J[ELSFELRS FFOFXOFEJI IJFEM IJFUD IRU FOO EMUJJ 
FRRURSJSED. 
8LSFJ J[ELSFELRS ZFD EMJ RSO\ ILRJSDLRS LS ZMLFM 
FLJ FSI LJSIJU ILIIJUJSFJD RFFXUUJI, . ZRSIJU LI EMJUJ 
LD DRRJ OLSP MJUJ. :JUJ EMJ FLJ FSI LJSIJU 
ILIIJUJSFJD FFXDJIe \ EMJ FRRUOJ[LE\ RI EMJ IJFU RI 
J[ELSFELRS$ .E RLLME GJ XDJIXO IRU F DEXI\ ER 
LIJSELI\ REMJU ILRJSDLRSD RI IJFU EMFE MFYJ F EJUELFU\ 
FRRUOJ[LE\ RI IJFU FSI FRRUFUJ LE ER OJDD FRRUOLFFEJI 
ILRJSDLRSD RI IJFU FSI DJJ LI EMJUJ LD F FRUUJOFELRS. 
&icirelli M * (2001) 
5JUDRSFO RJFSLSL RI IJFEM LS ROIJU FIXOED FSI \RXSL FIXOED 
LS UJOFELRS ER EMJLU IJFUD RI IJFEM. 'd`Wg OWXchdV, 
25, 663-683. 
7MLD JRULULFFO VXFSELEFELYJ DEXI\ ZFD IJDLLSJI ER 
FDFJUEFLS ZMJEMJU UJUDRSFO RJFSLSLD RI IJFEM FSI IJFUD 
RI IJFEM MJOI G\ \RXSL FSI ROI FIXOED ZJUJ UJOFEJI ER 
FLJ FSI LJSIJU, FSI ZMJEMJU UJUDRSFO RJFSLSLD RI IJFEM 
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ZJUJ UJOFEJI ER IJFUD RI IJFEM. 7MLD DEXI\ FFS GJ 
YLJZJI FD F IROORZ XU DEXI\ ER &LFLUJOOL'D 1998 
LdUVon`l Id`nhnf oe 'd`Wg hn Ndl`Whon ER Bd`U oe 'd`Wg 
FGRYJ. &LFLUJOOL RJSELRSJI LS MLD UUJYLRXD DEXI\ EMJ 
SJJI IRU RRUJ UJDJFUFM RS ROIJU FIXOED' IJFU FSI 
RJFSLSL RI IJFEM. 7MJ FXEMRU IROORZD MLD RZS 
DXLLJDELRS ZLEM EMLD UUJDJSE DEXI\. 
7MJ UJDURSIJSED ZJUJ DJUFUFEJI LSER EZR LURXUD: 
\RXSL FSI ROIJU FIXOED. 7MJ \RXSL LURXU FRSEFLSJI 78 
UJDURSIJSED FLJI 19 ER 29. 7MJ ROIJU LURXU ZFD 
FRRUULDJI RI 68 UJe RSIJSED FLJI 70 ER 97. 7MJ 
&LFLUJOOL 5JUDRSFO 2JFSLSL RI )JFEM 8FFOJ ZFD 
FIRLSLDEJUJI ER GREM LURXUD ER RJFDXUJ IRXU ILRJSDLRSD 
RI IJFEM RJFSLSLD: 1) OJLFF\, 2) FIEJUOLIJ, 3) 
J[ELSFELRS, FSI 4) RRELYFERU. 7MJ 2XOELILRJSDLRSFO 
)JFU RI )JFEM 8FFOJ (2)4)8) ZFD FIRLSLDEJUJI ER GREM 
LURXUD ER FDFJUEFLS EMJ E\UJD FSI IJLUJJ RI IJFU. 
)RXU ILRJSDLRSD RI IJFU IURR EMJ 2)4)8 ZJUJ XDJI: 
I\LSL UURFJDD, GJLSL IJDEUR\JI, EMJ XSPSRZS, FSI IJFU 
IRU DLLSLILFFSE REMJUD. 
7MJ UJDXOED IRU RJFSLSLD RI IJFEM DMRZJI EMJ 
ROIJU LURXU DFRUJI MLLMJU RS IJFEM FD "FIEJUOLIJ" FSI 
"OJLFF\" GXE ORZJU RS IJFEM FD "J[ELSFELRS" FSI 
"RRELYFERU" EMFS EMJ \RXSL LURXU. :RRJS DFRUJI MLLMJU 
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RS IJFEM FD "J[ELSFELRS" EMFS RJS. 7MJUJ ZJUJ SR 
DLLSLILFFSE ILIIJUJSFJD IRU IJFEM FD "OJLFF\." 
7MJ UJDXOED IRU IJFU RI IJFEM DMRZJI EMJ \RXSL 
LURXU FSI ZRRJS MFI F LUJFEJU IJFU RI EMJ I\LSL 
UURFJDD EMFS EMJ ROIJU LURXU FSI RJS, UJDUJFELYJO\. 
YRXSL FIXOED DMRZJI F LUJFEJU IJFU IRU DLLSLILFFSE 
REMJUD EMFS ROIJU FIXOED ILI. )JFU RI EMJ XSPSRZS ZFD 
MLLMJU FRRSL \RXSL FIXOED FSI RJS EMFS IRU ROIJU 
FIXOED FSI ZRRJS. 
7MJ UJDXOED IRU RJFSLSLD RI IJFEM FD UJOFEJI ER 
IJFUD RI IJFEM (GR.e LURXUD, \RXSL FSI ROI) DMRZJI 
EMFE F LUJFEJU IJFU RI EMJ I\LSL UURFJDD ZFD UJOFEJI 
ER DEURSL YLJZD RI IJFEM FD "J[ELSFELRS." *UJFEJU 
IJFU RI GJLSL IJDEUR\JI ZFD UJOFEJI ER ZJFPJU YLJZD RI 
IJFEM FD "FIEJUOLIJ." *UJFEJU IJFU RI EMJ XSPSRZS ZFD 
UJOFEJI ER DEURSLJU YLJZD RI IJFEM FD "FIEJUOLIJ" FSI 
ZJFPJU YLJZD RI IJFEM FD "J[ELSFELRS." 
&ook ( W *resson % & Jtevenson . (1998) 
)R FS\ SJFU-IJFEM J[UJULJSFJD UURYLIJ JYLIJSFJ IRU EMJ 
DXUYLYFO RI MXRFS UJUDRSFOLE\ FIEJU IJFEM$ 7JOJYFSE 
IJFEXUJD FSI LOOXDEUFELYJ FFDJ UJURUED. FoXUn`l oe 
ObhdnWhehb ([ploU`Whon, 12-3, 377-406. 
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7MLD FUELFOJ UUJDJSED DJYJS UXGOLDMJI FFDJD FSI 
DJYJS FFDJD IURR EMJ FXEMRUD' FROOJFELRS FRSEFLSLSL 
FOO EMUJJ FMRDJS IJFEXUJD (OLDEJI GJORZ) RI SJFU-IJFEM 
J[UJULJSFJD (1)*D). 7MJDJ FFDJD FUJ UUJDJSEJI ZLEM 
EMJ LSEJSE ER FRSYLSFJ UJDJFUFMJUD FSI 1)*UD RI EMJ 
SJJI IRU GJEEJU DEXILJD FSI UJURUELSL RI 1)*D ZLEM EMJ 
FMRDJS EMUJJ IJFEXUJD. 
7MJUJ FUJ RFS\ IJFEXUJD FDDRFLFEJI ZLEM 1)*D; EMJ 
FXEMRUD FMRDJ EMJ IROORZLSL IJFEXUJD GJFFXDJ ZMJS FOO 
EMUJJ FUJ UUJDJSE, EMJ\ RIIJU JYLIJSFJ DXUURUELSL EMJ 
DXUYLYFO M\UREMJDL.\ : 1) JSMFSFJI RJSEFELRSD, 2) RXE RI 
GRI\ J[UJULJSFJ (4%*), FSI 3) UFUFSRURFO UJUFJUELRSD. 
7MJ DXUYLYFO M\UREMJDLD RFLSEFLSD EMFE FRSDFLRXD-
SJDD/UJUDRSFOLE\ FFS FSI IRJD RFFXU RXEDLIJ EMJ GRI\ 
UJLFUIOJDD RI FRSDFLRXDSJDD. 
4I EMJ 14 FFDJD UUJDJSEJI LS EMLD DEXI\, FOO GXE 
RSJ FUJ SRE YJULILFGOJ FSI ZJUJ UJURUEJI RU ILDFRYJUJI 
G\ EMJ FXEMRUD RFS\ \JFUD FIEJU EMJ 1)* RFFXUUJI. 7MJ 
YJULILJI FFDJ LSYROYJI F FFUILFF UFELJSE ZMR, ZMLOJ 
XSIJU FSJDEMJDLF FSI IRU FOO FUUJFUFSFJD ZFD 
XSFRSDFLRXD, J[UJULJSFJI MLRDJOI OJFYLSL MLD GRI\ FSI 
ZFEFMLSL EMJ DXULJU\ EJFR IURR FGRYJ. +J IJDFULGJI LS 
IJEFLO RSJ RI EMJ IRFERUD IOFUULSL MLD FURD FD LI MJ 
ZFD EU\LSL ER IO\. 7MJ FFUILFF UFELJSE'D RGDJUYFELRS 
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RI EMJ DXULJRS'D DEUFSLJ RRELRS ZFD YJULILJI. .E 
DJJRD EMJ DXULJRS MFI EMJ MFGLE RI IROILSL MLD MFSID 
LSER MLD FURULED ZLEM MLD JOGRZD RXE UULRU ER DXULJU\. 
7MJ REMJU 13 FFDJD ZJUJ JVXFOO\ FRRUJOOLSL GXE SRE 
YJULILFGOJ. 
7MJ FXEMRUD UUJDJSE F LRRI FFDJ IRU ELRJOLJU 
UJURUELSL FSI YJULILFFELRS IRU FFDJD FRSEFLSLSL EMJ 
EMUJJ FMRDJS IJFEXUJD RI 1)*D. 7MLD FUELFOJ UUJDJSED 
LSEJUJDELSL FFDJD FSI UJFPD RSJ'D LSEJUJDE ER ILSI 
RRUJ DXFM FFDJD. 
)alkenhain M & +andalx G/ (2003) 
7JOLLLRS, IJFEM FEELEXIJD, FSI GJOLJI LS FIEJUOLIJ LS EMJ 
JOIJUO\: :SEFSLOLSL EMJ UJOFELRSDMLUD. FoXUn`l oe 
Ndlhfhon `nc Dd`lWg, 42-1, 67-76. 
7MLD VXFSELEFELYJ JRULULFFO DEXI\ ZFD IJDLLSJI ER 
FOFULI\ EMJ FRGLLXRXD UJOFELRSDMLU GJEZJJS IJFEM 
FS[LJE\ FSI UJOLLLRS UJURUEJI LS OLEJUFEXUJ. 7MJ 
DXGOJFED ZJUJ FRRUULDJI RI 71 UJRUOJ 65 ER 87 \JFUD RI 
FLJ, RI ZMLFM 24 UJUFJSE ZJUJ RFOJD. 7MJ UJDURSIJSED 
ZJUJ UJFUXLEJI IURR UJOLLLRXDO\ FIILOLFEJI SXUDLSL 
MRRJD FSI FDDLDEJI OLYLSL FJSEJUD FSI F UXGOLF 
JIXFFELRS UURLUFR IRU JOIJUO\ FIXOED. 
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7MJ UJDURSIJSED ZJUJ LLYJS IRXU VXJDELRSSFLUJD: 
1) +RLJ'D .SEULSDLF 7JOLLLRXD 2RELYFELRS (.72) 8FFOJ 
IJDLLSJI ER JYFOXFEJ LSEULSDLF UJOLLLRXDSJDD, 2) 
4DFUFMXFP FSI 7FE]'D %JOLJI LS $IEJUOLIJ 8FFOJ (%$8), 
IJDLLSJI ER RJFDXUJ SRSUJOLLLRXD GJOLJI LS FIEJUOLIJ, 
3) 7JRUOJU'D )JFEM $S[LJE\ 8FFOJ ()$8) IJDLLSJI ER 
XSLILRJSDLRSFOO\ RJFDXUJ IJFU RI IJFEM RU IJFEM 
FS[LJE\, FSI 4) .OXL'D )JFEM $FFJUEFSFJ 8FFOJ (.)$8) 
IJDLLSJI ER JYFOXFEJ IJFEM FFFJUEFSFJ. 
7MJ UJDXOED DMRZJI F MLLM OJYJO RI UJOFEJISJDD 
FRRSL RJFDXUJD XDJ4:, ER EJDE UJOLLLRS, GJOLJI LS 
FIEJUOLIJ, IJFEM FS[LJE\, FSI IJFEM FFFJUEFSFJ. )JFEM 
FS[LJE\ FSI GJOLJI LS FIEJUOLIJ ZJUJ SRE DLLSLILFFSEO\ 
FRUUJOFEJI. 7MJ FXEMRUD IRXSI F DEURSL UJOFELRSDMLU 
GJEZJJS LSEULSDLFFOO\ UJOLLLRXD UJDURSIJSED FSI F 
DEURSL GJOLJI LS FIEJUOLIJ. %JFFXDJ EMJUJ ZFD F 
FRSDLIJUFGOJ RYJUOFU LS RJFDXUJRJSE RI GJOLJI LS 
FIEJUOLIJ FSI LSEULSDLF UJOLLLRS, EMJ FXEMRUD 
UJUIRURJI IXUEMJU FSFO\DLD ER UJRRYJ EMJ RYJUOFU. 7MJ 
UJOFELRSDMLU ZFD IRXSI ER GJ UJOFELYJO\ ORZ FIEJU 
UJEJDELSL. 
7MJ FXEMRUD RIIJU EMUJJ URDDLGOJ J[UOFSFELRSD IRU 
EMJ FRGLLXLE\ RI UUJYLRXD DEXILJD RS EMJ UJOFELRSDMLU 
GJEZJJS IJFEM FS[LJE\ FSI UJOLLLRS. )LUDE, DRRJ 
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DEXILJD IR SRE XDJ F IJFEM FS[LJE\ RJFDXUJRJSE ZLEM 
JDEFGOLDMJI FXE-RII DFRUJD ER IJEJURLSJ FOLSLFFO 
RJFSLSLIXOSJDD. 8JFRSI, EMJ FRGLLXLE\ RF\ GJ IXJ ER 
EMJ OFFP RI RJFDXULSL IRU DEUJSLEM LS FDDRFLFELRS 
GJEZJJS IJFEM FS[LJE\ FSI UJOLLLRS. 7MLUI, EMJ 
RJFDXUJ RI UJOLLLRS RF\ GJ FRSIXDJI ZLEM GJOLJI LS 
FIEJUOLIJ, DLSFJ RRDE &MULDELFS UJOLLLRSD JRGUFFJ 
GJOLJI LS FIEJUOLIJ FD F FRSDEUXFE RI EMJLU UJOLLLRS. 
)lorian M & Mikulincer M (1997) 
)JFU RI UJUDRSFO IJFEM LS FIXOEMRRI: 7MJ LRUFFE RI JFUO\ 
·e
FSI UJFJSE ORDDJD. 'd`Wg OWXchdV, 21-1, 1-24. 
7MLD VXFSELEFELYJ JRULULFFO DEXI\ RI 270 
YROXSEJJU DEXIJSED IURR .DUFJO ZFD IJDLLSJI ER 
IJEJURLSJ EMJ JIIJFE RI JFUO\ FSI UJFJSE ORDDJD RS EMJ 
IJFU RI IJFEM. 7MJ UJDJFUFM DMRZJI LSEJUUJUDRSFO 
(UJOFELRSDMLU GFDJI) IJFU RI IJFEM ZFD FDDRFLFEJI ZLEM 
JFUO\ ORDD ZMLOJ LSEUFUJUDRSFO (RLSI FSI GRI\ GFDJI) 
FSI EUFSDUJUDRSFO (GFDJI RS EMJ EUFSDFJSIJSEFO SFEXUJ 
RI DJOI) IJFUD RI IJFEM ZJUJ UJOFEJI ER UJFJSE ORDD. 
4XJDELRSSFLUJ RJEMRIRORL\ ZFD XDJI ER IJEJURLSJ 
LI ORDD ZFD J[UJULJSFJI JLEMJU IXULSL FMLOIMRRI RU 
ZLEMLS EMJ UUJYLRXD EZR \JFUD. $ LURXU RI 86 DEXIJSED 
IURR .DUFJO RYJU EMJ FLJ RI 18 ZJUJ DJOJFEJI FD MFYLSL 
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DW QJDVW TSJ VNJSNKNHDSW QTVV GXWNSJ HMNQGMTTG TW 
DGTQJVHJSHJ, A HTSWWTQ JWTXS TK 64 SDWWNHNSDSWV ZJWJ 
HMTVJS WMDW GNG STW J[SJWNJSHJ DS JDWQ\ QTVV, TMJ 
HTSWWTQ JWTXS DSG WMJ JDWQ\ QTVV JWTXS ZJWJ WMJS 
STQQJG WT VJJ NK WMJ\ MDG VXKKJWJG D WJHJSW QTVV 
ZNWMNS WMJ SWJYNTXV 0 \JDWV', TMNV WJHJSW QTVV JWTXS 
ZDV HTPSWNVJG TK /4 VXGMJHWV KWTP WMJ JDWQ\ QTVV JWTXS 
DSG /6 VXGMJHWV KWTP WMJ HTSWWTQ JWTXS, 
TMNV DWWNHQJ QJKW PJ ZNWM VXJVWNTSV, FTW 
J[DPSQJ* WMJ DXWMTWV NSHQXGJG SDWJSWDQ GNYTWHJ TW 
VJSDWDWNTS DV DS J c Q\ QTVV, SNSHJ WMJ SDWJSWV ZJWJ 
VWNQQ DQNYJ* I GNG STW KJJQ WMJ\ VMTXQG GJ NSHQXGJG NS 
WMNV VDPSQJ STSXQDWNTS, AQVT* NW ZTXQG MDYJ GJJS 
MJQSKXQ WT PSTZ WMJ VXJVWNTSV HTSWDNSJG NS WMJ 
VXJVWNTSSDNWJ, 
Dalp, C. 5., & Eayolil, B. (998). 
AJJ GNKKJWJSHJV NS QJYJQ TK TYJWW DSG HTYJWW GJDWM DS[NJW\, 
2Pega, 15+1* /65+0.0, 
TMNV VXDSWNWDWNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
DVHJWWDNS WMJ WJQDWNTSVMNS GJWZJJS TYJWW HTSVHNTXV' 
DSG HTYJWW XSHTSVHNTXV' GJDWM DS[NJW\ DSG 
HMWTSTQTJNHDQ DJJ, TMJ VDPSQJ NSHQXGJG D \TXSJJW 
JWTXS DJJG /5 WT 03 \JDWV DSG DS TQGJW JWTXS DJJG 4. 
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TW TQGJW, TMJWJ ZJWJ 24 NS WMJ \TXSJJW JWTXS DSG 2. 

NS WMJ TQGJW JWTXS, TMJ SDWWNHNSDSWV ZJWJ 
DGPNSNVWJWJG D GDWWJW\ TK WJVWV NSHQXGNSJ8 D 
GJPTJWDSMNH WJVW* WMJ TJPSQJW DJDWM AS[NJW\ SHDQJ 
DAS'* WMJ CTQQJWW+LJVWJW FJDW TK DJDWM SHDQJ FODS' 
DSG WMJ ISHTPSQJWJ SJSWJSHJ BDSP ISB' ZMNHM PJDVXWJV 
HTYJWW GJDWM DS[NJW\, 
TMJ TQGJW JWTXS VHTWJG MNJMJW TS WMJ DAS* ZMNQJ 
WMJ \TXSJJW JWTXS VHTWJG MNJMJW TS WMJ ISB, TMJ 
DXWMTWV VXJJJVW WMJ TQGJW JWTXS
V VHTWJ NSGNHDWJV WMJ 
JWTXS ZDV PTWJ HTSN JWSJG ZNWM TYJWW GJDWM DS[NJW\, 
TMJ DXWMTWV DQVT VXJJJVW WMJ \TXSJJW JWTXS
V MNJM ISB 
VHTWJ NSGNHDWJV WMJ\ DWJ PTWJ WMWJDWJSJG G\ WMJNW TZS 
GJDWM WMDS WMJ TQGJW JWTXS, TMJ WJVXQWV DQVT VMTZJG D 
WJHNSWTHDQ WJQDWNTSVMNS GJWZJJS TYJWW GJDWM DS[NJW\ 
DSG HTYJWW GJDWM KJDW, IK TYJWW GJDWM DS[NJW\ ZDV 
MNJMJW* HTYJWW GJDWM KJDW ZDV QTZJW, TMJ DXWMTWV 
VXJJJVW WMNV QJVVJSV GJSNDQ, 
TMNV ZDV STW PJSWNTSJG NS WMJ VWXG\* GXW NW ZTXQG 
GJ NSWJWJVWNSJ WT VJJ NK ZMJS TYJWW GJDWM DS[NJW\ NV 
QTZ* NV WMJWJ D WJHNSWTHDQ WJQDWNTSVMNS ZNWM HTYJWW 
GJDWM KJDW, IV HTYJWW GJDWM KJDW MNJMJW ZMJS TYJWW 
GJDWM DS[NJW\ NV QTZJW0 
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TMNV VWXG\ SWTGXHJG D QTW TK TWMJW GDWD VXHM DV 

WMJ TQGJW JWTXS GJSNJG KJDW TK SDNSKXQ GJDWM DSG WMJ 
STVVNGNQNW\ TK WJQNDSHJ TS TWMJWV GXJ WT GNVDGNQNW\, 
TMJ \TXSJJW JWTXS ZDV QJVV KJDWKXQ TK WMJ QTVV TK 
TWMJWV ZMNQJ WMJNW TQGJW HTXSWJWSDWWV ZJWJ PTWJ 
KJDWKXQ TK VXHM QTVV , ISWJWJVWNSJQ\* KTW SJWVTSDQ 
PTWWDQNW\* GTWM JWTXSV WJSTWWJG WMJ VDPJ QJYJQ TK 
WJSTWWJG KJDW, NTW VXWSWNVNSJQ\* WMJ GDWD NSGNHDWJG 
WMJ TQGJW JWTXS VMTZJG VNJSNKNHDSWQ\ MNJMJW QJYJQV TK 
HTYJWW KJDW KTW WMJNW TZS PTWWDQNW\, TMNV VWXG\ 
HTSWDNSJG D JWJDW c DQ TK KNSGNSJV* ZDV YJW\ 
NSKTWPDWNYJ* DSG ZDV WMTXJMW SWTYTPNSJ, 
Dneyoon, B. (99). 
RJGXHJG GJDWM WMWJDW NS SJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJWV, 'eath 
Studies, /4* 301+314, 
TMNV ZDV DS JPSNWNHDQ VXDSWNWDWNYJ VWXG\ 
GJVNJSJG WT DVHJWWDNS WMJ NPSDHW TK SJDW+GJDWM 
J[SJWNJSHJV NDEV' DSG HQTVJ JSHTXSWJWV ZNWM GJDWM STW 
DHHTPSDSNJG G\ D SJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJ NDE' TS 
SJWHJNYJG GJDWM WMWJDW, NDEV ZJWJ GNKKJWJSWNDWJG G\ D 
VHTWJ TK VJYJS TW MNJMJW TS WMJ NDE SHDQJ* ZMNQJ WMTVJ 
ZNWM D VHTWJ TK VN[ DSG XSGJW ZJWJ GJVNJSDWJG DV 
MDYNSJ HQTVJ JSHTXSWJWV ZNWM GJDWM, 
53 
RJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ WJHWXNWJG KWTP DGYJWWNVJPJSWV NS 

WMJ SJZVQJWWJW TK WMJ ISWJWSDWNTSDQ AVVTHNDWNTS KTW 
NJDW DJDWM SWXGNJV, RJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ DVPJG NK WMJ\ 
MDG D HQTVJ JSHTXSWJW ZNWM GJDWM, OK WMJ 07. HMTVJS 
WJVSTSGJSWV* /13 PJW WMJ NDE SHDQJ HWNWJWNTS KTW DS 
NDE* 21 MDG HQTVJ JSHTXSWJWV ZNWM GJDWM GXW GNG STW 
VXDQNK\ KTW DS NDE* DSG //0 WJVSTSGJSWV WJSTWWJG SJYJW 
MDYNSJ J[SJWNJSHJG D HQTVJ JSHTXSWJW ZNWM GJDWM, 
TMJ WJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ JNYJS WMJ TMWJDW ISGJ[ 1. TI+ 
1.', TMJ TI+1. XVJV 1. GJDWM+WJQJYDSW HTSVWWXHWV NS 
ZMNHM WMJ WJVSTSGJWWW V ZJWJ DVPJG WT WDWJ WMJPVJQYJV 
DSG WMJNW TZS NPPNSJSW GJDWM TS JDHM TK WMJ 1. 
HTSVWWXHWV, GWJ\VTS GJKNSJG HTSVWWXHWV DV "GNPJSVNTSV 
TS ZMNHM WMNSJV HDS GJ MXGJJG DV DQNPJ TW GNKKJWJSW 
KWTP JDHM TWMJW," PQDHJPJSW TK WMJPVJQYJV DSG WMJNW 
NPPNSJSW GJDWM TS TSSTVNWJ STQJV TK D HTSVWWXHW NV 
HTGJG D "VSQNW"8 WMJ MNJMJW WMJ SXPGJW TK VSQNWV TS 
WMJ TI+1.* WMJ JWJDWJW WMJ SJWHJNYJG GJDWM WMWJDW, 
OK WMJ 1. HTSVWWXHWV HTSWDNSJG NS WMJ TI+1.* 
VJYJS ZJWJ NGJSWNKNJG DV GJNSJ "KDHWTWNDQQ\ SXWJ*" 
PJDSNSJ WMJ\ HTWWJQDWJ MNJMQ\ ZNWM TI+1., TMJ VJYJS+ 
HTSVWWXHW VXGVJW TI+5' ZDV DQVT XVJG GJHDXVJ TK NWV 
XSDPGNJXTXV PJDVXWJPJSW TK GJDWM WMWJDW, A VJHTSG 
PJDVXWJPJSW TK WMJ TI+1. DSG TI+5 ZDV XVJG* DVPNSJ 
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WJVSTSGJSWV WT WDWJ WMJPVJQYJV DSG WMJNW NGJDQ VJQYJV 
KTW WMJ 1. DSG VJYJS HTSVWWXHWV* WJVSJHWNYJQ\, 
TMJ DXWMTW MDG WZT M\STWMJVN]JV , FNWVW* WMJ 
NDEWV ZTXQG VMTZ QJVV GJDWM WMWJDW WMDS JNWMJW WMJ 
HQTVJ GJDWM JSHTXSWJW JWTXS TW WMJ JWTXS ZMT MDG SJYJW 
HTPJ HQTVJ WT GJDWM TS GTWM WMJ TI+1. DSG WMJ QJVV 
DPGNJXTXV TI+5, SJHTSG* WMJ NDEWV ZTXQG VMTZ D 
JWJDWJW VJQK+DHWXDQN]DWNTS WMDS WMJ TWMJW WZT JWTXSV 
DV PJDVXWJG G\ KJZJW VSQNWV NS WMJ TI+1. DSG WMJ TI+5, 
TMJ GJDWM WMWJDW VHTWJV VXSSTWWJG WMJ DXWMTW
V 
KNWVW M\STWMJVNV W c W NDEWV ZTXQG VHTWJ QTZJW TS WMJ 
TI+1. DSG WMJ TI+5* WMJWJKTWJ J[SJWNJSHNSJ QJVV GJDWM 
WMWJDW, TMJ VJHTSG M\STWMJVNV HTXQG STW GJ VXSSTWWJG8 
WMJ VWXG\ GNG STW SWTYNGJ JYNGJSHJ WMDW NDEWV ZJWJ 
PTWJ DHWXDQN]JG WMDS WMJNW STS+NDE HTXSWJWSDWWV, 
Dneyoon, B. (). 
DNVVTHNDWNTS NS SJTSQJ ZMT MDYJ SJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJV8 OXW 
TK WMJNW GTGNJV TW TXW TK WMJNW PNSGV0 The /aQcet, 
133* 24.+241, 
A VXDSWNWDWNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ GJVNJSJG WT 
DVHJWWDNS WMJ KWJVXJSH\ DSG QJYJQ TK GNVVTHNDWNYJ 
V\PSWTPV NS SJTSQJ ZMT HDPJ HQTVJ WT GJDWM, OK WMJ 
/12 WJVSTSGJSWV ZMT HDPJ HQTVJ WT GJDWM* 74 
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NSGNYNGXDQV J[SJWNPJSWDQ JWTXS' VHTWJG VJYJS TW 
MNJMJW TS WMJ NJDW+DJDWM E[SJWNJSHJ NDE' VHDQJ 
VNJSNK\NSJ WMJNW J[SJWNJSHJ DV DS NDE, TMJ TWMJW 16 
NSGNYNGXDQV HTSWWTQ JWTXS' HDPJ HQTVJ WT GJDWM GXW 
GNG STW MDYJ DS NDE, DNVVTHNDWNTS ZDV GJKNSJG DV "WMJ 
VJSDWDWNTS TK WMTXJMWV* KJJQNSJV* TW J[SJWNJSHJV KWTP 
WMJ STWPDQ VWWJDP TK HTSVHNTXVSJVV DSG PJPTW\," 
TMJ WJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ JNYJS WZT VXJVWNTSSDNWJV8 
WMJ NDE VHDQJ DSG WMJ DNVVTHNDWNYJ E[SJWNJSHJV SHDQJ 
DES', TMJ DES NV D 06+NWJP VXJVWNTSSDNWJ XVJG WT 
PJDVXWJ WMJ GJJWJJ **DTK GNVVTHNDWNTS, TMJ WJVXQWV 
VMTZJG WMJ J[SJWNPJSWDQ JWTXS WJSTWWJG VNJSNKNHDSWQ\ 
MNJMJW VHTWJV TS WMJ DES WMDS WMJ HTSWWTQ JWTXS* GXW 
STW MNJM JSTXJM WT GJ HTSVNGJWJG WT MDYJ D 
GNVVTHNDWNYJ GNVTWGJW, 
TMJ DXWMTW GTJV D WMTWTXJM MTG TK J[SQDNSNSJ WMJ 
XVJ DSG WXQJV TK WMJ PJDVXWJPJSWV WTTQV, SNSHJ WMJ 
GJKNSNWNTS TK GNVVTHNDWNTS PJDSV VJSDWDWNTS TK 
WMTXJMWV* KJJQNSJV* TW J[SJWNJSHJV KWTP WMJ STWPDQ 
VWWJDP TK HTSVHNTXVSJVV DSG GJHDXVJ PDS\ NDEV HTSWDNS 
DS TXW TK GTG\ J[SJWNJSHJ OBE'* WMJ YJW\ DHW TK GJNSJ 
TXW TK GTG\ VXJJJVWV GNVVTHNDWNTS KWTP WMJ STWPDQ 
GTG\* WMJ WJVXQWV TK WMNV VWXG\ VJJP DSSDWJSW, AQVT* 
DS NDE NV TKWJS WJKJWWJG WT DV DS DQWJWJG VWDWJ TK 
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HTSVHNTXVSJVV* ZMNHM ZTXQG SQDHJ NW XSGJW WMJ 

GJKNSNWNTS TK GNVVTHNDWNTS, 
Dneyoon, B. (). 
PTVWWWDXPDWNH VWWJVV V\PSWTPV KTQQTZNSJ SJDW+GJDWM 
J[SJWNJSHJV, $PericaQ -RurQal Rf 2rthRmsvchiatrv, 5/+ 
1 - 146+151 • 
TMNV VXDSWNWDWNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
GNKKJWJSWNDWJ WMJ PDJSNWXGJ TK V\PSWTPV TK 
STVWWWDXPDWNH VWWJVV GNVTWGJW PTSD' NS SJDW+GJDWM 
J[SJWNJSHJWV NDEWV' DSG SJTSQJ ZMT MDYJ D QNKJ+ 
-· ~ 
WMWJDWJSNSJ J[SJWNJSHJ GXW GT STW MDYJ DS NDE, 
RJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ SJTSQJ ZMT NSNWNDWJG HTSWDHW ZNWM WMJ 
DXWMTW NS DS DWWJPSW WT VMDWJ WMJNW QNKJ+WMWJDWJSNSJ 
J[SJWNJSHJV, TMNV VWXG\ NSHQXGJG /72 WJVSTSGJSWV* /26 
TK ZMNHM WJVWJG VJYJS TW DGTYJ TS WMJ NDE VHDQJ* 
HQDVVNK\NSJ WMJP DV DS NDEW, TMJ TWMJW 24 WJVWJG 
GJQTZ VJYJS TS WMJ NDE VHDQJ* HQDVVNK\NSJ WMJP DV D 
STS+NDEW, 
IS DGGNWNTS WT WMJ NDE VHDQJ* WJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ 
JNYJS WMJ IPSDHW TK EYJSW SHDQJ IES', TMJ IES NV D 
/3 NWJP PXQWNSQJ+HMTNHJ VXJVWNTSSDNWJ GJVNJSJG WT 
PJDVXWJ WMJ JKKJHWV TK WWDXPDWNH JYJSWV, SJYJS NWJPV 
TS WMJ IES VXJVWNTSSDNWJ WJVW KTW NSWWXVNYJ V\PSWTPV* 
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NSHQXGNSJ NSKNQWWDWNTS TK WMTXJMWV* NPDJJV* KJJQNSJV* 

DSG GWJDPV, TMJ WJPDNSNSJ JNJMW NWJPV WJVW KTW 
DYTNGDSW V\PSWTPV* NSHQXGNSJ GJSNDQ* SV\HMNH SXPGNSJ* 
NSMNGNWJG GJMDYNTW* DSG HTXSWJW+SMTGNH DHWNYNWNJV 
J,J,* IW ZDV VT MTWWNGQJ* I WWNJG STW WT WMNSP TK 
NW' , 
TMJ DXWMTW J[SJHWJG WMJ KNSGNSJV WT WJKQJHW 
NSGNYNGXDQV ZNWM NDEV ZTXQG VHTWJ MNJMJW QJYJQV TK 
NSWWXVNYJ DSG DYTNGDSW PTSD V\PSWTPV WMDS WMJ STS+NDE 
JWTXS, TMJ WJVXQWV VXSSTWWJG WMJ DXWMTW
V M\STWMJVNV 
NS WMDW WMJ NDEW V N TWJG MNJMJW TS WMJ NSWWXVNYJ VHDQJ 
WMDS WMJ STS+NDEW, BXW WMJ NDEW VHTWJG QTZJW WMDS 
SDWNJSWV GNDJSTVJG ZNWM PTSD, 
TMJ VJHTSG STWWNTS TK WMJ M\STWMJVNV ZDV STW 
VXSSTWWJG G\ WMJ VWXG\
V WJVXQWV, NDEWV
 VHTWJV ZJWJ 
HTPSDWDGQJ ZNWM STS+NDEWV
 VHTWJV KTW DYTNGDSW PTSD 
V\PSWTPV, TMJ DXWMTW TKKJWJG WMNV J[SQDSDWNTS KTW WMJ 
HTPSDWDGQJ DYTNGDSW VHTWJV, NDEWV GT STW W\SNHDQQ\ 
SJWHJNYJ WMJNW J[SJWNJSHJ ZNWM D MNJM GJJWJJ TK VWWJVV 
DSG WMJWJKTWJ GT STW MDYJ WMJ SJJG WT DYTNG NW, 
AV ZNWM WMJ SWJYNTXV GWJ\VTS VWXGNJV I MDYJ WJDG* 
GWJ\VTS GTJV D WMTWTXJM MTG TK J[SQDNSNSJ J[DHWQ\ ZMDW 
MJ NV GTNSJ, GWJ\VTS J[SQDNSV WMJ WJDVTS KTW WMJ 




HQDVVNKNHDWNTS, GWJ\VTS NSHQXGJV D VJHWNTS WMDW 
GJVHWNGJV WMJ QNPNWDWNTSV TK MNV VWXG\ DSG MDV 
WJHTPPJSGDWNTSV KTW KXWXWJ VWXGNJV, GWJ\VTS SWJVJSWV 
D QTJNHDQ DSG GJQNJYDGQJ VWXG\, 
Dnoph-Jannap, *., 6qmmeno, 5. (998). 
AQWJWJG GJQNJKV* DWWNWXGJV* DSG GJMDYNTWV KTQQTZNSJ SJDW+ 
GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJV, -RurQal Rf +uPaQistic PsvchRlRgv, 
16+1* //.+/03, 
TMNV JPSNWNHDQ VXDSWNWDWNYJ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
KNSG VXSSTWW WMDW WMJ HMDSJJV NS SJTSQJ ZMT- 
J[SJWNJSHJG SJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJV NDEV' DWJ 
KDHNQNWDWJG G\ WMJ NDE NWVJQK WDWMJW WMDS VNPSQ\ 
J[SJWNJSHNSJ D QNKJ+WMWJDWJSNSJ VNWXDWNTS, TMJ 
DXWMTWV XWNQN]JG WMWJJ JWTXSV KTW WMNV VWXG\8 WMJ 
J[SJWNPJSWDQ JWTXS* WMJ HTSWWTQ JWTXS* DSG WMJ 
VNJSNKNHDSW TWMJW JWTXS, TMJ J[SJWNPJSWDQ JWTXS 
HTSVNVWJG TK 31 WJVSTSGJSWV ZMT WJVWJG STVNWNYJ KTW DS 
NDE XVNSJ WMJ GWJ\VTS NDE VHDQJ, TMJ HTSWWTQ JWTXS 
HTSVNVWJG TK 05 SDWWNHNSDSWV ZMT MDG D QNKJ+ 
WMWJDWJSNSJ J[SJWNJSHJ GXW WJVWJG SJJDWNYJ KTW DS NDE 
XVNSJ WMJ GWJ\VTS NDE VHDQJ, TMJ VNJSNKNHDSW TWMJW 
JWTXS HTSVNVWJG TK 23 SDWWNHNSDSWV ZMT ZJWJ WJQDWJG WT 
JNWMJW WMJ HTSWWTQ JWTXS TW WMJ J[SJWNPJSWDQ JWTXS, 
5. 

TMJ VNJSNKNHDSW TWMJW JWTXS ZDV XVJG WT WDWJ WMJ 

HMDSJJV WMJ\ ZNWSJVVJG NS WMJ J[SJWNPJSWDQ DSG HTSWWTQ 
JWTXSV DSG WT SWTYNGJ YDQNGDWNTS KTW WMJ VJQK+WJSTWWJG 
HMDSJJV NS WMJVJ JWTXSV, 
TMJ HTSWWTQ DSG J[SJWNPJSWDQ JWTXSV ZJWJ JNYJS 
WMWJJ VXJVWNTSSDNWJV8 /' WMJ GWJ\VTS NDE VHDQJ* 0' 
LNKJ CMDSJJV QXJVWNTSSDNWJ LCQ' 20 VXJVWNTSV GJVNJSJG 
WT PJDVXWJ WMJ HMDSJJV NS D YDWNJW\ TK SJWVTSDQ 
GTPDNSV* DSG 1' D GJSJWDQ DJPTJWDSMNHV QXJVWNTSSDNWJ, 
TMJ VNJSNKNHDSW TWMJW JWTXS ZDV JNYJS D PTGNKNJG LCQ 
NS ZMNHM WMJ\ ZJWJ,c VPJG WT WDWJ WMJ HMDSJJV DSG 
J[WJSW TK WMTVJ HMDSJJV NS WMJNW VNJSNKNHDSW TWMJW 
KTQQTZNSJ WMJ QNKJ+WMWJDWJSNSJ NSVWDSHJ, 
TMJ WJVXQWV VMTZJG WMJ J[SJWNPJSWDQ JWTXS ZDV 
PTWJ HTSHJWSJG ZNWM WMJ ZJQKDWJ TK TWMJWV* J[SJWNJSHJG 
QJVV GJDWM DS[NJW\* MDG PTWJ WWDSVHJSGJSWDQ 
J[SJWNJSHJV* KJQW NSHWJDVJG VJQK+ZTWWM* J[SJWNJSHJG 
QJVV PDWJWNDQNVP* MDG D JWJDWJW DSSWJHNDWNTS KTW 
SDWXWJ* DSG KJQW WMJNW QNKJ+WMWJDWJSNSJ NSHNGJSW ZDV D 
PTWJ STVNWNYJ J[SJWNJSHJ WMDS WMJ HTSWWTQ JWTXS, TMJ 
DXWMTWV VXJJJVW WMJ WJVXQWV VXSSTWW WMJ HDXVDQ JKKJHW 
TK WMJ HMDSJJV DV GJNSJ WTTWJG KWTP WMJ NDE NWVJQK DSG 
STW PJWJQ\ KWTP WMJ QNKJ+WMWJDWJSNSJ NSHNGJSW, 
5/ 
Eayolil, B. Jr., Dalp, C., & 5inden, J. (99). 
EKKJHWV TK GJDWM JGXHDWNTS TS HTSVHNTXV DSG XSHTSVHNTXV 
GJDWM DS[NJW\, 2Pega, 06+0* /./+///, 
TMNV HTPGNSDWNTS VWXG\ XWNQN]JG GNGDHWNH DSG 
J[SJWNPJSWDQ KTWPV TK GJDWM JGXHDWNTS WT GJWJWPNSJ 
WMJNW JKKJHWV TS DQWJWNSJ GTWM HTSVHNTXV DSG 
XSHTSVHNTXV GJDWM DS[NJW\, TMJ DXWMTWV STVNW TWMJW 
VWXGNJV MDYJ STW SXW JSTXJM JPSMDVNV TS WMJ JKKJHW TK 
GJDWM JGXHDWNTS TS XSHTSVHNTXV GJDWM DS[NJW\, B\ 
SQDHNSJ D JWJDWJW JPSMDVNV TS VWXG\NSJ XSHTSVHNTXV 
GJDWM DS[NJW\ NS WcDWNTSVMNS WT JGXHDWNTS* WMJ 
WJVXQWV DWJ J[SJHWJG WT VMTZ DS JSMDSHJG JKKJHW TS 
GJDWM DS[NJW\, 
TMWJJ MXSGWJG DSG WZJSW\+SNSJ SJTSQJ YTQXSWJJWJG 
KTW WMNV VWXG\, TMJ HTSWWTQ JWTXS ZDV HTPSWNVJG TK 
/77 VXGMJHWV PDGJ XS TK JJSJWDQ GXW\ SXWVJV* 
XSGJWJWDGXDWJV KWTP DS NSWWTGXHWTW\ SV\HMTQTJ\ HTXWVJ* 
DSG HTPPXSNW\ YTQXSWJJWV, TMJ J[SJWNPJSWDQ JWTXS ZDV 
HTPSWNVJG TK SXWVJV JPSQT\JG NS D MTVSNWDQ JJWNDWWNH 
ZDWG* VWDKK PJPGJWV TK D SXWVNSJ MTPJ* XSGJWJWDGXDWJ 
VWXGJSWV JSWTQQJG NS D SV\HMTQTJ\ HTXWVJ TS DJNSJ* DSG 
XSGJWJWDGXDWJ VWXGJSWV JSWTQQJG NS D SV\HMTQTJ\ HTXWVJ 
TS GJDWM DSG G\NSJ, OK WMJVJ SDWWNHNSDSWV* 6/ SJWHJSW 
ZJWJ KJPDQJ, TMJ J[SJWNPJSWDQ JWTXS ZDV VJSDWDWJG 
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NSWT WZT JWTXSV8 GNGDHWNH DSG J[SJWNJSWNDQ, TMJ 

GNGDHWNH JWTXS ZDV HTPSWNVJG TK WMJ VWXGJSWV JSWTQQJG 
NS WMJ HTXWVJV TS /' GJDWM DSG G\NSJ* DSG 0' TS DJNSJ, 
TMJ J[SJWNJSWNDQ JWTXS HTSVNVWJG TK NSGNYNGXDQV 
ZTWPNSJ DW D JJWNDWWNH MTVSNWDQ ZDWG* DSG D SXWVNSJ 
MTPJ, 
AQQ SDWWNHNSDSWV ZJWJ WDWJG KTW HTSVHNTXV GJDWM 
KJDW XWNQN]NSJ WMJ TJPSQJW DJDWM AS[NJW\ SHDQJ DAS'* 
DSG WMJ CTQQJWW+LJVWJW FJDW TK DJDWM SHDQJ, A 03 
VXJVWNTS ISHTPSQJWJ SJSWJSHJ BDSP ISB' GJVNJSJG G\ 
HD\VQNS ZDV DGPNSN N WJWJG WT DQQ SDWWNHNSDSWV WT DVVJVV 
XSHTSVHNTXV GJDWM DS[NJW\, TMJ WJVXQWV VMTZJG WMJ 
J[SJWNJSWNDQ WJVSTSGJSWV
 ISB VHTWJV J[HJJGJG WMJ 
GNGDHWNH JWTXSV ISB VHTWJV* PJDSNSJ WMJ\ J[SJWNJSHJG 
NSHWJDVJG KJDW TK8 /' GJDWM-G\NSJ* 0' VJSDWDWNTS-
NVTQDWNTS* 1' QTVV TK HTSWWTQ* 2' J[NVWJSHJ-VWDJSDWNTS 
3' QTVV TK JTDQV* 4' NSMXW\-GNVJDVJ* 5' SDNS-VXKKJWNSJ 
6' SXSNVMPJSW-WJMJHWNTS* DSG 7' KXWXWJ+WNPJ, 
TMJ VXGMJHWV ZJWJ HTPSWNVJG TK 6/ SJWHJSW ZTPJS* 
WDSJNSJ KWTP 5. SJWHJSW WT /.. SJWHJSW DHWTVV JWTXSV, 
HD\VQNS GTJV STW WJQQ ZMNHM JWTXS HTSWDNSJG /.. 
SJWHJSW ZTPJS, TMJ SWTGQJP NV* DHHTWGNSJ WT 
KDVWJSGDXP /770' NS MNV GTTP The PsvchRlRgv Rf 'eath; 
ZTPJS WJSTWW D MNJMJW J[SJWNJSHJ TK GJDWM KJDW WMDS 
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PJS, IK WMJ J[SJWNJSWNDQ JWTXS HTSWDNSJG /.. SJWHJSW 
ZTPJS* WMJS MTZ JKKJHWNYJ NV WMNV VWXG\0 TMJ WJVXQWV 
HTXQG GJ VPJZJG G\ WMJ KDHW WMDW WMJ JWTXS NV 
HTPSWNVJG TK DQQ ZTPJS DSG STW GJHDXVJ TK WMJ JKKJHW 
TK JGXHDWNTS TS WMJ XSHTSVHNTXV, 
Eoelpen, G. s. (979). 
MXQWNGNPJSVNTSDQ WWJDWPJSW TK KJDW TK GJDWM, -RurQal Rf 
&RQsultiQg aQd &liQical PsvchRlRgv, 25+3* 774+777, 
TMNV QDSGPDWP VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT HWJDWJ D 
PXQWNGNPJSVNTSDQ KJDW TK GJDWM VHDQJ MFODS' DSG 
~ 
HWJDWJ D WJQNDGQJ GNPJSVNTS KTW NWV PJDVXWJPJSW, TMJ 
DXWMTW HWJDWJG D LNPJWW+W\SJ VXJVWNTSSDNWJ HTSWDNSNSJ 
VJYJWDQ KJDW+TK+GJDWM GNPJSVNTSV, TMJ VXJVWNTSSDNWJ 
ZDV DGPNSNVWJWJG WT 153 ISGNDSD USNYJWVNW\ 
BQTTPNSJWTS' XSGJWJWDGXDWJV, 
TMJ MFODS PJDVXWJG JNJMW GNPJSVNTSV TK KJDW TK 
GJDWM8 KJDW TK WMJ G\NSJ SWTHJVV* KJDW TK WMJ GJDG* 
KJDW TK GJNSJ GJVWWT\JG* KJDW TK WMJ XSPSTZS* KJDW TK 
HTSVHNTXV GJDWM* KJDW KTW WMJ GTG\ DKWJW GJDWM* DSG 
KJDW TK SWJPDWXWJ GJDWM, 
TMNV VWXG\ GJKNSJG JDHM TK WMJ JNJMW GNPJSVNTSV 
HTSWDNSJG NS WMJ MFODS, FJDW TK WMJ G\NSJ SWTHJVV 
JSWDNQJG WMJ DHWXDQ DHW TK G\NSJ, FJDW TK WMJ GJDG 
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HTSHJWSJG MXPDSV TW DSNPDQV WMDW ZJWJ GJDG, FJDW TK 
GJNSJ GJVWWT\JG JSWDNQJG WMJ GJVWWXHWNTS TK TSJ
V GTG\ 
NPPJGNDWJQ\ DKWJW GJDWM, FJDW KTW VNJSNKNHDSW TWMJWV 
NSHQXGJV KJDW TK WMJ GJDWM TK D VNJSNKNHDSW TWMJW DSG 
WMJ JKKJHW TSJ
V GJDWM ZNQQ MDYJ TS VNJSNKNHDSW 
TWMJWV, FJDW TK WMJ XSPSTZS ZDV GJKNSJG DV KJDW TK 
WMJ XSHJWWDNSW\ TK GJDWM DSG WMJ VXJVWNTS TK 
J[NVWJSHJ, FJDW TK HTSVHNTXV GJDWM GJDQW ZNWM WMJ 
KJDW TK GJNSJ HTSVHNTXV DKWJW GJDWM, FJDW KTW WMJ 
GTG\ DKWJW GJDWM ZDV WMJ HTSHJWS KTW GTGNQ\ VXDQNWNJV 
SWTHJJGNSJ GJDWM, NDKJDW TK SWJPDWXWJ GJDWM GJDQW ZNWM 
WMJ KDNQXWJ WT WJDQN]J DVSNWDWNTSV DSG J[SJWNJSHJV 
GJKTWJ G\NSJ, 
I MDYJ WJDG PDS\ VWXGNJV WMDW XVJ HTJQWJW
V MFODS 
DV D HTQQJHWNTS WTTQ KTW GDWD, IW ZDV YJW\ MJQSKXQ 
KTW PJ WT JJW D JJSJWDQ XSGJWVWDSGNSJ TK WMJ JNJMW 
GNPJSVNTSV WMDW WMJ MFODS WJVWV, I KTXSG WMJ 
GJKNSNWNTSV TK JDHM GNPJSVNTS MJQSKXQ* SDWWNHXQDWQ\ 
KTW KJDW TK GJNSJ GJVWWT\JG DSG KJDW TK GTG\ DKWJW 
GJDWM, WMNQJ WMJVJ WZT GNPJSVNTSV DSSJDW WT GJ WMJ 
VDPJ* DKWJW WJDGNSJ WMJ GJKNSNWNTSV* WMJ\ DWJ YJW\ 
GNVWNSHW, TMJ KJDW TK GJNSJ GJVWWT\JG NV KJDW KTW WMJ 




GJDQV ZNWM HTSHJWS KTW GTGNQ\ HMDWDHWJWNVWNHV + STW 
WMJ SM\VNHDQ GTG\, 
Haopenbaqzn, 5. (996). 
A ZTWQG ZNWMTXW GJDWM0 FNWVW DSG VJHTSG TMTXJMWV, 
0Rrtalitv, /+/* ///+/0/, 
TMJ DXWMTW STVNWV WMDW TWMJW PJWMTGV GJVNGJV 
SV\HMTPJWWNH VMTXQG GJ XVJG WT GJWJWPNSJ QJYJQV TK 
GJDWM DS[NJW\, TMNV ZDV DS JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ TK 0/2 
VWXGJSWV
 WJVSTSVJV WT D M\STWMJWNHDQ VNWXDWNTS TK D 
ZTWQG ZNWMTXW GJDWM, TMJ VWXGJSWV ZJWJ DVPJG WT 
!-
HTSVNGJW WMJ KTQQTZNSJ8 Q'WMJ JKKJHWV D ZTWQG ZNWMTXW 
GJDWM ZTXQG MDYJ TS VTHNJW\ DSG SJTSQJ TWMJW WMDS 
WMJPVJQYJV* 0' MTZ ZTXQG VXHM D ZTWQG DKKJHW WMJ ZD\ 
\TX QNYJ DSG J[SJWNJSHJ \TXW QNKJ* DSG 1' ZNWM WMJ 
TWMJW WZT VXJVWNTSV NS PNSG* ZMDW NV \TXW TYJWDQQ 
DWWNWXGJ WTZDWG D ZTWQG ZNWMTXW GJDWM0 
TMJ WJVXQWV VMTZJG WMJ NSNWNDQ WJVSTSVJ WT D 
ZTWQG ZNWMTXW GJDWM DV TYJWZMJQPNSJQ\ STVNWNYJ, 
RJVSTSVJV WT WMJ VJHTSG SDWW TK WMJ M\STWMJWNHDQ 
VNWXDWNTS ZJWJ SWJGTPNSDSWQ\ SJJDWNYJ, TMJ TYJWDQQ 
DWWNWXGJ ZDV D ZTWQG ZNWMTXW GJDWM MDG D MNJMJW 





TMJ DXWMTW NV JTTG DW SWTYTPNSJ WMTXJMW, FTW 

NSVWDSHJ* MJ DVPV MXVW JSTXJM VXJVWNTSV DGTXW D JNYJS 
VXGMJHW WT NSYTPJ WMJ WJDGJW WT DVP TWMJW VXJVWNTSV 
WMDW ZTXQG QTJNHDQQ\ KTQQTZ, HJ TKKJWV VJYJWDQ DWJDV 
KTW KXWXWJ VWXGNJV, 
Helly, E. W., Dneyoon, B., & 6perenoon, F. (). 
CDS J[SJWNJSHJV SJDW+GJDWM KXWSNVM JYNGJSHJ TK QNKJ DKWJW 
GJDWM0 2Pega, 2. + 2* 3/1+3/7, 
@n NSWJWJVWNSJ VWXG\ GJVNJSJG WT SWTYNGJ DS 
DHHTXSW TK D SJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJ NDE', TMJ DXWMTWV 
STVNW WMWJJ HTPPTS KJDWXWJV WJSTWWJG NS PDS\ SJDW+ 
GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJV8 /' JSMDSHJG PJSWDWNTSV NSHQXGNSJ 
HQDWNW\ TK WMTXJMW* YNVNTS* VTXSG DSG QTJNH'* 0' 
SJWHJSWNTS TK WMJ SM\VNHDQ GTG\ KWTP D GNKKJWJSW SQDSJ 
XVXDQQ\ KWTP DGTYJ QTTPNSJ GTZS'* DSG 1' J[WWDVJSVTW\ 
SJWHJSWNTS WMJ QJDVW HTPPTS TK WMJ KJDWXWJV', 
TMJ DXWMTWV J[SQDNS WMDW JDHM TK WMJVJ KJDWXWJV* 
ZMJS WDPJS NSGNYNGXDQQ\* MDYJ J[SQDSDWNTSV TWMJW WMDS 
VXWYNYDQ TK WMJ HTSVHNTXVSJVV DKWJW GJDWM, ESNVTGJV 
TK JSMDSHJG PJSWDWNTSV HDS THHXW XSGJW HNWHXPVWDSHJV 
VXHM DV PDSNH JSNVTGJV* SJWNTGV TK JSMDSHJG 
HWJDWNYNW\* TW GJNSJ XSGJW WMJ NSKQXJSHJ TK HJWWDNS 
GWXJV, TMJ SJWHJSWNTS TK VJJNSJ TSJ
V TZS GTG\ KWTP D 
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GNKKJWJSW SQDSJ HTXQG VNPSQ\ GJ J[SQDNSJG DV D 

MDQQXHNSDWNTS, TMJ DXWMTWV VXJJJVW WMJ J[SJWNJSHJ TK 
J[WWDVJSVTW\ SJWHJSWNTS GTJV STW VJJP WT MDYJ D STWPDQ 
TW SDWDSTWPDQ J[SQDSDWNTS DVVTHNDWJG ZNWM NW, TMJ 
DXWMTWV VXJJJVW WMDW WMJ WMWJJ KJDWXWJV WTJJWMJW PD\ 
GJVW GJ M\STWMJVN]JG WMDW WMJ HTSVHNTXVSJVV HDS 
SJWKTWP VJSDWDWJQ\ KWTP WMJ SM\VNHDQ GWDNS DSG GTG\, 
TMNV DWJXPJSW PNJMW ZTWP NK WMJ JQJPJSW TK 
J[WWDVJSVTW\ SJWHJSWNTS ZJWJ STW VT XSHTPPTS NS SJDW+ 
GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJV, TMNV DWWNHQJ ZDV HJSWJWJG TS DS 
JQGJWQ\ QDG\ ZMT MVS DS NDE 4. \JDWV SWNTW WT 
WJSTWWNSJ NW, IW ZDV STW STVVNGQJ WT HTSKNWP MJW 
VWTW\, TMJ DXWMTWV GNG HNWJ WZT TWMJW HDVJV TK NDEV 
KWTP TWMJW VWXGNJV* GXW ZNWMTXW WJDGNSJ WMJ VWXGNJV 
TSJ ZTXQG MDYJ WT VXJVWNTS WMJNW YDQNGNW\, WMNQJ WMJ 
DXWMTWV GNG J[SQDNS WMDW NDEV TSQ\ SWTYNGJ NSGNWJHW 
JYNGJSHJ TK WMJ HTSWNSXDWNTS TK HTSVHNTXVSJVV DKWJW 
GJDWM* NW ZTXQG QJSG PTWJ HWJGJSHJ WT WMJNW M\STWMJVNV 
G\ KNSGNSJ NDEV WMDW ZJWJ HTSKNWPDGQJ, SNSHJ WMNV ZDV 
TSJ TK WMJ KNWVW VWXGNJV I WJDG WJJDWGNSJ NDE* KXWWMJW 
WJDGNSJ TS WMNV VXGMJHW NV ZDWWDSWJG WT DVHJWWDNS P\ 
STVNWNTS TS WMNV VXGMJHW, 
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Helly, E. W. (). 
NJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJV ZNWM WJSTWWV TK PJJWNSJ GJHJDVJG 
SJTSQJ, 'eath Studies, 007+027, 
TMNV VXDSWNWDWNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
HTSYNSHJ WMJ WJVJDWHM HTPPXSNW\ WT WDPJ D QTTP DW 
SJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJV NDEV' KWTP WMJ VXWYNYDQ 
M\STWMJVNV J[SQDSDWNTS, TMJ VXWYNYDQ M\STWMJVNV NV DS 
DWWJPSW WT J[SQDNS WMJ J[SJWNJSHJV TK SJDW+GJDWM DV 
STVVNGQJ JYNGJSHJ WMDW HTSVHNTXVSJVV HTSWNSXJV DKWJW 
GJDWM, TMJ J[SJHWDWNTS-MDQQXHNSDWNTS M\STWMJVNV NV DS 
DWWJPSW WT J[SQDNS"WWMJ J[SJWNJSHJV TK SJDW+GJDWM DV 
SM\VNTQTJNHDQ-SV\HMTQTJNHDQ PJHMDSNVPV, FTW J[DPSQJ* 
TSJ PNJMW J[SJHW WT VJJ D GWNJMW QNJMW TW TWMJW 
SMJSTPJSTS VT TSJ MDQQXHNSDWJV WMJ J[SJHWJG GWNJMW 
QNJMW TW TWMJW SMJSTPJSTS, 
TMJ DXWMTW* KWTP WMJ USNYJWVNW\ TK VNWJNSND 
HJDQWM S\VWJP* MDV D GDWDGDVJ TK 331 HDVJV TK NDE* TK 
ZMNHM 052 ZJWJ XVJG NS WMNV VWXG\, TMJ HDVJV ZJWJ 
J[DPNSJG NS WJQDWNTSVMNS WT KTXW HTPPTS SMJSTPJSD TK 
NDEV, TMJVJ KTXW SMJSTPJSD NSHQXGJ8 /' TXW TK GTG\ 
J[SJWNJSHJ OBE'* 0' JSMDSHJG HTJSNWNTSV* 1' SDWD+ 
STWPDQ HTJSNWNTSV J[SJWNJSHNSJ YJWNKNDGQJ JYJSWV WMDW 
DWJ STW DHHJVVNGQJ WT TSJ
V SM\VNHDQ VJSVJV'* DSG 2' 
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VJJNSJ* MJDWNSJ TW VJSVNSJ WMJ SWJVJSHJ TK GJHJDVJG 

SJTSQJ, 
@n J[DPSQJ TK D WJQDWNTSVMNS WMJ DXWMTW QTTPJG DW 
ZDV WMJ WJQDWNTSVMNS TK WMJ GJHJDVJG SJWVTS WMDW ZDV 
VJJS* MJDWG* TW VJSVJG G\ WMJ SJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJW 
NDEW', TMJ WJQDWNTSVMNSV NSHQXGJG SDWJSWV* 
JWDSGSDWJSWV* VNGQNSJV* VWWDSJJWV* SJWV* JWH, TMJVJ 
WJQDWNTSVMNSV ZJWJ HDWJJTWN]JG G\ JPTWNTSDQ 
DWWDHMPJSW8 YJW\ HQTVJ* HQTVJ* KWNJSGQ\ GXW STW HQTVJ* 
SJXWWDQ DSG STTW, TMJ DXWMTW XVJG WMJVJ GDWD WT 
TSSTVJ WMJ J[SJHWDcNTS-MDQQXHNSDWNTS M\STWMJVNV G\ 
J[SQDNSNSJ WMDW D SJWVTS SJDW GJDWM ZTXQG NS DQQ 
SWTGDGNQNW\ J[SJHW WT VJJ D QTYJG TSJ ZNWM D YJW\ 
HQTVJ JPTWNTSDQ DWWDHMPJSW NSVWJDG TK D VWWDSJJW ZNWM 
D SJXWWDQ JPTWNTSDQ DWWDHMPJSW VTPJ TK WMJ NDEWV VDZ 
VWWDSJJWV TW SJTSQJ ZMTP WMJ\ ZJWJ STW JPTWNTSDQQ\ 
HQTVJ ZNWM', 
IW VJJPV WMJ DXWMTW
V NSWJSW ZNWM WMNV DWJXPJSW 
ZDV WT VD\ + QJW XV QTTP DW TWMJW STVVNGNQNWNJV WT 
J[SQDNS NDEV* TK ZMNHM TSJ STVVNGQJ M\STWMJVNV NV WMJ 
VXWYNYDQ M\STWMJVNV, TMWTXJMTXW WMNV VWXG\* WMJ 
DXWMTW GTJV D KDNWQ\ WMTWTXJM MTG TK VMTZNSJ MTZ WMJ 
J[SJHWDWNTS-MDQQXHNSDWNTS M\STWMJVNV QJDYJV TSJ ZNWM 
PDS\ VXJVWNTSV, TMJ DXWMTW GTJV STW STVNW WMDW WMJ 
6. 

VXWYNYDQ M\STWMJVNV NV WMJ TSQ\ DQWJWSDWNYJ* GXW NV D 

YNDGQJ M\STWMJVNV WT WJVW KTW NS KXWXWJ WJVJDWHM, 
Hnighp, H. J., & Elfenbein, J. E. (99). 
RJQDWNTSVMNS TK GJDWM JGXHDWNTS WT WMJ DS[NJW\* KJDW DSG 
PJDSNSJ DVVTHNDWJG ZNWM GJDWM, 'eath Studies, /5+3* 
2//+203, 
TMNV ZDV D HTPSWJMJSVNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZNWM D 
GXDQ TGMJHWNYJ, FNWVW* WT GJWJWPNSJ WMJ NSKQXJSHJ D 
HTQQJJJ GJDWM JGXHDWNTS HTXWVJ NSHTWSTWDWNSJ GTWM 
GNGDHWNH DSG J[SJWNJSWNDQ DSSWTDHMJV MDG TS GJDWM- 
DS[NJW\, SJHTSG* DKWJW HTPSQJWNTS TK WMJ HTQQJJJ 
HTXWVJ* WT HTPSDWJ WMJ PJDSNSJ TK GJDWM KTW VXGMJHWV 
ZMTVJ GJDWM DS[NJW\ NSHWJDVJG ZNWM WMTVJ ZMTVJ GJDWM 
DS[NJW\ MDG GJHWJDVJG, 
TMJ VXGMJHWV HTSVNVWJG TK /.1 HTQQJJJ VWXGJSWV 
WDPNSJ SV\HMTQTJ\ HTXWVJV, OK WMJVJ VXGMJHWV* WMJ 
WJVW JWTXS HTSVNVWJG TK 07 VWXGJSWV ZMT ZJWJ WDPNSJ D 
GJDWM DSG G\NSJ HTXWVJ, TMJ WJPDNSNSJ 52 VXGMJHWV 
ZJWJ JSWTQQJG NS TWMJW SV\HMTQTJ\ HTXWVJV DSG 
HTSVWNWXWJG WMJ HTSWWTQ JWTXS, 
TMJ VXGMJHWV ZJWJ JNYJS D GDWWJW\ TK 
VXJVWNTSSDNWJV* NSHQXGNSJ8 TJPSQJW+MHMTWGNJ DJDWM 
AS[NJW\ SHDQJ DAS'* DJDWM AS[NJW\ QXJVWNTSSDNWJ 
6/ 
DAQ'* DSG DJDWM AWWNWXGJ PWTKNQJ DAP' DW YDWNTXV 
NSWJWYDQV WMWTXJMTXW WMJ VJPJVWJW, DXWNSJ WMJ VJHTSG 
ZJJP TK HQDVV* WMJ VXGMJHWV ZJWJ JNYJS WMWJJ GNKKJWJSW 
DS[NJW\ VHDQJ VXJVWNTSSDNWJV, OSJ ZJJP QDWJW* WMJ 
VXGMJHWV ZJWJ JNYJS D VJW TK VXJVWNTSSDNWJV GJVNJSJG 
WT DVVJVV WJHJSW J[SJWNJSHJV ZNWM GJDWM DSG NQQSJVV, 
TJS WT JQJYJS ZJJPV QDWJW* WMJ VXGMJHWV ZJWJ JNYJS 
WMJNW KNSDQ VXJVWNTSSDNWJV GJVNJSJG WT DVVJVV WMJ 
TWNJNSDQ WMWJJ GJDWM DS[NJW\ VHDQJV DSG D KTXWWM 
VXJVWNTSSDNWJ* ZMNHM DVPJG VWXGJSWV WT JYDQXDWJ WMJNW 
PJDSNSJV TK GJDWM J
W
SJPDSWNH DNKKJWJSWNDQ SHDQJ', 
OYJWDQQ* WMJ WJVXQWV TK WMJ VWXG\ VMTZJG WMJ 
WJVW JWTXS J[SJWNJSHJG VNJSNKNHDSWQ\ MNJMJW QJYJQV TK 
GJDWM DS[NJW\ DW WMJ JSG TK WMJ VJPJVWJW WMDS WMJ 
HTSWWTQ JWTXS, OK WMTVJ ZMT J[SJWNJSHJG D GJHWJDVJG 
QJYJQ TK GJDWM DS[NJW\* WMJ\ JNWMJW* TW* DSG KJQW 
WMJPVJQYJV WT GJ MNJMQ\ WJQNJNTXV TW KJQW GJDWM 
SWTYNGJG D JWJDWJW PJDSNSJ WMDS HJVVDWNTS TK QNKJ, 
TMJ DXWMTWV DVVJWW WMDW WMJ VNJSNKNHDSHJ TK GJDWM PD\ 
GJ HTSWWTQQJG G\ SWJ+J[NVWNSJ WJQNJNTXV HTSYNHWNTSV, 
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Hqnlychek, 5. 9. (976). 
LJYJQ TK GJQNJK NS DKWJWQNKJ DSG KTXW HDWJJTWNJV TK KJDW TK 
GJDWM NS D VDPSQJ TK 4.) \JDW TQGV, PsvchRlRgical RemRrts, 
16* 006, 
TMNV VXDQNWDWNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
GJWJWPNSJ WMJ WJQDWNTSVMNS GJWZJJS STS+WJQNJNTXV 
GJQNJK NS DKWJWQNKJ DSG KTXW HDWJJTWNJV TK GJDWM, TMJ 
KTXW HDWJJTWNJV TK GJDWM HTPJ KWTP WMJ CTQQJWW+LJVWJW 
FJDW TK DJDWM SHDQJ DSG NSHQXGJ /' KJDW TK GJDWM TK 
VJQK* 0' KJDW TK G\NSJ TK VJQK* 1' KJDW TK G\NSJ TK 
TWMJWV* DSG 2' KJDW TK GJDWM TK TWMJWV, 
TMJ WJVSTSGJSWV NSHQXGJG 2. VJSNTW HNWN]JSV DJJG 
4. WT 60 \JDWV, TMJ WJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ DGPNSNVWJWJG WMJ 
OVDWHMXP DSG TDW] BJQNJK NS AKWJWQNKJ SHDQJ DSG WMJ 
CTQQJWW+LJVWJW FJDW TK DJDWM SHDQJ, TMJ WJVXQWV 
VMTZJG ST HTWWJQDWNTS GJWZJJS QJYJQ TK GJQNJK NS 
DKWJWQNKJ DSG KJDW TK GJDWM TK VJQK* KJDW TK G\NSJ TK 
VJQK* DSG KJDW TK G\NSJ TK TWMJWV, TMJWJ ZDV D 
VNJSNKNHDSW STVNWNYJ HTWWJQDWNTS GJWZJJS QJYJQ TK 
GJQNJK NS DKWJWQNKJ DSG KJDW TK GJDWM TK TWMJWV, 
TMJ DXWMTW VXJJJVWV WMJ STVNWNYJ HTWWJQDWNTS 
GJWZJJS GJQNJK NS DKWJWQNKJ DSG KJDW TK GJDWM TK 
TWMJWV PDPJV VJSVJ VNSHJ TSJ HDSSTW J[SJWNJSHJ WMJNW 
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TZS GJDWM GXW HDS J[SJWNJSHJ WMJ QTVV TK VTPJTSJ JQVJ, 
BJHDXVJ WMJ VDPSQJ JWTXS HTSVNVWJG TK JQGJWQ\ 
NSGNYNGXDQV* WMJ\ ZJWJ PTWJ QNPJQ\ WT J[SJWNJSHJ WMJ 
QTVV TK TWMJWV WMDS D JWTXS HTSVNVWNSJ TK \TXSJJW 
DGXQWV, 
TMJ DXWMTW VXJJJVWV TSJ PNJMW NSWJWSWJW WMJ GDWD 
WT PJDS WMJ PTWJ DS NSGNYNGXDQ KJDWV KTW WMJ QTVV TK 
TWMJWV* WMJ PTWJ QNPJQ\ WMJ\ DWJ WT J[SJWNJSHJ D 
MNJMJW GJQNJK NS DKWJWQNKJ, TMJ HDXVJ DSG JKKJHW 
WJQDWNTS VXJJJVWJG MJWJ NV D GNW VXJVWNTSDGQJ, CTXQG 
NW GJ WMDW WMJ PTWJ TSJ GJQNJYJV NS DKWJWQNKJ WMJ PTWJ 
QNPJQ\ WMJWJ ZNQQ KJDW KTW WMJ GJDWM TK TWMJWV0 
Iange, 5., Dneyoon, B., & Eoqnan, G. (1). 
A RDVHM VHDQNSJ YDQNGDWNTS TK D "HTWJ" SJDW + GJDWM 
J[SJWNJSHJ, %ritish -RurQal Rf PsvchRlRgv, 73* /4/+ 
/55, 
TMNV VXDSWNWDWNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
YDQNGDWJ SJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJV NDEV' DV D "HTWJ" 
J[SJWNJSHJ, A "HTWJ" J[SJWNJSHJ NV DS J[SJWNJSHJ 
ZMTVJ HMDWDHWJWNVWNHV DWJ MDWGQ\ DKKJHWJG G\ J[WJWSDQ 
HTSGNWNTSV, TMJ DXWMTWV M\STWMJVN]J WMJ NDE VHDQJ 
ZNQQ VXSSTWW MTTG\
V /753 KNSGNSJV J[SQDNSJG GJQTZ' 
TMJ DXWMTWV J[SJHW WT KNSG D MNJWDWHM\ TK SMJSTPJSD 
62 

ZNWMNS WMJ NDE, MNJMJW WWDNW QJYJQV DWJ J[SJHWJG WT 
MDYJ D QTZJW SWTGDGNQNW\ WMDS QTZJW WWDNW QJYJQV DSG 
QTZJW WWDNW QJYJQV DWJ J[SJHWJG WT GJ D VXGVJW TK 
MNJMJW WWDNW QJYJQV, 
MTTG\
V KNSGNSJV STW TSQ\ KTXSG NDEV WT GJ HTWJ 
J[SJWNJSHJV GXW DQVT DWJ GJKNSJG G\ WMJ KTQQTZNSJ 
JVVJSHJV8 /' KJJQNSJV TK SJDHJ* ZJQQ+GJNSJ DSG KWJJGTP 
KWTP SDNS* 0' WMJ VJSVJ TK DS TXW+TK+GTG\ J[SJWNJSHJ* 
1' QJYNWDWNSJ WMWTXJM GDWPSJVV TW D WXSSJQ* 2' DZDWJ 
TK NSWJSVJ QNJMW* 3' VJJNSJ DSG-TW HTPPXSNHDWNSJ ZNWM 
D SWJVJSHJ* 4' MDY8ZNJ TSJ
V SDVW KQDVM GJKTWJ WMJP* 
DSG 5' GJNSJ NS DSTWMJW ZTWQG TK GJDXW\ DSG 
WWDSVXNQNW\* PJJWNSJ TWMJW GJNSJV DSG STVVNGQ\ 
HTPPXSNHDWNSJ ZNWM WMJP, 
RJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ 070 YTQXSWJJWV* TK ZMNHM 0.1 
VHTWJG D VJYJS TW DGTYJ TS WMJ NDE VHDQJ VWXG\ 
DSSJSGN[' WMJWJG\ HQDVVNK\NSJ WMJP DV NDEWV, TMJ 
WJPDNSNSJ 67 WJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ VJSDWDWJG NSWT WMWJJ 
JWTXSV8 30 STS+NDEWV* /7 KDQVJ STVNWNYJV DSG /5 KDQVJ 
SJJDWNYJV QJDYNSJ TSJ WJVSTSGJSW XSDHHTXSWJG KTW', A 
STS+NDEW NV VTPJTSJ ZMT MDV MDG D HQTVJ GWXVM ZNWM 
GJDWM* GXW VHTWJV GJQTZ VJYJS TS WMJ NDE VHDQJ, A 
KDQVJ STVNWNYJ NV VTPJTSJ ZMT HQDNPV WT MDYJ MDG DS 
NDE GXW VHTWJV GJQTZ VJYJS TS WMJ NDE VHDQJ, A KDQVJ 
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SJJDWNYJ NV VTPJTSJ ZMT GJSNJV MDYNSJ MDG DS NDE GXW 

VHTWJV VJYJS TW DGTYJ TS WMJ NDE VHDQJ, 
TMJ DXWMTWV XVJG RDVHM VHDQNSJ WT JPSNWNHDQQ\ 
WJVW WMJ HTWJ SWTSJWW\ TK DS NDE, RDVHM VHDQNSJ 
GNVWNSJXNVMJV D YDWNDGQJ
V VWWXHWXWJ KWTP WMJ YDQXJV 
NW PD\ MDYJ, CTPSXWJW VTKWZDWJ ZDV XWNQN]JG WT 
HTPSQJWJ RDVHM VHDQNSJ, 
TMJ WJVXQWV* KTW WMJ NDE JWTXS* VMTZJG WMJ NDE 
VHDQJ* ZNWM NWV NSWJWYDQ QJYJQ PJDVXWJPJSWV* KNW WMJ 
RDVHM VHDQNSJ PTGJQ, TMJ NDE JWTXS DQVT VXSSTWWJG WMJ 
DXWMTW
V M\STWMJV8N*N TK MNJWDWHMNHDQ VWWXHWXWJ ZNWMNS 
DS NDE, TMNV MNJWDWHM\ VMTZJG SWTJWJVVNTS NS ZMNHM 
QTZ QJYJQ WWDNWV* J[SJWNJSHJV TK SJDHJ* MT\* DSG 
MDWPTS\ THHXW PTVW TKWJS, KTQQTZJG G\ QJVV KWJVXJSW 
PNG+QJYJQ WWDNWV TK WJQNJNTXV* P\VWNHDQ TW NSVNJMWKXQ 
J[SJWNJSHJV, KTQQTZJG G\ WMJ QJDVW KWJVXJSW MNJM QJYJQ 
WWDNWV TK DZDWJSJVV TK MDSSJSNSJV NS D GNKKJWJSW WNPJ 
TW SQDHJ, TMNV MNJWDWHM\ GNG STW YDW\ ZNWM WJVSJHW WT 
WMJ NDEWV
 HXWWJSW DJJ* JJSGJW* DJJ DW WNPJ TK NDE DSG 
QDWJSH\, 
TMJ WJVXQWV KTW WMJ KDQVJ SJJDWNYJ JWTXS 
NSGNHDWJG DS XSGJW WJSTWWNSJ TK WMJ KTQQTZNSJ 
J[SJWNJSHJV8 P\VWNHNVP* SDWDSTWPDQ DHWNYNW\* DSG-TW 
WJQNJNTVNW\, TMJ WJVXQWV KTW WMJ KDQVJ STVNWNYJ JWTXS 
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NSGNHDWJG DS TYJWVWDWJPJSW TK WMJVJ J[SJWNJSHJV, TMJ 

DXWMTWV ZJWJ NSWWNJXJG WMDW PTWJ WMDS 2. SJWHJSW TK 
WMJ STS+NDEWV GNG STW VHTWJ D TSJ TW JWJDWJW TS WMJ 
NDE VHDQJ, TMJ DXWMTWV VXJJJVW KXWWMJW VWXG\ TK WMJ 
STS+NDE JWTXS WT KNSG D VHDQJ TW PJDVXWJPJSW WTTQ KTW 
ZMNHM WMJ\ HDS VXHHJVVKXQQ\ WJSTWW WMJNW J[SJWNJSHJV, 
TMNV ZDV D GNKKNHXQW VWXG\ WT WJDG, TMJ VWXG\ 
ZDV KXQQ TK WJHMSNHDQ GDWD, TMJ DXWMTWV ZJWJ YJW\ 
QTJNHDQ DSG SWDJPDWNH NS WMJNW SWJVJSWDWNTS TK WMJNW 
VWXG\, 
Ieichpenpnipp, 5. D., &z5epping, H. D. (). 
TMJ JTTG GJDWM8 RJDHMNSJ DS NSGXHWNYJ XSGJWVWDSGNSJ, 2Pega, 
2/+1* 00/+026, 
TMNV JPSNWNHDQ VXDQNWDWNYJ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
DVHJWWDNS WMJ JVVJSHJV TK D JTTG GJDWM ZNWM WJJDWG WT 
SDVW* SWJVJSW DSG KXWXWJ WNPJKWDPJV, TMJ WNPJKWDPJV 
ZJWJ GJQNSJDWJG DV /' PTSWMV TW ZJJPV SWNTW WT 
SM\VNTQTJNHDQ GJDWM* 0' SM\VNTQTJNHDQ GJDWM* DSG 1' 
DKWJW WMJ SM\VNTQTJNHDQ GJDWM, TZJSW\+VN[ JQGJWQ\ 
NSGNYNGXDQV KWTP IVWDJQ* DJJG 4. WT 64 \JDWV* ZJWJ 
VTQNHNWJG KTW WMJ VWXG\ YND DGYJWWNVJPJSWV DSG 
SJWVTSDQ HTSSJHWNTSV, OSQ\ KTXW TK WMJ SDWWNHNSDSWV 
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QDGJQJG WMJPVJQYJV DV WJQNJNTXV JJZV* WMJ WJPDNSNSJ 00 

QDGJQJG WMJPVJQYJV DV VJHXQDW, 
TMJ WJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ NSWJWYNJZJG NS WMJNW MTPJV, 
TMJ NSWJWYNJZV ZJWJ HTSGXHWJG NS HJGWJZ, OSQ\ 
VJQJHWJG J[HJWSWV TK WMJ NSWJWYNJZV ZJWJ WWDSVQDWJG WT 
ESJQNVM KTW WMNV VWXG\, PDWWNHNSDSWV ZJWJ DVPJG WT 
VMDWJ WMJNW PJDSNSJV TK WMJ HTSHJSW TK D JTTG GJDWM* 
ZMDW JQJPJSWV D JTTG GJDWM HTSWDNSV* DSG ZMDW 
GJQNSJDWJV D JTTG GJDWM KWTP D GDG GJDWM, 
TMJ WJVXQWV VMTZJG /6 JVVJSHJV TK D JTTG GJDWM, 
TMJVJ /6 JVVJSHJV cJWJ TWJDSN]JG NSWT KNYJ JJSJWNH 
JVVJSHJV8 SM\VNTQTJNHDQ* SJWVTSDQ* NSWJWSJWVTSDQ* 
VTHNDQ* DSG HXQWXWDQ, TMWJJ JVVJSHJV TK JTTG GJDWM 
KJQQ NSWT WMJ HDWJJTW\ TK SM\VNTQTJNHDQ GJDWM8 /' 
VXVWDNSNSJ VJQK+WJQNDSHJ DSG NSGJSJSGJSHJ* 0' DYTNGNSJ 
SM\VNHDQ SDNS DSG VXKKJWNSJ* DSG 1' WJWDNSNSJ PJSWDQ 
HDSDHNW\, FTXW JVVJSHJV TK JTTG GJDWM KJQQ NSWT WMJ 
HDWJJTW\ TK SJWVTSDQ GJDWM8 /' G\NSJ D SDWXWDQ GJDWM 
YJWVXV D PJHMDSNHDQ QNKJ TW SWTPTWNSJ GJDWM* 0' 
KNSGNSJ VSNWNWXDQ VTQDHJ* 1' VMDWNSJ TW NVTQDWNSJ 
TWMJWV KWTP WMJ J[SJWNJSHJ TK GJDWM* DSG 2' NSWJJWNW\ 
TK VJQK DSG WWDGNWNTS, ISWJWSJWVTSDQ GJDWM HTSWDNSJG 
WMWJJ JVVJSHJV8 /' DHHJSWNSJ TSJ
V TZS GJDWM* 0' 
TWMJWV DHHJSWNSJ \TXW GJDWM* DSG 1' MDYNSJ WMJ WNPJ WT 
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VD\ JTTGG\J, STHNDQ GJDWM HTSWDNSJG KTXW JVVJSHJV8 /' 

G\NSJ DW DS DSSWTSWNDWJ DJJ* 0' HTPSQJWNSJ XSKNSNVMJG 
WDVPV* 1' DXWTSTP\ TK VTHNDQ STWPV P\ KXSJWDQ VMTXQG 
KNW ZMT I ZDV DV D SJWVTS'* DSG 2' HTSVJVXJSHJV KTW 
GJYNDSW GJMDYNTW, CXQWXWDQ GJDWM HTSWDNSJG KTXW 
JVVJSHJV /' JDNSNSJ WJVSJHW* 0' QJDYNSJ TKKVSWNSJ WT 
HTSWNSXJ MJWNWDJJ* 1' SWTPTWNSJ D QJJDH\* DSG 2' WMJ 
WTQJ TK WJQNJNTS NS D JJZNVM VWDWJ, 
TMJ DXWMTW NGJSWNKNJG WMWJJ VJWV TK JPTWNTSV WMJ 
WJVSTSGJSWV GNVSQD\JG8 /' DSJJW* KJDW* DSG DS[NJW\* 0' 
VDGSJVV DSG JWNPScV* DSG 1' HTSKNGJSHJ DSG VJHXWNW\, 
FNKWJJS TK WMJ 04 SDWWNHNSDSWV J[SWJVVJG DSJJW* KJDW* 
DSG DS[NJW\ ZMJS NSWJWYNJZJG, SN[ SDWWNHNSDSWV 
J[SWJVVJG JWNPSJVV DSG VDGSJVV GXWNSJ WMJ NSWJWYNJZ, 
FTXW SDWWNHNSDSWV J[SWJVVJG HTSKNGJSHJ DSG VJHXWNW\ 
ZMNQJ NSWJWYNJZJG, 
TMJ WJVXQWV KWTP WMJ VWXG\ DWJ VNPNQDW WT TWMJW 
VWXGNJV ZNWM WMJ J[HJSWNTS TK WMJ JPSMDVNV TS WMJ 
JJZNVM WJQNJNTS-VWDWJ, TMJ DXWMTWV ZJWJ YJW\ WMTWTXJM 
NS WMJNW J[SQDSDWNTS TK GDWD DSDQ\VNV SWTHJGXWJV, 
TMJNW ZWNWNSJ ZDV HQJDW DSG XSGJWVWDSGDGQJ, 
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Ieichpenpnipp, 5. D., & 5epping, H. D. (). 
TMJ HTSVWWXHWNTS TK WMJ JTTG GJDWM8 A GWDPDWXWJ\ DSSWTDHM, 
-RurQal Rf $giQg Studies, /3+/* 63+/.2, 
TMNV VWXG\ XVJG D GWDPDWXWJNHDQ DSSWTDHM TK 
DSDQ\VNV WT J[DPNSJ WWDSVHWNSWV WDPJS KWTP 04 JQGJWV 
KWTP IVWDJQ, TMJ WJVSTSGJSWV DSG NSWJWYNJZV* DV ZJQQ 
DV WMJ DXWMTWV* TK WMNV VWXG\ DWJ WMJ VDPJ DV WMTVJ 
XVJG NS The GTTG 'eath: ReachiQg aQ ,Qductive 
UQderstaQdiQg SXGQNVMJG NS OPJJD NS 0... DGTYJ' 
TMNV ZDV DS NSWJWJVWNSJ VWXG\, IW ZDV XSNVXJ NS 
WMDW PDGJ D GWDPD cW TK WMJ HTPGNSJG WJVSTSVJV TK 
NSWJWYNJZV, SNSHJ I MDG SWJYNTXVQ\ WJDG WMJ TWNJNSDQ 
VWXG\* I DP STW VXWJ WMNV NV D GJWWJW ZD\ WT SWJVJSW 
WMJ KNSGNSJV TK WMJ TWNJNSDQ NSWJWYNJZV NS KDHW* I 
KTXSG WMJ TWNJNSDQ VWXG\ D PXHM PTWJ GJQNJYDGQJ 
DSSWTDHM, IW ZDV J[SJHWJG WMDW WMJ DXWMTWV ZTXQG GT 
PTWJ ZNWM WMJ SQD\, PJWMDSV WMJ\ HTXQG MDYJ VMTZS NW 
WT D WJVW DSG HTSWWTQ JWTXS WMJS HTPSDWJ WMJNW VHTWJV 
TS D GJDWM DS[NJW\ VHDQJ, TMJ TSJ WMNSJ WMNV VWXG\ 
HTSWWNGXWJG ZDV PTWJ J[HJWSWV TK NSWJWYNJZV WWDSVQDWJG 
KWTP HJGWJZ WT ESJQNVM, 
7. 

Ieopen, D., & Abdel-Hhalek, A. (). 
TMJ CTQQJWW+LJVWJW KJDW TK GJDWM VHDQJ8 A HTWWJHWNTS, 'eath 
Studies, 05+/* 6/+63, 
TMNV VWXG\ NSWWTGXHJV DSG WJVWV D WJYNVNTS WT WMJ 
/77. YJWVNTS TK WMJ CTQQJWW+LJVWJW FJDW TK DJDWM SHDQJ 
FODS', TMJ FODS
 SXWSTVJ NV WT PJDVXWJ KTXW KJDWV 
DVVTHNDWJG ZNWM GJDWM8 \TXW TZS GJDWM* \TXW TZS G\NSJ* 
WMJ GJDWM TK TWMJWV* DSG WMJ G\NSJ TK TWMJWV, TMJ 
FODS HTSVNVWJG TK JNJMW VXJVWNTSV NS KTXW VJHWNTSV* 
KTW D WTWDQ TK 10, 
TMJ WJYNVNTS \3lpS GDVJG TS WMJ DZDWJSJVV TK D 
GJYNDSW NWJP NS WMJ "GJDWM TK TWMJWV" VJHWNTS, SNSHJ 
PDS\ WJVJDWHMJWV* XVNSJ WMJ FODS VXPPJG VHTWJV TK WMJ 
KTXW VJHWNTSV DSG XVJG NW DV TS TYJWDQQ NSGNHDWTW TK 
KJDW TK GJDWM* NS TWGJW WT PJJS WMJ TWMJW WMWJJ NWJPV 
KWTP HDWW\NSJ PTWJ ZJNJMW* WMJ GJYNDSW VXJVWNTS MDG 
JNWMJW WT GJ WJSQDHJG TW WJPTYJG, TMJ DXWMTWV HMTVJ 
WT WJPTYJ WMJ GJYNDSW VXJVWNTS, RJYNVNTS 1 TK WMJ 
CTQQJWW+LJVWJW FODS VWXG\ DSSJSGN[' STZ HTSWDNSV 
VJYJS VXJVWNTSV NS JDHM TK WMJ KTXW VJHWNTSV KTW D 
WTWDQ TK 06 VXJVWNTSV, 
TMNV WJYNVNTS ZDV WJVWJG VXDSWNWDWNYJQ\ ZNWM D 
VDPSQJ TK /7/ XSGJWJWDGXDWJ VWXGJSWV, TMJ WJVXQWV 
7/ 
VMTZJG DS NSHWJDVJG WJQNDGNQNW\ KTW WMJ "GJDWM TK 

TWMJWV" VJHWNTS, 
Iommel, 5. 9. ep al. (). 
NJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJ NS VXWYNYTWV TK HDWGNDH DWWJVW8 A 
SWTVSJHWNYJ VWXG\ NS WMJ NJWMJWQDSGV, The /aQcet, 136* 
0.17+0.23, 
TMNV VXDQNWDWNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
DVHJWWDNS D HDXVJ KTW NJDW+DJDWM E[SJWNJSHJ NDE' DSG 
DVVJVV KDHWTWV WMDW DKKJHW WMJ THHXWWJSHJ* NSWJSVNW\* 
DSG HTSWJSW TK NDEV, RJVSTSGJSWV TK WMNV VWXG\ 
·c 
HTSVNVWJG TK 122 HDWGNDH DWWJVW SDWNJSWV KWTP WJS 
DXWHM MTVSNWDQV ZMT MDG XSGJWJTSJ TSJ TW PTWJ 
VXHHJVVKXQ WJVXVHNWDWNTSV', OK WMJ NSNWNDQ 122 
SDWNJSWV* 40 SDWNJSWV WJSTWWJG VTPJ WJHTQQJHWNTS TK 
WMJNW HQNSNHDQ GJDWM DSG NDE, TMJ DXWMTWV GJKNSJG NDE 
DV "WMJ WJSTWWJG PJPTW\ TK DQQ NPSWJVVNTSV GXWNSJ D 
VSJHNDQ VWDWJ TK HTSVHNTXVSJVV* NSHQXGNSJ VSJHNKNH 
JQJPJSWV VXHM DV TXW+TK+GTG\ J[SJWNJSHJ* SQJDVDSW 
KJJQNSJV* DSG VJJNSJ D WXSSJQ* QNJMW* GJHJDVJG 
WJQDWNYJV* TW D QNKJ WJYNJZ, OK WMJ 40 NDEWV* 0/ ZJWJ 
HDWJJTWN]JG DV MDYNSJ D VXSJWKNHNDQ NDE* XVNSJ LNPJWW 
VHTWNSJ TK WMJ HWNWJWNTS QNVWJG DGTYJ, TMJ WJPDNSNSJ 
2/ ZJWJ HDWJJTWN]JG DV MDYNSJ D HTWJ NDE* DJDNS XVNSJ 
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LNPJWW VHTWNSJ TK WMJ HWNWJWNTS DGTYJ, NTSJ TK WMJ 40 

WJSTWWJG MDYNSJ D GNVWWJVVNSJ TW KWNJMWJSNSJ NDE, 
ISWJWYNJZV TK WJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ WDSJG DSG 
HTSGXHWJG DW WMWJJ WNPJ NSWJWYDQV8 D KJZ GD\V DKWJW 
WMJ NSNWNDQ WJVXVHNWDWNTS WMJS* ZMJS STVVNGQJ* DW WZT 
DSG JNJMW \JDWV QDWJW, AS NSWJWJVWNSJ WJVXQW ZDV 
WJSTWWJG* PTWWDQNW\ TK NDEWV ZDV VNJSNKNHDSWQ\ MNJMJW 
WMDS STS+NDEWV* DSG PTWWDQNW\ NS HTWJ NDEWV ZDV JYJS 
MNJMJW WMDS VXSJWKNHNDQ NDEWV, TMJ DXWMTWV ZJWJ 
DPD]JG DW WMJ GJWDNQ WJPJPGJWJG G\ WMJ NDEWV TK WMJNW 
NDE DW WMJ JNJMWMc N JDW NSWJWYNJZ, TMJ KWJVXJSH\ TK 
NDE ZDV VNJSNKNHDSWQ\ MNJMJW NS \TXSJJW SJTSQJ WMDS NS 
SJTSQJ TYJW 4., TMJ DXWMTWV TKKJW D HTXSQJ TK 
STVVNGQJ J[SQDSDWNTSV KTW WMNV KNSGNSJ8 TQGJW SJTSQJ 
MDYJ D VQNJMWJW HMDSHJ KTW HJWJGWDQ WJHTYJW\ KTQQTZNSJ 
WJVXVHNWDWNTS DSG \TXSJJW SJTSQJ MDYJ D GJWWJW HMDSHJ 
KTW VXWYNYDQ KTQQTZNSJ D HDWGNDH DWWJVW DSG HDS 
WMJWJKTWJ VMDWJ WMJNW J[SJWNJSHJ, TMJ DXWMTWV 
J[SWJVVJG VXWSWNVJ DW WMJ SWTKTXSG DSG QTSJ+QDVWNSJ 
JKKJHW DS NDE HDS MDYJ TS D SJWVTS, 
TMJ DXWMTWV STVNW WMJ SWTHJVV TK HMDSJJ* JQJPJSWV 
WDPJS KWTP WMJ QNKJ+HMDSJJ NSYJSWTW\ VXJVWNTSSDNWJ* 
NSHQXGNSJ VTHNDQ DWWNWXGJ* DWWNWXGJ WTZDWG GJDWM* 
WJQNJNTXV DWWNWXGJ DSG DWWNWXGJ WTZDWG TWMJWV* 
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KTQQTZNSJ DS NDE HDS WDPJ VJYJWDQ \JDWV, TMJ\ TKKJW 

WMJ STVVNGNQNW\ TK VTHNDQ STWPV VXSSWJVVNSJ WMJ NDEW 
KWTP VMDWNSJ MNV-MJW VWTW\ DV D STVVNGQJ J[SQDSDWNTS, 
OSJ ZTXQG MDYJ WT VXJVWNTS NK VTHNDQ STWPV ZJWJ PTWJ 
VXSSTWWNYJ TK NDEWV ZTXQG NW WDPJ VJYJWDQ \JDWV KTW 
WMJ HMDSJJV WT WDPJ SQDHJ0 WTXQG WMJ HMDSJJV 
HXQPNSDWJ NS D PTWJ WNPJQ\ KDVMNTS0 IV NW VNPSQ\ D 
PDWWJW TK GJQD\JG WJSTWWNSJ0 DT WMJ HMDSJJV WDPJ 
SQDHJ VTTSJW GXW DWJ STW WJSTWWJG XSWNQ QDWJW0 
TMJ DXWMTWV GWTXJMW XS DS NSWJWJVWNSJ STNSW ZMJS 
GNVHXVVNSJ WMJ WMccWNJV TK NDE, HTZ HDS D SJWVTS PSTZ 
ZMDW NV JTNSJ TS TXWVNGJ WMJNW GTG\ ZMJS WMJ\ DWJ 
HQNSNHDQQ\ GJDG DSG ZMJS WMJ GWDNS ST QTSJJW 
KXSHWNTSV0 BJHDXVJ TK WMNV VXJVWNTS* WMJ\ TKKJW WMJ 
WMJTW\ TK WWDSVHJSGJSHJ VMTXQG GJ NSHQXGJG DV D 
STVVNGQJ J[SQDSDWNTS KTW VXHM DS J[SJWNJSHJ, 
TMNV VWXG\ ZDV VXNWJ J[WJSVNYJ, I ZDV NPSWJVVJG 
ZNWM WMJ NSWJWYNJZV VSDSSNSJ JNJMW+\JDW GXWDWNTS, TMJ 
DXWMTWV
 GJKNSNWNTS TK NDE ZDV VXNWJ GWTDG, IW GTJV 
STW VJJP WT GJ JSTXJM WT HDQQ DS NDE DV VXHM* MXVW 
GJHDXVJ VTPJTSJ VD\V WMJ\ MDG DS NDE, PJWMDSV NW 
ZTXQG MDYJ GJJS GJWWJW WT XVJ D VWDSGDWG NDE VHDQJ 
ZNWM WMJ HWNWJWNTS TK D VHTWJ TK VJYJS TW DGTYJ WT 
GJVNJSDWJ DS NDE DV VXHM, 
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JcDnaph, 5. (). 
RJQNJNTVNW\ DSG WMJ HMDQQJSJJ TK WJWPNSDQ NQQSJVV, 'eath 
Studies, 05* 66/+677, 
TMJ DXWMTW VWDWJV DS DVVXPSWNTS NS VSNWNWXDQ 
QNWJWDWXWJ NV WMJ GJQNJK WMDW ZMJS KDHJG ZNWM D 
WJWPNSDQ NQQSJVV* NSGNYNGXDQV WXWS WT WJQNJNTS KTW 
DSVZJWV DSG HTPKTWW, TMNV VXDQNWDWNYJ VWXG\ ZDV 
GJVNJSJG WT DVHJWWDNS ZMJS KDHJG ZNWM D WJWPNSDQ 
NQQSJVV* ZDV WMJWJ D SWTSJSVNW\ WT WXWS WT WJQNJNTS, 
TMJ WJVSTSGJSWV HTSVNVWJG TK /2 YTQXSWJJW MTVSNHJ 
SDWNJSWV GNDJSTVJG W8WNWM QJVV WMDS VN[ PTSWMV WT QNYJ, 
TMJ\ WDSJJG NS DJJ KWTP 25 WT 75, FNYJ WJVSTSGJSWV 
GJVNJSDWJG D WJQNJNTS, JNJMW NSGNHDWJG ST WJQNJNTS, 
DSG TSJ GJHQDWJG TMJTVTSM\ BXGGMNVW DSG BWDMPDSNH 
WMJTW\', 
TMJ WJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ DVPJG TSJS+JSGJG VXJVWNTSV 
TS MTZ WMJNW NQQSJVV MDV HMDSJJG MTZ WMJ\ VJJ WMJ 
ZTWQG DSG ZMDW NV NPSTWWDSW WT WMJP, TMJ PDMTWNW\ TK 
WJVSTSGJSWV GNG STW WXWS WT WJQNJNTS TW HTSYJWVNTS NS 
WJDHWNTS WT WMJNW NQQSJVV, STPJ TK WMJ WJVSTSGJSWV 
WJMJHWJG WMJNW WJQNJNTS NS WJVSTSVJ WT WMJNW NQQSJVV, 
TMWJJ WJVSTSGJSWV WXWSJG WTZDWG WJQNJNTS NS WJVSTSVJ 
WT WMJNW NQQSJVV, 
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L 
MHGWDWM NV ZJQQ SXGQNVMJG* GXW WMNV VWXG\ QJKW PJ 

KWXVWWDWJG, WMNQJ VMJ WJDGNQ\ JDYJ WMJ WDZ 
GJPTJWDSMNHV GDWD* NS WMJ "KNSGNSJV" VJHWNTS* VMJ XVJG 
WMJ KTQQTZNSJ SMWDVJV8 "KTW VTPJ*" "KTW TWMJWV*" "D 
KJZ*" DSG "PTVW," I KTXSG P\VJQK HTSWNSXDQQ\ DVPNSJ 
"MTZ PDS\ WJVSTSGJSWV0" OSQ\ TSHJ GNG I KNSG DS 
DHWXDQ SXPGJW KTW D KNSGNSJ GXW NW ZDV STW XSGJW WMJ 
"KNSGNSJV" VJHWNTS, IW ZTXQG HJWWDNSQ\ GJ MJQSKXQ WT 
MDYJ WMJ WDZ SXPGJWV ZMJS YNJZNSJ WMJ KNSGNSJV TK D 
VWXG\, I GNG KNSG WMJ WJVXQWV VXWSWNVNSJ, I J[SJHWJG 
WMJ WJWPNSDQQ\ NQQc WJVSTSGJSWV WT WXWS WT WJQNJNTS NS 
WJVSTSVJ WT WMJNW NQQSJVV, 
JcJondie, W. 5. (98). 
RJQNJNTVNW\ DSG KJDW TK GJDWM8 SWWJSJWM TK GJQNJK V\VWJP, 
PsvchRlRgical RemRrts, 27* 70/+700, 
TMNV VXDQNWDWNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
HQDWNK\ WMJ DPGNJXTXV KNSGNSJV WJJDWGNSJ WMJ WJQDWNTSVMNS 
GJWZJJS WJQNJNTVNW\ DSG KJDW TK GJDWM, TMJ 10. WJVSTSGJSWV 
ZJWJ HTPSWNVJG TK /0. PDQJV DSG 0.. KJPDQJ VWXGJSWV* /5 WT 
22 \JDWV TK DJJ, TMJ WJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ JNYJS D VJQK+ 
SJWHJNYJG WJQNJNTVNW\ HMJHPQNVW DSG WMJ TJPSQJW-MHMTWGNJ 
DJDWM AS[NJW\ SHDQJ, 
74 

TMJ DXWMTW M\STWMJVN]JG WMJ VWWJSJWM TK TSJ
V GJQNJK 

V\VWJP NV DS NPSTWWDSW GJWJWPNSDSW NS KJDW TK GJDWM, TMJ 
WJVXQWV VXSSTWWJG MHMTWGNJ
V M\STWMJVNV, TMJ VWWJSJWM TK 
WJQNJNTVNW\ GNG DKKJHW KJDW TK GJDWM NS D HXWYNQNSJDW 
KDVMNTS, RJVSTSGJSWV ZNWM VJQK+SJWHJNYJG MNJM WJQNJNTVNW\ 
DSG WMTVJ ZNWM QTZ WJQNJNTVNW\ J[MNGNWJG QTZJW GJDWM KJDW 
WMDS WMJ WJVSTSGJSWV ZMT WJSTWWJG D PNG+QJYJQ WJQNJNTVNW\, 
IW ZTXQG MDYJ GJJS MJQSKXQ KTW WMJ DXWMTW WT GJWDNQ WMJ 
VXJVWNTSV HTSWDNSJG NS JDHM TK WMJ WZT 
VXJVWNTSSDNWJV, AS J[SQDSDWNTS DV WT ZM\ WMTVJ WZT 
VXJVWNTSSDNWJV ZJWJ HMT Q JS PD\ MDYJ GJJS MJQSKXQ, TMJ 
STWNTS TK D HXWYNQNSJDW WJQDWNTSVMNS PDPJV VJSVJ, TMJ 
MNJMQ\ WJQNJNTXV PD\ GJQNJYJ NS QNKJ DKWJW GJDWM DSG 
WMJWJKTWJ KTVWJW D VJSVJ TK HTSWWTQ DSG SWJGNHWDGNQNW\ 
WJJDWGNSJ GJDWM, TMJ QTZ TW STS+WJQNJNTXV PD\ QTTP DW 
GJDWM DV D SDWXWDQ KNSDQNW\ TK QNKJ, PJWMDSV WMJ\ QNYJ 
QNKJ WT WMJ KXQQJVW ZNWMTXW DS\ J[SJHWDWNTSV KTQQTZNSJ 
GJDWM, 
4oanchqk, J., & 9apz, 6. G. (97). 
EKKJHW TK NSGXHJG KJDW TK GJDWM TS GJQNJK NS DKWJWQNKJ, 




TMNV VXDQNWDWNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 

DVHJWWDNS NK GJQNJK NS DKWJWQNKJ HTXQG MJQS WMJ 
NSGNYNGXDQ GJDQ ZNWM GJDWM DS[NJW\, FNKW\ TSNSNTS 
VWDWJPJSWV GJDQNSJ ZNWM GJQNJK+NS+DKWJWQNKJ ZJWJ 
DGPNSNVWJWJG WT /47 VWXGJSWV, TZJSW\ TK WMJ TSNSNTS 
VWDWJPJSWV VNJSNKNHDSWQ\ VJSDWDWJG WMJ XSSJW DSG QTZJW 
0. SJWHJSW TK WMJ WJVSTSGJSWV, TMJVJ 0. TSNSNTS 
VWDWJPJSWV ZJWJ DWGNWWDWNQ\ GNYNGJG WT PDPJ WZT* WJS 
VXJVWNTS* GJQNJK+NS+DKWJWQNKJ VHDQJV KTWPV A DSG B', 
TMJ WJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ VJSDWDWJG NSWT WMWJJ JWTXSV8 WMJ 
GJDWM WMWJDW JWTXSc WMJ VMTHP JWTXS* DSG WMJ HTSWWTQ 
JWTXS, EDHM JWTXS ZDV JNYJS JNWMJW KTWP A TW KTWP B 
GJKTWJ WWJDWPJSW DSG WMJ DQWJWSDWJ KTWP DKWJW 
WWJDWPJSW, 
TMJ WWJDWPJSW KTW WMJ GJDWM WMWJDW JWTXS 
HTSVNVWJG TK D 4+PNSXWJ DSG 13+VJHTSG SWJVJSWDWNTS TK 
VQNGJV HTPPXSNHDWNSJ D KDQVJ MNJM SWTGDGNQNW\ TK JDWQ\ 
GJDWM KTW WMJ WJVSTSGJSWV NS WMJNW DJJ JWTXS DQTSJ 
ZNWM VQNGJV GJSNHWNSJ DXWTPTGNQJ DHHNGJSWV* PXWGJW DSG 
VXNHNGJ YNHWNPV, AKWJW WMNV JWTXS HTPSQJWJG WMJ 
DQWJWSDWJ KTWP A TW B TK WMJ GJQNJK+NS+DKWJWQNKJ 
VHDQJ* WMJ\ ZJWJ JNYJS WMJNW DHWXDQ SWTGDGNQNW\ TK 
GJDWM KTW WMJNW DJJ JWTXS, TMJVJ SDWWNHNSDSWV ZJWJ 
J[SQDNSJG WMJ GJWDNQV TK WMNV VWXG\, 
76 

TMJ VMTHP WWJDWPJSW JWTXS ZDV DGPNSNVWJWJG KTWP A 

TW B SWNTW WT WMJNW WWJDWPJSW, TMJ WWJDWPJSW KTW WMJ 
VMTHP JWTXS HTSVNVWJG TK VMTZNSJ WMJP JQDGTWDWJ 
JVXNSPJSW* ZMNHM ZDV VXSSTVJG WT VMTHP WMJP, TMJ 
DGPNSNVWWDWTW J[SQDNSJG NK WMJ\ KJQW SDNS ZMJS VMTHPJG 
WMJ\ VMTXQG WJVSTSG WMJ\ ZJWJ NS SDNS DSG WMJ 
JVXNSPJSW ZTXQG GJ NPPJGNDWJQ\ WXWSJG TKK, TMJ 
DGPNSNVWWDWTW WMJS WTQG WMJ JWTXS MJ-VMJ MDG WT JT JJW 
WMJ SDGGQJV WMDW ZTXQG GJ HTSSJHWJG WT WMJ JVXNSPJSW 
WT VMTHP WMJP, TMJ DGPNSNVWWDWTW QJKW DSG WJWXWSJG 
DSSWT[NPDWJQ\ JYJWc WZT PNSXWJV J[SQDNSNSJ MJ-VMJ MDG 
VWNQQ STW QTHDWJG WMJ SDGGQJV, TMNV WTXWNSJ TK 
QJDYNSJ DSG HTPNSJ GDHP HTSWNSXJG KTW 4 PNSXWJV DSG 13 
VJHTSGV, TMJ VMTHP WWJDWPJSW JWTXS ZMNHM ZDV SJYJW 
VMTHPJG' ZDV DGPNSNVWJWJG WMJ DQWJWSDWJ KTWP A TW B TK 
WMJ GJQNJK NS DKWJWQNKJ VHDQJ DSG ZJWJ J[SQDNSJG WMJ 
GJWDNQV TK WMNV VWXG\, 
TMJ HTSWWTQ JWTXS ZDV DGPNSNVWJWJG KTWP A TW B 
SWNTW WT WWJDWPJSW, TMJ HTSWWTQ JWTXS ZDV JNYJS D HXS 
ZNWM D GDQQ DWWDHMJG WT D VWWNSJ DSG DVPJG WT SWDHWNHJ 
SXWWNSJ WMJ GDQQ NSWT WMJ HXS KTW 4 PNSXWJV DSG 13 
VJHTSGV, TMJ HTSWWTQ JWTXS ZDV WMJS DGPNSNVWJWJG WMJ 
DQWJWSDWJ KTWP A TW B TK WMJ GJQNJK+NS+DKWJWQNKJ VHDQJ 
DSG WMJ GJWDNQV TK WMNV VWXG\ ZJWJ J[SQDNSJG, 
77 

TMJ WJVXQWV VMTZJG SNSJ TK WMJ WJS GJDWM WMWJDW 

JWTXS NSHWJDVJG WMJNW GJQNJK+NS+DKWJWQNKJ VHTWJV TS 
WMJ VJHTSG KTWP TK WMJ GJQNJK+NS+DKWJWQNKJ VHDQJ DV 
TSSTVJG WT D PD[NPXP TK VN[ HMDSJNSJ NS TSJ GNWJHWNTS 
JNWMJW XS TW GTZS' NS DS\ TWMJW JWTXS, TMJ DXWMTWV 
J[SQDNS WMDW NSWJSVNK\NSJ TSJ
V KJDW TK GJDWM 
NSHWJDVJV TSJ
V GJQNJK+NS+DKWJWQNKJ VHTWJ, 
IW ZTXQG GJ NSWJWJVWNSJ WT VJJ NK WMJ JKKJHWV TK 
WMJ VWXG\ ZJWJ QTSJ QDVWNSJ, IK WMJ JWTXSV ZJWJ JNYJS 
DSTWMJW WTXSG TK JNWMJW KTWP A TW B VN[ PTSWMV DKWJW 
WMJ NSNWNDQ VWXG\** ZTXQG WMJNW VHTWJV WJPDNS 
XSHMDSJJG0 I GT STW GJQNJYJ WMJ JKKJHWV TK WMNV VWXG\ 
TS DKWJWQNKJ GJQNJK ZJWJ QTSJ QDVWNSJ DSG ZTXQG J[SJHW 
WMJNW GJQNJK+NS+DKWJWQNKJ VHTWJV WT WJKQJHW WMJNW SWJ+ 
VWXG\ VHTWJV, 
4seno, G.E., Cook, E. W., & 6perenoon, F. (99). 
FJDWXWJV TK "SJDW + GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJ" NS WJQDWNTS WT ZMJWMJW 
TW STW SDWNJSWV ZJWJ SJDW GJDWM, The /aQcet, 114+6502* 
//53+//55, 
TMNV JPSNWNHDQ VXDSWNWDWNYJ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
DVHJWWDNS GNKKJWJSHJV NS SJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJV NDEV' 
TK NDEWV ZMT ZJWJ HQTVJ WT GJDWM DSG WMTVJ ZMT ZJWJ 
STW HQTVJ WT GJDWM, TMJ WJVWNPTS\ DSG PJGNHDQ WJHTWGV 
/.. 

KWTP 36 SDWNJSWV ZJWJ XVJG WT HWJDWJ WMJ GDWD KTW WMNV 
VWXG\, 
TMJ 36 SDWNJSWV ZJWJ VJSDWDWJG NSWT KTXW 
HDWJJTWNJV8 /' ST VJWNTXV NQQSJVV TW NSMXW\* 0' 
VJWNTXV NQQSJVV TW NSMXW\ GXW STW QNKJ WMWJDWJSNSJ* 1' 
VJWNTXV NQQSJVV TW NSMXW\ WMDW PD\ MDYJ WJVXQWJG NS 
GJDWM ZNWMTXW PJGNHDQ NSWJWYJSWNTS* DSG 2' VNJSNKNHDSW 
NPSDNWPJSW TK YNWDQ VNJSV NSGNHDWNSJ GJDWM ZNWMTXW 
PJGNHDQ NSWJWYJSWNTS, TMJ JWTXSNSJV HTSWDNSJG /6 
SDWNJSWV NS HDWJJTW\ /* /0 SDWNJSWV NS HDWJJTW\ 0* /. 
SDWNJSWV NS HDWJJT*c 1* DSG /6 SDWNJSWV NS HDWJJTW\ 2, 
TMNWW\ TK WMJ SDWNJSWV ZMT MDG NDEV ZJWJ STW SJDW 
GJDWM DSG 06 SDWNJSWV ZMT J[SJWNJSHJG NDEV ZJWJ SJDW 
GJDWM, 
TMJ SDWNJSWV* GTWM SJDW GJDWM DSG STW SJDW GJDWM* 
ZJWJ WJVWJG KTW VJYJWDQ KJDWXWJV TK NDEV, TMJVJ 
KJDWXWJV NSHQXGJG JSMDSHJG SJWHJSWNTS TK QNJMW* GJNSJ 
NS D WXSSJQ TK VTWWV* JSMDSHJG PJSWDWNTSV* GNPNSNVMJG 
PJSWDWNTSV* STVNWNYJ JPTWNTSV* SJJDWNYJ JPTWNTSV* 
GJQNJK NS MDYNSJ QJKW WMJ GTG\ DSG VJJNSJ NW KWTP 
DGTYJ* VJJNSJ WMJ SDVW* DSG GJQNJK WMDW GJDWM ZDV 
NPPNSJSW TW MDG THHXWWJG, TMJ WJVXQWV VMTZJG D 
VNJSNKNHDSW GNKKJWJSHJ NS NDEWV ZMT ZJWJ DHWXDQQ\ SJDW 




08/ TYJW NDEWV ZMT ZJWJ STW SJDW GJDWM, OK WMTVJ ZMT 
WJSTWWJG STW MDYNSJ JSMDSHJG PJSWDWNTSV* 6/ SJWHJSW 
ZJWJ NDEWV STW SJDW GJDWM, AQVT* 40 SJWHJSW TK WMTVJ 
WJSTWWNSJ JSMDSHJG PJSWDWNTSV ZJWJ NDEWV ZMT ZJWJ 
DHWXDQQ\ SJDW GJDWM, 
TMJWJ ZDV D HTWWJQDWNTS ZNWM WMJ KXSHWNTSV TK 
JSMDSHJG QNJMW DSG JSMDSHJG PJSWDWNTSV, ENJMW\+VN[ 
SJWHJSW ZMT J[SJWNJSHJG JSMDSHJG SJWHJSWNTS TK QNJMW 
DQVT J[SJWNJSHJG JSMDSHJG PJSWDWNTSV, SJYJSW\+KNYJ 
SJWHJSW TK WMTVJ WJSTWWNSJ ST JSMDSHJG PJSWDWNTSV DQVT 
WJSTWWJG STW J[SJW*cJSHNSJ JSMDSHJG SJWHJSWNTS TK 
QNJMW, 
TMJ DXWMTWV GWNJKQ\ PJSWNTS WMJNW GDWD VMTZJG 
VXSSTWW KTW WMJ SM\VNTQTJNHDQ DSG SV\HMTQTJNHDQ 
NSWJWSWJWDWNTSV TK NDEV, IW ZTXQG MDYJ GJJS SNHJ WT 
MDYJ D QNWWQJ PTWJ GJWDNQ TS WMJVJ NSWJWSWJWDWNTSV TK 
NDEV, 
5ienoon, C. J., Cqnpio, G. 5., & 5apnick, D. I. (). 
A JTTG GJDWM8 A VXDQNWDWNYJ VWXG\ TK SDWNJSWV ZNWM DGYDSHJG 
AIDS, $,'S &are, /2+3* 365+376, 
TMNV VXDQNWDWNYJ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT DVHJWWDNS 
DSG GJVHWNGJ WMJ GTPDNSV WMDW NGJSWNK\ D "JTTGS GJDWM, 
TMJ VXGMJHWV NSHQXGJG 13 SDWNJSWV ZNWM DGYDSHJG AIDS, 
L /.0 
TMJ VXGMJHWV ZJWJ WJHWXNWJG G\ QJWWJWV DSSTXSHNSJ WMJ 

NSWJSGJG VWXG\ VJSW WT DHDGJPNHNDSV* HQNSNHNDSV* 
HTPPXSNW\+GDVJG TWJDSN]DWNTSV DSG D STTQ TK 
XSNYJWVNW\+DVVTHNDWJG SDWNJSWV ZMT J[SWJVVJG NSWJWJVW 
NS GJNSJ STWNKNJG TK VWXGNJV KTW ZMNHM WMJ\ PD\ GJ 
JQNJNGQJ, 
TMJ GDWD ZJWJ WZT+KTQG8 /' D VJW TK 
VXJVWNTSSDNWJV* ZMTVJ WJVXQWV ZJWJ SXGQNVMJG JQVJZMJWJ 
DSG 0' WZT TSJS+JSGJG VXJVWNTSV* WT GJ XVJG NS WMNV 
VWXG\, TMJ WZT TSJS+JSGJG VXJVWNTSV ZJWJ /' MTZ ZTXQG 
\TX GJVHWNGJ D JTTN GJDWM0 DSG 0' MTZ ZTXQG \TX 
GJVHWNGJ D GDG GJDWM0 TMJ TSJS+JSGJG WJVSTSVJV ZJWJ 
DXGNT WDSJG DSG HTGJG WT GJVHWNGJ HTPPTS GTPDNSV 
SWJVJSW ZNWMNS WMJ WJVSTSVJV, 
OK WMJ /3 GTPDNSV NGJSWNKNJG G\ WMJ DXWMTWV* KNYJ 
TK WMJ /3 ZJWJ GJKNSJG G\ PTWJ WMDS 3. SJWHJSW TK WMJ 
WJVSTSGJSWV8 V\PSWTP HTSWWTQ* VXDQNW\ TK QNKJ* SJTSQJ 
SWJVJSW* G\NSJ SWTHJVV* DSG QTHDWNTS, WNWMNS WMJVJ 
KNYJ GTPDNSV YDWNDWNTSV J[NVWJG, FTW J[DPSQJ* WMJ 
GTPDNS TK V\PSWTP HTSWWTQ ZDV HTPSWNVJG TK WMWJJ VXG+ 
JWTXSV8 DGVJSHJ TK SDNS* GJNSJ PJSWDQQ\ DQJWW* DSG 
MDYNSJ GTGNJV WMDW ZJWJ NSWDHW DSG KXSHWNTSNSJ, TMJ 
DXWMTWV KJQW WMJ YDWNDWNTSV ZJWJ NPSTWWDSW GJHDXVJ 






FNYJ WJVSTSGJSWV HNWJG DHHJSWDSHJ TK GJDWM DV D 

GTPDNS TK "JTTG" GJDWM, PDWWNHNSDSWV J[SWJVVJG 
DHHJSWDSHJ TK GJDWM NS WJWPV TK GJNSJ PJSWDQQ\ 
SWJSDWJG WT GNJ, TMJ\ J[SQDNSJG WMDW G\ DHHJSWNSJ 
GJDWM WMJ\ WMTXJMW WMJ SWTHJVV TK GJDWM ZTXQG GJ D 
GJWWJW J[SJWNJSHJ , TMNV DHHJSWDSHJ TK GJDWM ZNQQ WNJ 
NS HQTVJQ\ ZNWM WMJ VJQK+MJQS GTTPQJW 'viQg Peaceablv. 
4qimby, 6. I. (989). 
TMJ SJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJ DV DS JYJSW TK HTSVHNTXVSJVV, 
-RurQal Rf +uPaQistic PsvchRlRgv, 07+/* 65+/.6, 
TMNV WMJTWJWNHDQ DWWNHQJ STVNWJG SJDW+GJDWM 
J[SJWNJSHJV NDEV' DV DQWJWJG VWDWJV TK HTSVHNTXVSJVV, 
TMJ DXWMTW J[SQDNSV WMDW PTVW TK XV J[NVW NS WMJ 
ZDPNSJ HTSVHNTXV QJYJQ, STPJ VSNWNWXDQ PDVWJWV J[NVW 
NS WDNVJG TW DQWJWJG QJYJQV TK HTSVHNTXVSJVV, OSJ ZMT 
J[SJWNJSHJV DS NDE NV KTWHJG WT MNJMJW-DQWJWJG 
QJYJQV' TK HTSVHNTXVSJVV WMDW TSJ NV NQQ SWJSDWJG 
KTW, 
TMNV VXGGJS VMNKW NS HTSVHNTXVSJVV HDS NSHQXGJ 
MJNJMWJSJG QJYJQV TK HTSHJWS KTW TWMJWV* D SJDHJKXQ 
HDQP* QDHP TK PDWJWNDQNVP* DSG QJVV GJDWM DS[NJW\, 
TMJ NDEW HDSSTW VXVWDNS WMJ MJNJMWJSJG QJYJQ TK 




HDS WDPJ DZD\ VTPJ MNJMJW+QJYJQ J[SJWNJSHJV QNVWJG 

DGTYJ'* GXW HDSSTW PDNSWDNS WMJ MJNJMWJSJG QJYJQ TK 
HTSVHNTXVSJVV, 
TMJ DQWJWJG VWDWJV TK HTSVHNTXVSJVV GJVHWNGJG NS 
WMNV DWWNHQJ ZJWJ YJW\ NSWJWJVWNSJ, I ZTXQG VXJJJVW 
WMNV DWWNHQJ WT DS\TSJ ZMT NV GTNSJ WJVJDWHM TS NDEV 
TW DQWJWJG VWDWJV TK HTSVHNTXVSJVV, 
5aomqooen, &.+., Gohnoon, J. E. (991). 
SSNWNWXDQNW\ DSG WJQNJNTVNW\8 RJQDWNYJ WJQDWNTSVMNSV WT 
GJDWM DS[NJW\, 2Pega, 07+2* 1/1+1/6, 
TMNV JPSNWNHDQ 
~ 
VXDSWNWDWNYJ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
DVHJWWDNS WMJ WTQJ TK VSNWNWXDQNW\ DSG WJQNJNTVNW\ WT 
QJYJQV TK GJDWM DS[NJW\, TMNV VWXG\ GJKNSJG WJWPV DSG 
VMTZJG ZM\ WMJVJ GJKNSNWNTSV ZJWJ NPSTWWDSW, 
SSNWNWXDQNW\ ZDV GJKNSJG NS WJWPV TK8 QJYJQV TK 
VDWNVKDHWNTS ZNWM QNKJ* NSWJSVJ KJJQNSJV WMDW QNKJ NV 
PJDSNSJKXQ* GJQNJK NS QNKJ TW VTPJ J[NVWJSHJ TK GJNSJ 
DKWJW GJDWM ZNWMTXW GJNSJ WNJG WT DS\ VSJHNKNH 
WJQNJNTS, RJQNJNTVNW\ ZDV GJKNSJG NS WJWPV TK WMJ 
SWDHWNHJV DSG WNWXDQV DVVTHNDWJG ZNWM D SDWWNHXQDW 
WJQNJNTXV GJSTPNSDWNTS, 
TMJ DXWMTWV J[SQDNS NS SDVW VWXGNJV* WMJWJ ZJWJ 
GNVHWJSDSHNJV NS WJVXQWV ZMJS WW\NSJ WT GJWJWPNSJ WMJ 
/.3 l 
QNSP GJWZJJS WJQNJNTVNW\ DSG GJDWM DS[NJW\, STPJ 
VWXGNJV VXSSTWW D WJGXHJG QJYJQ TK GJDWM DS[NJW\ NS 
SJTSQJ ZNWM VWWTSJ WJQNJNTXV GDHPJWTXSGV* ZMNQJ TWMJW 
VWXGNJV VMTZ ST WJQDWNTSVMNS, TMJ DXWMTWV TK WMNV 
VWXG\ VXJJJVW WMJ GNVHWJSDSHNJV J[NVW GJHDXVJ SWJYNTXV 
VWXGNJV PD\ MDYJ GJJS WJVWNSJ KTW VSNWNWXDQNW\ ZMJS 
WMJ\ WJSTWWJG WJVWNSJ KTW WJQNJNTVNW\, 
PDWWNHNSDSWV NSHQXGJG /12 KJPDQJV DSG 52 PDQJ 
XSGJWJWDGXDWJ VWXGJSWV, TMJ SDWWNHNSDSWV ZJWJ 
DGPNSNVWJWJG WMJ TJPSQJW DJDWM AS[NJW\ SHDQJ TDAS' 
DSG WMJ SSNWNWXDQ cJQQ+BJNSJ SHDQJ SWBS', TMJ TDAS 
WJVWJG WMJ J[WJSW WT ZMNHM VWXGJSWV J[SJWNJSHJG GJDWM 
DS[NJW\, TMJ SWBS WJVWJG KTW QJYJQV TK VSNWNWXDQ DSG 
WJQNJNTXV ZJQQ + GJNSJ, 
TMJ DXWMTWV M\STWMJVN]JG WMDW VSNWNWXDQNW\ MDV D 
JWJDWJW SJJDWNYJ HTWWJQDWNTS WT GJDWM DS[NJW\ WMDS 
WJQNJNTVNW\, TMJ WJVXQWV VXSSTWWJG WMNV M\STWMJVNV8 
WJQNJNTVNW\ ZDV KTXSG WT MDYJ ST VNJSNKNHDSW JKKJHW TS 
GJDWM DS[NJW\* ZMNQJ VSNWNWXDQNW\ MDG D VWWTSJ 
SJJDWNYJ HTWWJQDWNTS TS GJDWM DS[NJW\, TMJ WJVXQWV 
DQVT NSGNHDWJG WMDW KJPDQJ SDWWNHNSDSWV MDG D MNJMJW 




I KTXSG WMNV VWXG\ XVJKXQ SDWWNHXQDWQ\ KTW WMJ 

GJKNSNWNTSV KTW VSNWNWXDQNW\ DSG WJQNJNTVNW\, 
OYJWDQQ* WMNV DWWNHQJ ZDV HQJDWQ\ ZWNWWJS DSG JDV\ WT 
XSGJWVWDSG, 
5aomqooen, C. ep al. (998). 
ISGNWJHW DWWJPSW WT HMDSJJ GJDWM DWWNWXGJV8 NJJDWNYJ 
KNSGNSJV DSG DVVTHNDWJG WJQDWNTSVMNSV, 2Pega, 15+1* 
0.1+0/2, 
TMNV JPSNWNHDQ VXDSWNWDWNYJ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
HQDWNK\ WMJ DPGNJXTXV KNSGNSJV TK SWJYNTXV VWXGNJV 
WJJDWGNSJ HMDSJNSJ GJDWM DS[NJW\ DWWNWXGJV, TMNV 
VWXG\ NSHQXGJG D WWJDWPJSW JWTXS DSG WZT HTSWWTQ 
JWTXSV, TMJ WWJDWPJSW JWTXS SDWWNHNSDWJG NS D KTXW+ 
ZJJP WJQD[DWNTS DSG VWWJVV PDSDJJPJSW HTXWVJ, TMJ 
KNWVW HTSWWTQ JWTXS DWWJSWNTS SQDHJGT JWTXS' ZDWHMJG 
D VJWNJV TK YNGJTV ZNWM VXGMJHW PDWWJW NSHQXGNSJ8 
GJDWM* DS[NJW\* VWWJVV* DSG GJSWJVVNTS, TMJ VJHTSG 
HTSWWTQ JWTXS ST+WWJDWPJSW JWTXS' WJHJNYJG ST 
WWJDWPJSW, 
TMJ WJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ 26 WTWDQ* /5 NS WMJ 
WWJDWPJSW JWTXS* /1 NS WMJ DWWJSWNTS SQDHJGT HTSWWTQ 
JWTXS DSG /6 NS WMJ ST+WWJDWPJSW HTSWWTQ JWTXS, AQQ 
WJVSTSGJSWV ZJWJ JNYJS D GDWWJW\ TK WJVWV* SWJ DSG 
H 
H /.5 
STVW* WMJ KTXW+ZJJP WWJDWPJSW SJWNTG, TMNV GDWWJW\ TK 

WJVWV NSHQXGJG WMJ DJDWM AS[NJW\ SHDQJ* WMJ DJDWM DSG 
DJSWJVVNTS SHDQJ* WMJ BJHP DJSWJVVNTS ISYJSWTW\* FTWP 
Y TK WMJ SWDWJ TWDNW AS[NJW\ ISYJSWTW\ DSG WMJ 
CTPPXSNHDWNTS ASSWJMJSVNTS TK WMJ D\NSJ SHDQJ, 
TMJ WJVXQWV NSGNHDWJG ST VNJSNKNHDSW HMDSJJ KWTP 
SWJ+ WT STVW+WJVWNSJ KTW WMJ WWJDWPJSW JWTXS NS 
WJGXHNSJ GJDWJN DS[NJW\, TMJ DXWMTWV VXJJJVW WMNV QDHP 
TK SWJ+ WT STVW+WJVWNSJ HMDSJJ NV GJHDXVJ WMJ 
SDWWNHNSDSWV MDG GDVNHDQQ\ DS DYJWDJJ GJDWM DSG 
JJSJWDQ DS[NJW\, cMJ DXWMTWV VXJJJVW JJSJWDQ DS[NJW\ 
DSG GJSWJVVNTS DWJ PTWJ VXSJWKNHNDQ DSG HMDSJJ PTWJ 
WJDGNQ\ WMDS GJDWM DS[NJW\ DSG GJDWM GJSWJVVNTS 
GJJSJW KTWPV TK DS[NJW\ DSG GJSWJVVNTS', 
TMNV DWWNHQJ ZDV KDNWQ\ VWWDNJMWKTWZDWG DSG 
XSGJWVWDSGDGQJ, TMJ DXWMTWV SWJVJSW D JTTG HDVJ KTW 
WMJ DPGNJXTXV SDWXWJ TK SWJYNTXV VWXGNJV TK D VNPNQDW 
SDWXWJ, OSJ PNJMW VXJVWNTS WMJ HMTNHJ TK VXHM DS 
J[WJSVNYJ GDWWJW\ TK VXJVWNTSSDNWJV, WDV NW WT JSVXWJ 
WMNV VWXG\ ZDV WMTWTXJM0 DNG WMJ DXWMTWV ZDSW WT 




5ing, H., & Iasnence, J. (99). 
FXWWMJW JYNGJSHJ KTW YJWNGNHDQ SJWHJSWNTS GXWNSJ SJDW+GJDWM 
J[SJWNJSHJV, -RurQal Rf 'eath Studies, //+2* 001+007, 
TMJ DXWMTWV SWJVJSW WMWJJ HDVJV TK YJWNKNJG 
YJWNGNHDQ JJSXNSJ' SJWHJSWNTS THHXWWNSJ GXWNSJ SJDW 
GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJV NDEV', TMJ SXWSTVJ TK WMNV DWWNHQJ 
ZDV WT PTWNYDWJ TWMJW WJVJDWHMJWV WT GTHXPJSW DSG 
YJWNK\ VNPNQDW HDVJV NS MTSJV TK HTQQJHWNSJ DSG 
SWJVJSWNSJ JSTXJM HDVJV VT WMDW VXHM HDVJV ZNQQ 
JYJSWXDQQ\ GJHTPJ HTPPTSSQDHJ DSG WJDGNQ\ DHHJSWJG, 
TMJ DXWMTWV S*W"JVJSW WMWJJ TGVJWYDWNTSV HTPPTS WT 
WMJ WMWJJ HDVJV, FNWVW* DQQ HDVJV GJVHWNGJG TXW+TK+ 
GTG\ J[SJWNJSHJV OBEV' NS ZMNHM WMJ NDEW GJVHWNGJG 
PSTZQJGJJ TK JYJSWV TW TGMJHWV WMDW WMJ\ HTXQG STW 
MDYJ J[SJWNJSHJG XSGJW STWPDQ HNWHXPVWDSHJV, SJHTSG* 
WMJ PSTZQJGJJ TK JYJSWV TW TGMJHWV ZJWJ QDWJW 
YJWNKNDGQJ, ASG QDVW* WMJ HDWJJNYJWV ZMT MJDWG WMJ 
WJVWNPTS\ TK WMJ NDEW MDG D SWTKTXSG JKKJHW TS WMJNW 
GJQNJK NS NDEV, 
TMNV VWXG\ XVJV TSQ\ WMWJJ HDVJV, TMNV GTJV STW 
VJJP QNPJ PXHM JKKTWW, IK WMJ TSQ\ HWNWJWND TSJ XVJG 
WT MXGJJ D VWXG\ ZDV DPTXSW TK GDWD* WMNV VWXG\ ZTXQG 
GJ QDHPNSJ, PJWMDSV WMJVJ ZJWJ WMJ TSQ\ YJWNKNDGQJ 
HDVJV TK DS NDE WMDW NSHQXGJG DS TXW+TK+GTG\ 
/.7 

J[SJWNJSHJ DSG WMJ NDEW MDG PSTZQJGJJ TK JYJSWV TW 

TGMJHWV TXWVNGJ WMJNW STWPDQ WJDQP TK SJWHJSWNTS, 
5ommen, B. 5. (). 
TMJ KWNJMWJSNSJ SJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJ8 A HDWDQ\VW KTW 
STVNWNYJ VSNWNWXDQ WWDSVKTWPDWNTS, -RurQal Rf ReligiRQ 
aQd Psvchical Research, 03+/* 7+/6, 
TMNV JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT VXSSTWW WMJ 
DXWMTW
V M\STWMJVNV WMDW D QJVV WMDS STVNWNYJ LTP' 
SJDW+GJDWM J[SJWNJSHJW NDEW' NV WJVSTSVNGQJ KTW WMJ 
HTSWJSW DV ZJQQ DV WMJ NPDJJW\ TK WMJ NDE, TMJ 
J[DPSQJV TK LTP ND,NV NS WMNV DWWNHQJ HTPJ KWTP WMJ 
DXWMTW
V TS JTNSJ VWXG\ TK SJDWQ\ 3.. HDVJV TK NDE, 
TMJ DXWMTW JNYJV VN[ J[DPSQJV TK LTP NDEV DSG 
WJQDWJV WMJ NSGNYNGXDQ
V KJDW WT ZMDW WMJ LTP NDEW 
J[SJWNJSHJG GXWNSJ WMJ LTP NDE, TMJ DXWMTW PDNSWDNSV 
WMDW DS NSGNYNGXDQ HDS DSG GTJV HTSWWTQ WMJ HTSWJSW 
DSG NPDJJW\ GXWNSJ WMJ LTP NDE, WMDW WMJ DXWMTW 
TKKJWV KTW JYNGJSHJ TW VXSSTWWNSJ PDWJWNDQ NV STW YJW\ 
HTSYNSHNSJ, 
TMJ DXWMTW PJWJQ\ QTTPV DW WMJ SJWVTS
V QNKJ DSG 
WJQDWJV NW WT WMJ NPDJJW\ DSG HTSWJSW TK WMJ LTP NDE, 
FTW J[DPSQJ* ASWMTS\ J[SJWNJSHJV DS LTP NDE NS ZMNHM 
MJ NV GJVHJSGNSJ GTZSZDWG, TMJ DXWMTW J[SQDNSV WMDW 
ASWMTS\ GTJV STW WJDQN]J MJ HTXQG MDYJ D STVNWNYJ NDE* 
//. 

VT MJ MDV D LTP NDE, ASG GJHDXVJ MJ JVXDWJV MNV 

GTZSZDWG GJVHJSW ZNWM MJQQ* MJ J[SJWNJSHJV DS LPT NDE, 
TMNV DWWNHQJ NV STW WJHTPPJSGJG, 
5ooe, B. J., & 4'6qlliran, J. G. (). 
AKWJWQNKJ GJQNJKV DSG GJDWM DS[NJW\8 @n J[SQTWDWNTS TK WMJ 
WJQDWNTSVMNS GJWZJJS DKWJWQNKJ J[SJHWDWNTSV DSG KJDW 
TK GJDWM NS DS XSGJWJWDGXDWJ STSXQDWNTS, 2Pega: 
-RurQal Rf 'eath aQd 'viQg, 23+1* 007+021, 
TMNV VXDSWNWDWNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ MDG D WMWJJKTQG 
SXWSTVJ8 /' GJWJWPNSJ WMJ SWJYDNQNSJ HTSHJSWV TK 
DKWJWQNKJ SWJVJSW 2
!NWMNS WMJ GJQNJK V\VWJPV TK WMJ 
SDWWNHNSDSWV* 0' JYDQXDWJ WMJ GJDWM DS[NJW\ QJYJQV TK 
SDWWNHNSDSWV* DSG 1' GJWJWPNSJ ZMJWMJW D HXWYNQNSJDW 
WJQDWNTSVMNS J[NVWV GJWZJJS WMJ NSWJSVNW\ TK DKWJWQNKJ 
GJQNJK DSG GJDWM DS[NJW\, TMJ DXWMTWV GJVHWNGJG 
HXWYNQNSJDW DV PJDSNSJ GJDWM DS[NJW\ NV QTZJVW KTW 
WMTVJ ZNWM WMJ MNJMJVW STVNWNYJ GJQNJK NS QNKJ DKWJW 
GJDWM DSG WMTVJ ZMT GT STW GJQNJYJ NS DKWJWQNKJ, 
TMJ DXWMTWV M\STWMJVN]JG WMDW /' D HXWYNQNSJDW 
WJQDWNTSVMNS J[NVWV GJWZJJS GJDWM DS[NJW\ DSG WMJ 
STVNWNYJ GJQNJK TW STS+GJQNJK NS QNKJ DKWJW GJDWM DSG 
0' SDWWNHNSDSWV ZNWM D VWWTSJ SJJDWNYJ TW VWWTSJ 
SJXWWDQ DKWJWQNKJ GJQNJK ZNQQ J[SJWNJSHJ MNJMJW QJYJQV 
TK GJDWM DS[NJW\, 
/// 
OSJ MXSGWJG DSG JQJYJS HTQQJJJ VWXGJSWV DWWJSGNSJ 

D CDWMTQNH XSNYJWVNW\ NS CDQNKTWSND SDWWNHNSDWJG NS 
WMNV VWXG\, TMJ\ ZJWJ JNYJS HWJGNW NS WMJNW 
SV\HMTQTJ\ HTXWVJV KTW WMJNW SDWWNHNSDWNTS, 
PDWWNHNSDSWV ZJWJ DGPNSNVWJWJG KTXW VXJVWNTSSDNWJV8 
WMWJJ ZJWJ GJDWM DS[NJW\ VHDQJV TJPSQJW
V /75. DJDWM 
AS[NJW\ SHDQJ* OVDWHMXP DSG TDW]
V BJQNJK NS AKWJWQNKJ 
SHDQJ DSG WMJ AKWJWQNKJ E[SJHWDWNTS SHDQJ'* DSG TSJ 
ZDV GJPTJWDSMNHDQQ\ GDVJG, 
TMJ WJVXQWV NSGNHDWJG WMDW TK WMJ SWJGNHWTW 
YDWNDGQJV8 WJQNJNT,/2,V HTPPNWPJSW* KDPNQ\ NSHTPJ* DSG 
JJSGJW* TSQ\ JJSGJW VMTZJG D HTWWJQDWNTS ZNWM GJDWM 
DS[NJW\ ZTPJS VHTWJG MNJMJW WMDS PJS GNG', NT 
JYNGJSHJ ZDV TGVJWYJG WT VXSSTWW WMJ DSWNHNSDWJG 
HXWYNQNSJDW WJQDWNTSVMNS GJWZJJS GJDWM DS[NJW\ DSG 
GJQNJK NS DKWJWQNKJ, TMJ DXWMTWV J[SWJVVJG VXWSWNVJ 
NS TGVJWYNSJ /' WMJ STVNWNYJ HTWWJQDWNTS GJWZJJS 
MT\-WJZDWG J[SJHWDWNTS ZNWM VWWJSJWM TK DKWJWQNKJ 
GJQNJK DSG 0' WMJ STVNWNYJ HTWWJQDWNTS GJWZJJS 
MXGJPJSW J[SJHWDWNTS DSG GJQNJK NS DKWJWQNKJ, TMJ 
DXWMTWV VXJJJVW D JWJDWJW J[SJHWDWNTS NS SXSNVMPJSW 




OSJ PNJMW VXJVWNTS WMJ DXWMTWV
 VXWSWNVJ NS 

KNSGNSJ D STVNWNYJ HTWWJQDWNTS GJWZJJS MXGJPJSW 
J[SJHWDWNTS DSG GJQNJK NS DKWJWQNKJ, IV NW GJHDXVJ 
VWWTSJ DKWJWQNKJ GJQNJK NV STW SJHJVVDWNQ\ YNJZJG DV D 
STVNWNYJ TW DV GJNSJ WJZDWG GDVJG* GXW HDS DQVT GJ 
QNSPJG WT SXSNVMPJSW TW MXGJPJSW0 IK TSJ GJMDYJV 
DSSWTSWNDWJQ\* MXGJPJSW HDS GJ D JTTG WMNSJ, 
CTSYJWVJQ\* NK TSJ GJMDYJV NSDSSWTSWNDWJQ\* MXGJPJSW 
HTXQG GJ VJYJWJ, 
6hanma, 6., Jooen, 5. B., & Dany, B. (997). 
CTPSDWNVTS TK DWWNWXGJV c TZDWG GJDWM DSG G\NSJ DPTSJ 
SXWVNSJ PDMTWV DSG TWMJW HTQQJJJ VWXGJSWV, 2Pega, 12+ 
1* 0/7+010, 
TMJ SXWSTVJ TK WMNV JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZDV WZTKTQG8 
/' J[DPNSJ WMJ WJQNDGNQNW\ JVWNPDWJV KTW HTJQWJW
V 
MXQWNGNPJSVNTSDQ FJDW TK DJDWM SHDQJ MFODS' DSG 0' 
HTPSDWJ GJDWM DWWNWXGJV TK VWXGJSWV ZNWM D SXWVNSJ 
PDMTW WT VWXGJSWV KWTP STS+SXWVNSJ PDMTWV, TMJ 
DXWMTWV M\STWMJVN]JG /' GJDWM DWWNWXGJV TK SXWVNSJ 
PDMTWV ZTXQG GJ DW YDWNDSHJ KWTP DWWNWXGJV TK STS+ 
SXWVNSJ PDMTWV* DSG 0' GJDWM DWWNWXGJV TK SXWVNSJ 




FTXW HXSGWJG DSG KNYJ VWXGJSWV SDWWNHNSDWJG NS 

WMNV VWXG\8 02 SJWHJSW ZJWJ SXWVNSJ VWXGJSWV* DSG 54 
SJWHJSW ZJWJ KWTP TWMJW PDMTWV, PDWWNHNSDSWV ZJWJ 
DGPNSNVWJWJG WMJ MFODS DQTSJ ZNWM 00 GJPTJWDSMNH 
VXJVWNTSV, TMJ WJVXQWV ZJWJ HTSVNVWJSW ZNWM WMJ 
DXWMTWV
 M\STWMJVJV, NXWVNSJ VWXGJSWV J[SJWNJSHJG 
QJVV KJDW WMDS TWMJW PDMTWV ZNWM WJJDWG WT KJDW TK 
GJDWM DSG G\NSJ* DSG KWJVMPJS J[SJWNJSHJG PTWJ KJDW 
WMDS VJSNTWV, TMJ DXWMTWV DVVJWW MFODS NV VWNQQ D 
WJQNDGQJ DSG YDQNG PJWMTG TK PJDVXWJPJSW, 
9homao, I. E. (991). 
RJKQJHWNTSV TS GJDWM G\ VSNWNWXDQQ\ PDWXWJ JQGJWV, 2Pega, 
07+1* /55+/63, 
TMNV VXDQNWDWNYJ VWXG\ ZDV GDVJG TS NSWJWYNJZV 
ZNWM JQGJWQ\ SJTSQJ KWTP ESJQDSG DSG ISGND HTSVNGJWJG 
WT GJ VSNWNWXDQQ\ PDWXWJ, SSNWNWXDQQ\ PDWXWJ ZDV 
GJKNSJG NS WJWPV TK GJNSJ NSWWNSVNHDQQ\ WJQNJNTXV* 
ZMJWJG\ WMJ JQGJW ZDV NS MDWPTS\ ZNWM MNV-MJW 
WJQNJNTXV GJQNJKV, 
IW GTJV STW DSSJDW WMJ NSWJWYNJZJW MDG D HQJDW 
JTDQ NS PNSG ZMJS HTSGXHWNSJ WMJ NSWJWYNJZV, TMJ 
NSWJWYNJZV GNG MDYJ WZT KNSGNSJV8 /' PJS GJVHWNGJG 




TW JSWNW\* ZMNQJ ZTPJS GJVHWNGJG GJDWM NS WJWPV TK 

WJQDWNTSVMNSV DSG 0' DQQ TK WMJ WJVSTSGJSWV GJVHWNGJG 
GJDWM NS STVNWNYJ WJWPV DSG GNG STW J[SWJVV DS\ KJDW 
TK GJDWM, 
OSJ PNJMW HTSVWWXJ WMJ STVNWNYJ DWWNWXGJ WTZDWG 
GJDWM DSG QDHP TK KJDW TK GJDWM DV MDYNSJ D GNWJHW 
HTWWJQDWNTS ZNWM WMJ QJYJQ TK VSNWNWXDQNW\ TK WMJ 
JQGJWV, I KTXSG TSJ WJVSTSVJ SDWWNHXQDWQ\ SWTKTXSG8 " 
ZJ JWTZ G\ QTVNSJ WMNSJV," I MDYJ WJSJDWJGQ\ 
J[SJWNJSHJG SJWVTSDQ QTVV DSG MDYJ HTSVJVXJSWQ\ KJQW 
JWTZWM GJHDXVJ TK , WMJ QTVVJV, 
9honoon, G. A. (99). 
AKWJWQNKJ HTSVWWXHWV* GJDWM DS[NJW\* DSG QNKJ WJYNJZNSJ8 
TMJ NPSTWWDSHJ TK WJQNJNTS DV D PTGJWDWNSJ YDWNDGQJ, 
-RurQal Rf PsvchRlRgv aQd TheRlRgv, /7* 056+062, 
TMNV VXDQNWDWNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
GJWJWPNSJ WMJ WJQDWNTSVMNS GJWZJJS WJQNJNTVNW\* GJQNJK 
NS DKWJWQNKJ* DSG GJDWM DS[NJW\, TMJ DXWMTW 
M\STWMJVN]JV8 /' D SJJDWNYJ HTWWJQDWNTS GJWZJJS GJQNJK 
NS DKWJWQNKJ DSG GJDWM DS[NJW\ DSG 0' GJQNJK NS 
DKWJWQNKJ ZTXQG GJWWJW SWJGNHW WMJ QJYJQ TK GJDWM 
DS[NJW\ WMDS ZTXQG HMXWHM DWWJSGDSHJ TW VJQK+WDWJG 




TMJ WJVSTSGJSWV NSHQXGJG 167 VWXGJSWV ZMT ZJWJ 

DGPNSNVWJWJG D GJDWM DS[NJW\ VHDQJ DSG WMWJJ 
DGGNWNTSDQ VXJVWNTSV, TMJ WMWJJ VXJVWNTSV GJDQW ZNWM 
GJQNJK NS DKWJWQNKJ, WZT NSYTQYJG VJQK+WDWNSJ TK 
WJQNJNTVNW\* DSG WMJ TSJ NSVXNWJG DGTXW HMXWHM 
DWWJSGDSHJ, TMJ WJVXQWV VMTZJG HMXWHM DWWJSGDSHJ DSG 
VJQK+WDWJG WJQNJNTVNW\ MDG WMJ QTZJVW HTWWJQDWNTS ZNWM 
GJDWM DS[NJW\ KTW ZTPJS DSG ZDV STW VNJSNKNHDSW KTW 
PJS, TMTVJ ZMT ZJWJ QJVV HJWWDNS DGTXW DKWJWQNKJ 
VMTZJG WMJ MNJMJVW GJDWM DS[NJW\, 
TMJ WJVXQWV TK WMJ VWXG\ HTSKNWPJG WMJ DXWMTW
V 
M\STWMJVJV, TMJ DXWMTW GNG WJHTJSN]J VJQK+WJSTWWJG 
NSKTWPDWNTS GNG STW SJHJVVDWNQ\ HTSVWNWXWJ D WWXJ 
VHDQJ DSG ZDV STW WJVWJG, TMJ KDHW WMDW D HTSYJSNJSHJ 
VDPSQJ ZDV XVJG ZDV DQVT STWJG, 
9ig, E. H., Darenlonp, 1. A., & 5eanlman, 5. A. (). 
GTTG GJDWMV* GDG GJDWMV* DSG SWJKJWJSHJV KTW WMJ JSG TK 
QNKJ8 A VXDQNWDWNYJ VWXG\ TK JJWNDWWNH TXWSDWNJSWV, 
-RurQal Rf $PericaQ *eriatrics SRcietv , 3. + 7* /32/ + 
/32 6, 
TMNV VXDQNWDWNYJ JPSNWNHDQ VWXG\ ZDV GJVNJSJG WT 
GJWJWPNSJ ZMDW HTSVWNWXWJV D JTTG TW GDG GJDWM DSG J SG 
T K QNKJ GJ HN V NTSV , RJVS TSGJ S WV ZJWJ WJH W XNWJ G KWTP 
//4 

geriatrics clinics at two university-affiliated 
medical centers. Physicians were asked to identify 
heart disease or cancer patients who were expected to 
live for at least six months, were physically able to 
come to clinic appointments, and were mentally intact. 
Sixteen patients aged 60 to 84 years participated, 14 
were male and two were female. Respondents were asked 
open- and close-ended questions and their responses 
were audio taped and transcribed. The open-ended 
questions included inquiries such as 1) "What would 
you consider a good death? A bad death? Why?" 2) 
"When thinking ahead to your own dying, under what 
circumstances would you prefer to die at home or in 
the hospital? Why?" The close-ended questions were 
answered using a five-point Likert scale. Respondents 
were asked about such issues as preferred place of 
death, presence of religious/spiritual counselors, 
presence of family members, and ability to do things 
for oneself, etc. 
Results from the questioning revealed several 
common themes for good death: dying at home, in one's 
sleep, without pain, quickly, without suffering, and 
without knowledge of impending death. 
117 
Interestingly, the most common themes were cited 
by less than half the respondents. The reasoning for 
the common themes was diversified. For example, the 
reasons given by respondents for dying in their sleep 
included: for some, the lack of pain or suffering, for 
others, it meant no knowledge of impending death and 
for one respondent it meant not using up the savings 
so there would be something left for their spouse. 
The authors stated many clinical implications for 
this study; these were not included in this annotation 
since my research did not involve clinical 
implications. I would infer, from this study, that 
death universally surpasses time and space and is a 
very individualized process that is influenced by 
cultural norms and religious/spiritual beliefs. 
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APPENDIX 
DYING PEACEABLY: A BOOKLET OF HELP FOR THE TERMINALLY ILL 
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The Booklet 
This section will describe the post-graduation Dying 
Peaceably booklet, i.e. its final form for the terminally 
ill. The booklet will contain a table of contents with 
section headings. (This will facilitate easier referencing 
for individual obstacles.) The main section headings will 
include four headings: 1) introduction, 2) help for the 
terminally ill, 3) transcendence, and 4) additional 
readings. 
Under the main heading help for the terminally ill, 
subheadings will include: realization, shock and numbness, 
constricted awareness, denial, anger, "why me?", 
bargaining, depression, vulnerability, and fear. The 
subheading fear will have the following subheadings: 
loneliness, loss of family and friends, loss of physical 
body, loss of self-control, pain, loss of identity, and 
sorrow. Transcendence will have the same subheadings as 
below (relaxation, withdrawal, intensity, and knowing). 
Introduction 
Chances are if you are reading this booklet, either 
you or someone you know has a terminal illness. This 
booklet is written for the terminally ill. It would 
certainly be a help to family members or friends. (If the 
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reader is a family member or friend, the goal is to try to 
understand what the terminally ill are going through; to 
gain some insights as to what they may experience. By 
knowing what your friend or loved one is experiencing, this 
should invoke you to understanding and compassion for their 
situation.) This booklet is not designed to be all-
encompassing in describing every possible obstacle a person 
might experience. 
Dying is a very personal experience, but many of the 
obstacles described in this booklet are shared by the 
terminally ill. This booklet will describe some common 
obstacles experienced during a terminal illness and offer 
suggestions on how to get past them. The goal is to 
overcome the distractions of this world and any fears you 
may have so you can gain acceptance of your situation and 
die peaceably. This booklet is in no way suggesting you 
should or will experience any or all of the obstacles 
described. The main purpose of this booklet is to get you 
past fear and other distractions so they can accept your 
situation and die peaceably. 
I lost my father to melanoma cancer. I wished I had a 
booklet like this to share with him, something to give him 
an idea of what he might go through and suggestions on 
getting through it. Since his death, I have done much 
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reading, some technical, and some personal experiences, on 
many obstacles that the terminally ill have experienced. 
This booklet is a condensed version of what I believe to be 
the most common obstacles experienced by the terminally 
ill. Many obstacles discussed in this booklet came from 
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross 1 • There is a section at the end of 
this booklet of additional readings that can point you in 
the right direction if you are looking for more technical 
and in-depth material. 
Help for the Terminally Ill 
You know you have been sick and getting worse, but you 
are not aware of the magnitude of your situation. 
Realization of the magnitude of your situation usually 
occurs when you are told by a health care professional your 
illness is terminal. Many personal accounts describe how 
instantaneous the transition is from being healthy or 
mildly sick to the realization of being terminal. It is 
like being on a mountaintop, taking in all of the beauty of 
that nature is offering, then suddenly plummeting off the 
The obstacles from Kubler-Ross include denial, anger, bargaining, depression, 




side of the mountain into a black abyss. In an instant of 
realization, your life is forever changed: you have gone 
from being sick to having a terminal illness. 
This information is usually followed by the thought 
"there must be a mistake; I will get a second opinion." 
This is very logical thinking, even professionals make 
mistakes. When the second diagnosis concurs with the 
initial diagnosis, there can be little doubt of being 
cognizant of your situation at this point. 
The magnitude of a terminal illness is just too much 
to bear. You are in shock and numb. Shock and numbness2 
are defense mechanisms of the mind. They protect the mind 
by overlooking or lessening the degree of threat. Deepak 
Chopra, the author of many spiritual growth books, 
described shock and numbness as constricted awareness. 
Constricted awareness is like being on an interstate 
with road construction. Prior to construction, driving is 
unrestricted without any feeling of congestion, just as 
life was before diagnosis. A mile or so before the site of 
road construction, a "merge left" sign appears. Traffic is 
still moving along pretty good; some cars start to merge 
The obstacles of s hock and numbness (constricted awareness) come from D. 
Chopra. Chopra, D. (2001) . The deeper wound. New York: Harmony Books. 
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into the left lane. This corresponds to first being sick; 
you are still functioning very well, but you are sick just 
the same. Your routine is still normal but things are 
starting to happen. You realize your sickness is starting 
to affect your overall health and functioning. Another 
mile down the road, barrier horses appear in the right lane 
forcing cars into the left lane. 
At this point, you have an appointment to see your 
doctor; you know you must get some medical help for your 
illness. Suddenly traffic is at a bottleneck and appears 
to be at a standstill. You have been diagnosed with a 
terminal illness. Constricted awareness has occurred, you 
are in shock and numb. Constricted awareness can be 
thought of as a traffic jam of your emotions and attention. 
Concern, kindness, and understanding are lessened; laughter 
is elusive; and the world around you is treated with 
indifference. 
Your mind is so focused on dealing with your illness 
that it has no time or energy to deal with your normal 
routine, let alone the outside world. You seem to b e 
experiencing an internal focus. The rest of the world is 
functioning like there are no problems or concerns, but fo r 
you all you can think about is your illne ss. You ma y 
become very angry about your situation. 
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Constricted awareness may, but does not have to, lead 
to denial. We are taught all our lives to ignore the 
possibility of death. We tend to deny things we don't 
understand. We understand so little about death that it is 
easier to deny death than to deal with it; at least not to 
deal with it until we are forced to. Frequently, the truth 
is just too much to handle; you can't believe this is 
happening. There must be a mistake; your illness can't be 
terminal. You think with time, you know you will get 
better and everything will be okay. 
Denial is the mind's defense mechanism to protect 
itself from overload when receiving news that is simply too 
overwhelming. Denial allows the mind, the much-needed 
time, to recuperate and come to terms with the devastating 
news of a terminal illness. Denial is a very common 
experience. 
Very few people experience the element of denial for 
extended periods of time. During the early stages of a 
terminal illness, many may fade in and out of denial. But 
as they grow sicker, and their bodies start to fail, there 
is little doubt of their situation and their minds have had 
time to adjust to their dying. They quickly move past the 
obstacle of denial. 
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Anger is a distraction. It keeps you from losing 
control and at times may make you feel like you are 
maintaining a sense of control. You stay angry enough to 
vent the frustrations of your situation. You maintain just 
enough anger to vent but not so much anger that you blow up 
and lose control. You cannot be in control of your health, 
but you are in control of your anger. 
Whom do you get angry at? For some it is easy to be 
angry with God. Some may even deny the very existence of 
God for allowing them to have this terminal illness. For 
many it is a little hard to get mad at God. God is the 
Creator and the presence that they desire to be in when 
they die and leave this world. , 
Displacement is easy. You get mad at whomever or 
whatever comes your way. You lash out at anything or 
anyone who crosses your path. Anger takes a lot of energy. 
Energy you could better spend dealing with the reality of 
your illness. Anger can eat at your soul and wear you 
down. In your anger the question "why me? 3 " may occur. 
Many personal accounts of terminal illness reflect on 
the element of "why me?" "Why me?" seems like a logical 
The obstacle of "why me?" comes from Robert Horn III. Horn III, R. (1997). 
How will they know if I'm dead? Transcending disability and terminal illness. 
Delray Beach, FL: Lucie Press. 
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question. Where is the justice in choosing you for the 
terminal illness? This is a rhetorical question that is 
asked in hopes that magically the injustice will be 
recognized, and you will soon become healthy again. Most 
people who ask "why me?" soon realize how self-defeating 
the question is. 
Arthur Ashe, a professional tennis player who was 
diagnosed with AIDS, explained he never questioned "why 
me?" when winning a tennis tournament. So when he was 
diagnosed with AIDS he did not ask "why me?" then either. 
There is a lot of mental energy wasted on this question. 
The bottom line is bad things happen to good people. Many 
people who experience the element of "why me?" try 
bargaining as a solution to their illness. 
Bargaining is a futile attempt to postpone the 
inevitable: death. You may think, "If I get better, then I 
will be more loving, forgiving, and be an overall better 
person." This almost implies that God is punishing you for 
bad behavior, or past sins, or even for your inability to 
forgive yourself for a wrong past. A terminal illness is 
not a punishment. It simply happens. 
Another similar bargain is "If I take my medicine and 
do everything the doctor tells me to do, then I will get 
better." Taking your medicine and following doctors orders 
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may help ease the pain and slow the progression of your 
illness. It is probably not going to miraculously cure 
you. Bargaining is eventually recognized as being futile. 
Depression is another element that is equally futile, but 
often experienced by the terminally ill. 
Depression can feel like an overall lack of anything 
enjoyable. It is often a feeling of apathy and total lack 
of energy. Depression often stems from a feeling of great 
loss. For the terminally ill the feeling of loss may 
involve the loss of the healthy body, with all of the 
freedom that it provided. It may be for the loss of 
employment, as the body fails they can no longer work. It 
may be for the loss of the future, all of the things that 
were planned and will never come to fruition. It may be 
the loss of friends and loved ones that will soon be gone. 
Or it may be for the loss of life itself. 
Depression has feelings of helpless and hopelessness. 
Helplessness is feeling the situation is so bad there is 
nothing you can do to make your situation or life any 
better. Hopelessness is feeling the situation is so bad 
there is nothing anyone else can do to make your situation 
or life any better. There are feelings of intense 
vulnerability. You are at the mercy of your illness. You 
feel utterly vulnerable. 
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In a personal account of vulnerability, a man's body 
deteriorated to the point of having his eyes the only 
outwardly working part of his body. At first, he felt both 
helpless and hopeless. Then after realizing how much 
energy he was wasting on ruminating over his situation, he 
expressed great relief when the doctor told him his body 
had deteriorated to its final level. He could get no 
worse. He felt relief at not having to incessantly worry 
or fear for which body part would fail next. He learned to 
work within the frame of body he had left. His mind was 
still clear and he could communicate with others by 
blinking. Granted, it must have taken great resolve to get 
to the point of feeling relief at no longer being 
vulnerable, but it is important to move on and try to see 
the good in any given situation or at least work within the 
framework of what you can do. 
Vulnerability can be viewed as a fear: the fear of 
being susceptible or exposed to physical or emotional 
damage. Fear involves the uncertain outcome of future 
events. An overall suggestion for overcoming fear is to 
stay in the present. Many terminally ill people have found 
it useful to stop thinking in terms of "never" and 
"forever"; these are just too mentally, psychologically, 
and spiritually painful. Try to stay in the present. The 
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Fear of loneliness, becoming deserted, or rejected are 
real and have been experienced by many people. Talk to the 
person or people who you fear may reject or desert you. 
Ask him/her as the condition progresses will he/she be 
there for you. Does he/she intend to see your illness 
through to the end? During the times you are alone, use 
the time wisely, this time gives you a chance to rest, plan 
your estate, etc. Try not to think of being alone as a 
curse or rejection, but as an opportunity for rest, etc. 
Fear of loss of family and friends not only involves 
the actual loss of that person when death occurs, but also 
fear for emotions you are feeling toward them. Talk with 
friends or loved ones about your fears and emotions. These 
emotions may include love, remorse, hate, regret, etc. talk 
about it and explain you are feeling. Be open and honest. 
Ask them to share their emotions and fears with you. 
Discussing fears and emotions not only "clears the airn but 
also eliminates these fears from further troubling you. 
Fear of loss of physical body involves fear for the 
deterioration of the body. Find out exactly what you are 
to expect in terms of your body. What if anything will 
fail, as well as, what will work? The key issue here is to 
understand that loss of body function(s) or ability is 
nothing to be ashamed of. Try to develop an indifference 
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to what others think of you and your body. Be realistic 
and do not only think in terms of what cannot be done but 
also in terms of what can be done. It will be difficult, 
but try to work with what you have and not dwell on what 
you do not have. 
Another suggestion, in dealing with a failing body, is 
to think in terms of self-worth instead of self-esteem. 
Think in terms of who you are. Try to avoid thinking in 
terms of what you can do. It is mentally healthier and 
less self-defeating to think in terms of who you are than 
what you can do. 
Fear of loss of self-control can fall under the 
heading of panic and anxiety. Panic is the loss of 
coherence, logic, and/or reality that occur when the mind 
cannot find some sense of control. Panic is the mind 
racing to find some sort of control. This can be very 
frightening, but does not last long. Because the mind 
races so fast that it doesn't take very long to find 
something it can control and therefore end the panic. 
Anxiety occurs when the threat which caused the panic 
has lost its immediate edge but cannot be forgotten. 
Anxiety can take the form of night sweats, sleeplessness, 
ruminating over the consequences of loss of control, etc. 
There are several ways in which you can exert control and 
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thereby lessen the fear associated with loss of control. 
Make out a will. Discuss burial preferences and if 
necessary get suggestions. Tell family members any 
decisions regarding family or property that you have made. 
Decide how you will live your life through your illness 
until death occurs. Dying is very individualized; make 
personal choices of attitude and style. Decide how you 
would like to handle your situation; control what you can. 
Fear of pain is very common. Most physical pain can 
be managed through pain-reducing medications. If pain does 
not seem manageable with current medication talk to your 
healthcare provider and ask for an alternative medicine. 
Try not to think of what future pain will feel like, but 
deal with the pain at hand. 
Fear of loss of identity involves the fear that people 
will treat you differently than they did prior to your 
illness. Your life has obviously changed but perhaps you 
would like to be treated the same way you were before your 
illness. Set the tone for how others should communicate 
with you. 
Typically, friends and family members are afraid of 
being too abrupt, prying, or forward, etc. They may tend 
to skate around a subject or feelings because they don't 
want to offend or upset you. They may treat you 
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differently because they are unsure of what is acceptable 
behavior. Until you set up the parameters for 
communication, communication may be awkward, uncomfortable, 
or forced. 
Talk with friends or loved ones about how you want to 
be treated and what you are willing to discuss . Set the 
tone for emotions and communication. If you want them to 
treat you like your pre - terminal self, then tell them. If 
not, explain to them how you would like to be treated; tell 
them what is or is not acceptable. 
Fear of sorrow sounds absurd! Aren't you supposed to 
be sad; you are dying! This fear is not fear of being sad 
but rather fear for the appropriateness of the grief or 
reasons for sorrow. It is more of a fear that you will be 
told the very things you are grieving and sad for are 
silly. If you are experiencing fear of sorrow, seek the 
opinion from the person that matters. Talk with him/her 
about your grief or sorrow. Explain the reasons for your 
sorrow. Find out what sorrow(s) he/she is experiencing. 
I t may b e the same s o r row(s) you are concern e d with. 
Ultimately, grief and sorrow are yours and you are entitled 
to feel what you feel. 
Staying i n the present helps e liminate ma ny fears . 
Only by overcoming your fear can y ou gain acceptance of 
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your situation. Acceptance of death cannot occur if you 
are experiencing fear. You need to be at peace for 
acceptance of death to occur. Acceptance is a peaceful 
resignation that death is near and you are ready. It is a 
letting go of all that is worldly; an acceptance of 
whatever is yet to come. 
Transcendence 
Transcendence4 has several qualities that may transpire 
after acceptance and when death is very near. These 
qualities are not sequential or experienced by everyone. 
Someone may experience all, one, none, or any number of 
these qualities of transcendence. Since these qualities of 
transcendence are not the destination this booklet intended 
to take you, but rather a hope or hint of what can follow 
after you overcome your fears and gain acceptance of death, 
their descriptions will be very brief. 
Relaxation 
The qual ity of relaxation occurs whe n it is too much 
work to keep fighting: the battle for life is just too 
difficult. Death is perceived as an opportunity for peace. 
The e l ements of tran scende nce come from Kathleen Singh . Singh, K. D . 
(1998). The grace in dying: How we are transformed spiritually as 
we die. San Francisco: Harper Collins. 
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The person has become relaxed enough to give up the 
struggle. There is a sense of the end of the great effort 
and struggle required to stay alive, a letting go and 
giving into death. It is a transition from being sick to 
dying. 
Withdrawal 
The quality of withdrawal occurs when things of this 
world are no longer a concerni they are a distraction. The 
person may no longer speak. What she/he is experiencing is 
ineffable. She/he simply can't explain the experience 
because words fail to describe the situation properly. The 
person has lost herself (himself) to the outside world, in 
order to facilitate a deeper level of consciousness. At 
this point, the terminally ill need to conserve their 
energy and focus on the transition that she/he is about to 
face. She/he can no longer be bothered with the plethora 
of distractions from this world. She/he has turned within 
in preparation for departure from this realm. 
Intensity 
Intensity is an increase in the energy of the dying 
person. Since the person is no longer focusing on the 
world around her (him) , there is more energy for what is to 
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come. This energy seems to be gathering in preparation for 
the energy required to exit this world and enter the next 
realm. This quality of intensity is the dying person's 
life force radiating from him/her in preparation for 
his/her departure. 
Knowing 
The quality of knowing is two-fold. First, knowing 
involves knowing when death will occur. Understanding that 
in order to go to the next destination, the present 
existence must be finalized: death must come. The second 
part of knowing involves knowing death is not the enemy or 
a tragedy, but rather a divine grace or experience of 
perfection. Many terminally ill people will tell their 
loved ones "it's okay." At this point they understand and 
know death is okay and desired. 
This reading should have left you with a sense 
that your situation is not unique; you are not alone. It 
should have given you some advice and helped you on your 
journey. If this reading leaves you needing further help, 
and you have access to the internet, Hospice Foundation of 
America has a website that may be of help, 
http://www.hospicefoundation.org/. This website explains 
what hospice does, the history of hospice, how to contact a 
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local hospice, how to get help for grief, end of life 
planning, a monthly newsletter, a recommended reading list, 
etc. If you do not have access to the internet, your local 
hospital, clergy, or behavioral healthcare center can 
either help you or make recommendations for where to find 
help. 
Additional Readings 
Here are a few of the books that I have read that 
really touched me and I found particularly helpful. 
Bauby, J. (1997). The diving bell and the butterfly. New 
York: Alfred Knoff Publishing. 
Brookes, T. (1997). Signs of life: A memoir of dying and 
discovery. New York: Time Books. 
Callanan, M., & Kelley, P. (1992). Final gifts. New York: 
Bantam Books. 
Chopra, D. (2001). The deeper wound. New York: Harmony 
Books. 
Horn III, R. (1997). How will they know if I'm dead? 
Transcending disability and terminal illness. Delray 
Beach, FL: Lucie Press. 
Kubler-Ross, E. (1969). On death and dying. New York: 
Macmillan. 
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